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ABOUT THIS INDEX

This is an index of news and feature articles published in WKU’s official campus newspaper, the College Heights Herald, for the date span above. The index is arranged alphabetically by subject or name, followed by a list of article titles in chronological order (month/day/year) and the page number.

Please note the following:

Most editorials, letters to the editor, columns and commentaries have not been included.

Routine reports on the outcome of regularly scheduled athletic competitions have not been included. Where content relating to a particular sport has been included, it usually relates to the program generally, individual athletes, or other news beyond the outcome of a specific game.

Content that appeared only in an online edition of the Herald is not included.

References to “A View of the Hill” refer to an introductory edition of the Herald, customarily published prior to the first regular issue of the fall semester.

The College Heights Herald is available in paper form and/or microfilm through University Archives.
Aaron, Jannice Owens
Aaron pioneered for women in medical field 10/21/99: 6B
Hilltopper authors join in book event 3/28/00: 9

Abshire, Mindy
One Heart 2/15/01: 1

Academic Advising
Peer advising program to aid undeclared students 9/19/00: 5

Academic-Athletic Performance Center
$1.55 million athletics donation announced 1/16/03: 1
Donation rewards Harbargh’s rebuilding efforts [editorial] 1/23/03: 4
Couple donates $750K to athletics, education 4/22/03: 1
Complex gets closer 3/18/04: 1

Academic Council
See University Senate

Academics (See also Curriculum; Grading)
New rules forcing program reviews 11/18/99: 1
Small majors facing changes, cuts 1/13/00: 1
No class? Please 1/25/00: 1
CPE will start cuts in May 2/10/00: 1
Language professors disagree with CPE 2/22/00: 1
Review projects gearing up to satisfy CPE requirements 2/24/00: 3
Departments discuss changes 2/29/00: 3
Hope for undeclared majors 3/2/00: 12
Log on to Versity.com 3/28/00: 9
Program changes in works 4/4/00: 1
Fifteen programs cut after review 8/22/00: 3
Film minor could soon be reality [View of the Hill] 8/22/00: 25
Program cuts clarified [letter to editor] 8/31/00: 4
New minors submitted 8/31/00: 6
General ed requirements may be changing 1/23/01: 1
Conference seeks to make college adjustment easier 1/30/01: 7
Budget causes division 9/24/02: 1
No campus-wide attendance policy a statewide trend 10/8/02: 3
Freshman seminar unchanged 10/31/02: 3
Online note sites: study guide or plagiarism tool? 11/21/02: 8
“Partners” helps struggling students 2/6/03: 6
Undeclared students may find answers 10/7/03: 3
Proposed schedule would add 3-week January term 10/9/03: 1
Students debate plus/minus grading system with faculty 10/14/03: 5
SGA votes against plus/minus grading plan 10/16/03: 1
SGA steps up opposition to plus/minus 10/21/03: 1
Grading change concerns BGCC 10/30/03: 1
Advising tool being created 11/18/03: 1
Center will help students reach goals 12/4/03: 6A
January term will go to committee 1/27/04: 5
Academics (continued)

Students to control class drops 2/26/04: 1
Report: grad rates unfair 4/15/04: 1
Engagement plan in development 4/15/04: 7

Accidents

Ninth student hit on University Blvd. 9/9/99: 1
Another biker hit 9/14/99: 3
Cars: 9 Students: 0  9/14/99: 4
Wreck causes scare, injures three 2/10/00: 1
Another student hit on University 9/26/00: 1
Boy riding bicycle hit on Normal 4/17/01: 1
No one hit on University in a year 12/4/01: 3
Student hit on University 2/5/02: 1
Two students hit on University 9/11/03: 1
Campus mourns after accident 2/10/04: 1

Accreditation

Western will test seniors 10/31/02: 1
University requiring enhancement plans 8/21/03: 6

Adams, Jessica

Adams’ story: Trading majors 1/28/03: 6

Adams, Karen

New education dean wants closer ties to area teachers, principals 8/31/99: 8
Adams named to AACTE committee 3/28/02: 9

Adams, Melvin

Former Topper now rapper 10/18/01: 13

Adams, Patch

Patch Adams coming to Hill 11/15/01: 10
The Doctor is in 11/20/01: 7

Adamson, Jessica

Insurance rates impossible burden for some 9/19/00: 1
Hanging in the balance 10/10/00: 7

Adams-Smith, Jeanie

Photojournalism faculty member honored 3/12/02: 6

Adkisson, Stacey

Adkisson’s story: Unity stepper 3/4/03: 8

Administration

Ransdell plans to eliminate VP position 11/4/99: 1
VP gets extended authority 2/3/00: 1
Project control sought 5/1/03: 1A
State may create ethics code 10/23/03: 1
Students, officials speak [Dialogue Day] 10/30/03: 10

Admissions, Office of

Students may now apply to Western online 8/26/99: 11
Admissions standards, enrollment to rise 9/28/99: 3
Western buys bus for Topper Tours around Hill 3/23/00: 12
Admissions, Office of (continued)
   Western conducting search for admissions director 3/5/02: 3
   New admissions director hired 4/16/02: 3
   Applicant pool increases 1/14/03: 5
   Admissions issues a call for students 1/22/04: 3

Advertising Federation
   AdFed teaches the basics 4/17/03: 7

African-American Studies
   Cotton Club brings diversity to students 2/27/01: 7

Agricultural Exposition Center
   Hittin’ the Dirt 2/11/03: 1
   Rodeo returns to town 2/12/04: 6A
   Rodeo brings crowd 2/17/04: 3

AIDS
   Western joins in AIDS awareness 11/29/01: 10
   Aiding the Cause 3/12/02: 9
   Student repaying old debt 12/5/02: 1B
   AIDS compassion 12/4/03: 1B

Albers, Jo-Ann
   Albers inducted into Hall of Fame 3/12/02: 7

Alcohol
   Frat houses face new alcohol rules 8/26/99: 1
   Western will tattle on some drinkers 9/16/99: 1
   University tattling on students [editorial] 9/21/99: 4
   Alcohol and drug arrests up on campus 10/12/99: 1
   Beer still part of tailgating 10/21/99: 1
   Alcohol policy shelved indefinitely 12/9/99: 1
   Night shift officer deals with alcohol, attitudes 11/14/00: 1
   Student found unconscious at frat house 2/22/01: 9
   Fraternity penalized for alcohol violation 4/5/01: 1
   Alcohol to be served in luxury suites 4/17/01: 3
   Even drinking games need rules [editorial] 4/19/01: 4
   Drinkers to report bad news 8/28/01: 1
   Unwritten guidelines changing; attempts at written policy fail 9/6/01: 1
   Administrators will try to stop underage drinking at tailgating 9/6/01: 1
   Tailgating problem-free 9/11/01: 1
   Time to write the wrongs [editorial] 9/11/01: 4
   SGA debates alcohol legislation 10/2/01: 7
   SGA hears plea for help to solve alcohol problems 10/11/01: 5
   Alcohol awareness week begins 10/23/01: 12
   Police bust keg party at Kooler 10/30/01: 7
   Clearing the air [correction] 11/1/01: 2
   Back in the driver’s seat [Provide-A-Ride] 2/19/02: 7
   Students, local bars helping prevent DUIs 2/26/02: 1
   Clarify the alcohol policy [letter to editor] 9/17/02: 4
Alcohol (continued)
   Lack of clear policy confuses some 10/15/02: 1
   Answer this: Can we have a beer? [editorial] 10/17/02: 4
   State officials say bringing alcohol to tailgating illegal 10/29/02: 3
   One Wrong Turn 4/29/03: 1A
   DUIs prove costly in time and money 4/29/03: 3A
   Beer absolute cure for budget crisis [column] 1/22/04: 12

Aldridge, Richard
   SGA recognizes 12 for teaching excellence 3/30/00: 6

Alexander, Chad Montez
   Students stabbed during unsuccessful break-in 11/21/00: 1

Alexander, J. Estill
   Western receives gifts 8/23/01: 8

Alexander, Kern
   Alexander retires as Murray president 2/15/01: 1

Alice, Lawrence
   Biology professor recounts his stay in Niger at local bookstore 2/25/03: 8

Allen, Craig
   An e-mail of anguish 9/13/01: 4

Allen, Laura
   Queen announced 10/29/02: 10

Allison, Andy
   Horn completes staff with Memphis assistant 8/19/03: 13A

Alpha Delta Pi
   Mr. Hilltopper chosen tonight 1/30/01: 9
   Beauty King 2/1/01: 1
   Men on display in pageant 3/16/04: 6A

Alpha Gamma Delta
   Miss-ter Western? 11/21/02: 1
   AGDs sell house to Farmhouse 2/12/04: 3A

Alpha Kappa Alpha
   Pageant showcases talent, beauty, self-essence 4/18/02: 10
   Step into the Light 11/4/03: 1
   Alphas, AKAs repeat as champions at annual Homecoming event 11/4/03: 6
   Dancing Belles 4/15/04: 8

Alpha Omicron Pi
   Annual Rose Bowl fundraiser tomorrow 2/5/02: 11
   AOPi faces possible probation 10/15/02: 3
   AOPi placed under probation 10/24/02: 2

Alpha Phi Alpha
   The Dawn of Delta 10/17/00: 1
   Alphas, AKAs repeat as champions at annual Homecoming event 11/4/03: 6
   Second Unity Step Show at 8 tonight 3/11/04: 8
   Step show brings Greeks together 3/16/04: 8A
Alpha Sigma Sigma
- Alpha Sigma Sigma grows, creates coed sorority charter 10/19/00: 9
- ASS update 10/26/00: 10
- Alpha Sigma Sigma revolution rocks Greeks’ world 11/9/00: 9

Alumni
- Alumni help students with classes, careers 10/8/02: 6
- Alumni offer spring graduates some words of advice 4/29/04: 1C

Alumni Association
- Alumni Association to host Graduation Fair in DUC 10/12/99: 12
- Book of Western wisdom published 12/2/99: 3
- New director named for Alumni Association 4/4/00: 9
- New alumni board president elected 10/19/00: 5
- Western markets credit card to students 11/29/01: 1
- Oozeball benefits charity 4/15/04: 9

Alvarez, Walter
- Renowned geologist to speak 4/10/01: 1
- Geologist sheds light on dinosaur extinction 4/12/01: 1

Alvey, Daniel Aaron
- Mail theft at campus post office 3/15/01: 1

Amazing Tones of Joy
- Amazing Tones focus on faith 4/17/01: 7
- Heavenly harmony 3/7/02: 5
- “Gospel Explosion” brings various choirs 4/15/03: 7
- A Joyful Noise 4/20/04: 7

American Sign Language (ASL)
- A plea for sign language [letter to editor] 2/7/02: 4
- Sign Language class safe [letter to editor] 2/12/02: 4
- Keep, and expand, ASL [letter to editor] 2/26/02: 4
- Western set up ASL for failure [letter to editor] 2/28/02: 4
- Waiting for a sign 2/28/02: 13

Amlani, Islamshah
- Western graduate invents faster computer technology 2/29/00: 6

Amnesty International
- Human rights group starts 2/24/04: 6

Anderkin, Tracey
- Job helps bring RA out of her shell 12/5/02: 2B

Anders, Fannie
- Single mom nears second degree 10/7/03: 8

Anderson, Alan
- A tale of two cities 4/29/04: 7A

Anderson, Jennifer
- Girl, 16, arrested for shooting father 10/26/99: 1

Anderson, Rob
- Anderson’s story: eviction woes 10/29/02: 9
Andriano, Bekah
Andria’s story: Long-distances no problem 2/20/01: 9

Angueira, Annie
The Western feminist evolution 4/8/04: 1A

Animals
Going nuts for J. J. 9/16/99: 1
Mysterious white squirrels waiting for cold weather 9/16/99: 13
Rare recessive gene makes Western’s squirrels white 9/11/03: 9

Applied Physics Institute
Western may buy old mall 3/29/01: 1
Western buys old BG Mall 10/2/01: 1
State halts use of radioactive materials 11/20/01: 1
Physics Institute sanction lifted 1/15/02: 6
Old mall to be renovated for business leasing 1/31/02: 3
Western makes room for Walgreens 5/1/03: 10A

Applied Research and Technology
South campus to get $169,000 lab 10/12/99: 8
Applied Research and Technology Program to receive $400,000 4/18/00: 8
[Materials Characterization] Center to open May 8 4/27/00: 3

Aramark
See Food Services

Architecture and Manufacturing Sciences Department
Design students attend residency 8/21/03: 7

Ardrey, Saundra
Professor, others ask mayor to leave 9/9/99: 3
City Commission denies request to pursue charges against mayor 9/21/99: 3
Position created to attract minority faculty 2/10/00: 3
A Panther’s past 3/1/01: 3

Arnold, Joe
Class includes eight inductees 10/3/00: 9

Arsneault, Shelly
Bold teachers make the Hill a cooler place 9/6/01: 4

Art, Department of
Art of Survival [art program students] 11/14/00: 9
Art project applications [Judy Chicago program] 3/6/01: 2
Art students brighten clinic walls 4/3/01: 8
Art students gearing up for competition 11/13/01: 7
Students selling semester’s worth of ceramics 5/2/02: 21
Exhibit offers students different perspective 4/22/03: 9

Art Guild
Guild shows art for all 8/29/02: 8

Arterburn, Andy
Arterburn’s story: It’s electric 10/22/02: 8

Askew-Gibson, Jipaum
Jipaum Askew-Gibson named new MBA director 9/21/00: 7
Astronomy, Department of
See Physics and Astronomy, Department of

Athletic Hall of Fame
Former Western athletes named to hall 9/23/99: 16
Born to be a champion, Powell to enter Hall of Fame 10/3/00: 9
Class includes eight inductees 10/3/00: 9
Athletic Hall of Fame inducts two new members 10/30/03: 2B

Athletics
Western names new AD 8/24/99: 1
Selig tackling athletics’ hefty deficit 4/25/00: 1 [see also correction 4/27/00: 2]
Marketing, fund raising crucial to accomplish feat 4/25/00: 8
Western names new associate AD 4/25/00: 22
The Only Ones [re: minority participation] 4/27/00: 1
Gator broadcast rights in doubt 4/27/00: 26
Selig to pitch $90 fee hike to student government 9/19/00: 3
Committee endorses $80 fee increase 10/12/00: 1
Students oppose athletics fee increase, survey says 10/24/00: 1
$80 fee increase passes 10/31/00: 1
Something missing during games? It’s the students 11/16/00: 1
Western to broadcast games through satellite network 11/16/00: 9
Hilltopper sports ranked in nation’s top 25 percent 2/6/01: 19
Athletic logo, markings will get makeover by fall 2/13/01: 1
Western athletics facelift overdue [editorial] 2/15/01: 4
Toppers top 10 4/26/01: 19
Western second in Bubas Cup standings 4/26/01: 24
Seniors provided Hill with great memories 4/26/01: 4B
Western chosen to host nine future Sun Belt Tournaments 8/21/01: 22
No policy for athletes on conduct 1/29/02: 1
Title IX program at Western under routine 6-month review 1/29/02: 15
Selig should set policy for athletes, coaches [editorial] 1/31/02: 4
23 athletes earn 4.0 GPAs 3/7/02: 16
Athletics department’s move from Diddle has had its ups and downs 9/12/02: 14
Athletes post best grad rate in 13 years 10/1/02: 10
Conference adding Idaho and Utah St. 10/22/02: 12
New NCAA rep 10/29/02: 10
$1.55 million athletics donation announced 1/16/03: 1
Athletics, entertainment straining Western’s budget [letter to editor] 1/23/03: 4
NCAA review begins 2/18/03: 1
Public invited to examine department 9/25/03: 9
Searching for an edge between the lines 10/23/03: 14
Athletics gets tough on student IDs 2/5/04: 3
NCAA checking on compliance 2/10/04: 6

Ault, Douglas
New facilities director wants form and function on Western’s campus 8/24/00: 11
Austin, Ersə
Step into the Light 11/4/03: 1

Autry, Melissa “Katie”
“Suspicious fire” leaves freshman critical 5/5/03: 1
Pellville freshman known as shy and “funny without even trying” 5/5/03: 1
Family shocked by events 5/5/03: 3
Task force issues report 8/19/03: 1A
Holding Memories 9/18/03: 1
Autry estate files suit 9/23/03: 1
Western should have a heart [letter to editor] 9/23/03: 4
Goodrum, Soules to have separate trials, judge says 9/30/03: 1
Soules gets new attorneys appointed 10/7/03: 1
There is a lot more to examine in the Autry murder [commentary] 10/9/03: 4
Western asks for dismissal 10/14/03: 1
Suit dismissal sought 10/28/03: 1
Lawyers ask for dismissal 11/4/03: 1
Court dismisses Autry suit against Western 12/4/03: 1A
Judge dismisses motion; fraternity can still be sued by estate 2/3/04: 6
Autry case gets new judge 2/19/04: 1
Judge sets trial dates for Goodrum, Soules 3/16/04: 1A
Soules pleads guilty to Autry’s murder 4/1/04: 1
Autry case judge issues gag order 4/29/04: 3A
Remember Autry [letter to editor] 4/29/04: 5A

Ayers, Jacqueline
The Dawn of Delta 10/17/00: 1

Ayers, Robin
SGA recognizes 12 for teaching excellence 3/30/00: 6

Babcock, James C.
Western mourns loss of two faculty members 1/15/02: 3
Former professor remembered at memorial 1/24/02: 9

Baceliri, Jeremy
Student loves performing 11/4/03: 7

Bailey, Howard
Bailey elected to Board of Regents 8/24/00: 6
Bailey honored as leader 2/22/01: 9

Bailey, Phil
Famed Western alum dies 1/31/02: 2

Baker, Brandon
Groovin’ at Baker Boys 4/6/00: 2
Burgers, Beer, Baker Boys 4/13/00: 11

Baker, Jerry
Regents to give donor honorary doctorate 10/30/01: 3

Band
See Music, Department of
Banner 2000
  New software delays financial assistance checks 10/12/99: 7
  Registering online may soon be an option 3/30/00: 14
  Banner getting mixed reviews 8/30/01: 3
  Banner frustrates student groups 10/16/01: 3

Banshee
  Searching for Banshee 4/27/00: 19
  Banshee returning Saturday? 4/19/01: 1
  Much like stale beer, Banshee falls flat 4/24/01: 1

Baptist Student Union
  Every second counts [volunteer activities] 10/18/01: 13
  BSU gets down and dirty on Dead Day 5/2/02: 13
  Games provide break from finals 5/1/03: 2B

Barber, Jim
  Class includes eight inductees 10/3/00: 9

Barnes-Campbell Hall
  Fire deemed suspicious 3/7/00: 8
  Barnes/Bemis hall director hurt in attack 10/17/00: 1
  Assault investigation continues 10/19/00: 3
  Plague of campus fire alarms raises concern 10/25/01: 1
  Four dorms converted to single-sex for fall 2004 12/4/03: 1A

Baseball
  Hilltoppers brave winter weather, gear up for season 1/25/00: 12
  Tops have sickening experience 2/29/00: 1
  Call to arms 2/1/01: 13
  Meet the parents: Moms, dads support baseball 4/24/01: 20
  Baseball construction underway 1/17/02: 13
  A work in progress 1/31/02: 13
  Toppers hit the diamond looking for some answers 2/7/02: 16
  Tops feel cozy here at home 2/28/02: 17
  Bicondoa named Pitcher of Week 4/9/02: 14
  Hilltoppers picked to finish sixth in poll 1/23/03: 9
  Youngest Ransdell to join baseball team 1/28/03: 8
  Bringin’ the Heat 2/13/03: 12A
  Bad weather canceling games 2/27/03: 10
  Toppers getting into groove, preparing for Sun Belt 3/20/03: 8
  Pitchers set to lead Toppers 2/10/04: 10
  Toppers start their season tomorrow 2/12/04: 12A

Basketball – Men
  Topper men picked to finish fourth in conference 10/28/99: 16
  Fountain of Youth [preview section] 11/11/99: 1B
  Former Mr. Basketball may transfer to Western [Rick Jones] 2/15/00: 9
  Boykin dismissed from team 3/23/00: 17
  Tops to skip sea in May 3/23/00: 22
  Western lands point guard, a Golden recruit 4/4/00: 20
Basketball – Men (continued)

Hilltoppers return from Europe with experience, perfect record 8/22/00: 27
Felton adds forward, point guard 8/24/00: 19
Basketball players arrested for receiving stolen property 9/21/00: 1
Violation reported to NCAA 9/26/00: 1
Players sentenced to three days 10/10/00: 1
Men’s basketball begins practice 10/17/00: 14
Basketball player found innocent 10/31/00: 13
The last man standing [season preview] 11/2/00: 1B
Sun Belt Conference champs 2/27/01: 1
Different faiths, one goal 3/1/01: 1
Western looks to conquer tournament as No. 1 seed 3/1/01: 15
Western men’s hoops team may face UK in preseason tourney next year 3/1/01: 18
One chance to dance 3/6/01: 1
Western’s win secures NCAA bid 3/8/01: 1
Madness in the making 3/8/01: 7
Soaring to new heights [NCAA preview section] 3/15/01: 1A
Western’s NCAA tickets sell out 3/15/01: 3
UK should accept WKU challenge 3/15/01: 20
Despite NCAA loss, Western earns respect 3/29/01: 1
New rule makes scheduling big-name schools even harder 4/12/01: 17
Herald Players’ Ball Awards: McPherson takes two 4/26/01: 22
Hoops Briefs 8/21/01: 24
Indiana guard verbally commits to Western [Anthony Winchester] 8/23/01: 19
Two players leave men’s basketball team 8/28/01: 16
Men’s schedule released 8/30/01: 16
Western basketball gets recruit [Jamaal Brown] 9/11/01: 10
Madness mounting: journey begins Saturday 10/11/01: 13
Students get 300 UK tickets 10/11/01: 13
Meeting shows no ticket rush 10/18/01: 19
UK tickets on sale 10/23/01: 6
Standing tall [season preview] 11/1/01: 1A
Reaching for respect 11/15/01: 13
Fanatics [basketball fans feature] 1/24/02: 11
Felton needs to rid Western of “haters” [commentary] 1/24/02: 17
With NCAA bid in sight, Tops ready for final stretch 2/14/02: 13
Tough tasks in Big Easy 2/28/02: 1
NCAA bids up in the air at Sun Belt 2/28/02: 10
Champs! 3/7/02: 13
Fans show up in numbers 3/7/02: 14
Tops still puzzled over seed 3/12/02: 13
Master Plan [NCAA Tournament preview] 3/14/02: 1A
Hilltoppled 3/28/02: 19
Band members rude at NCAA Tournament [letter to editor] 3/28/02: 5
Two Tops kicked off team 3/28/02: 19
Basketball – Men (continued)
Seniors looking to pros 4/9/02: 13
Players take honors at basketball banquet 4/11/02: 16
U of L backs out of Western basketball deal 4/25/02: 15
Western signs two recruits 4/25/02: 16
Selig threatens boycott 4/30/02: 19
Cardinals ready to talk again 5/2/02: 23
“Bracket Buster” offers Toppers chance to shine 8/20/02: 10B
Western hoopsters nab another 7-footer [Josh Higgins] 9/12/02: 12
Doe leaves team 9/26/02: 1
Hoopsters, new and old, hit the floor running 10/15/02: 14
In His Hands [season preview section] 11/7/02: 1B
Toppers ink two early 11/14/02: 2
Pandov may not get extra year 1/30/03: 1A
Tops draw bust of a game [Bracket Buster] 2/6/03: 12
Sun Belt honors four men’s basketball players 3/6/03: 10A
Do or Die [Sun Belt Tournament Preview] 3/6/03: 1B
Women, men win Sun Belt, advance to the Big Dance 3/13/03: 1
Hilltoppers headed to loaded West region 3/18/03: 8
Hilltoppers have tough task in fighting Illini 3/20/03: 8
Dawg-gone: Felton leaving for Georgia 4/10/03: 1
Recruits plan on staying 4/10/03: 12
Willard, Horn top list 4/15/03: 1
Horn lands 6-8 transfer from Tennessee [Elgrace Wilborn] 9/4/03: 14
ESPN Bracket Buster includes Horn’s Toppers 9/11/03: 13
Midnight Madness returns 9/25/03: 1
Student searches for donor 9/30/03: 3
Schedule will test Tops early 10/7/03: 12
Midnight run 10/21/03: 1
Fall signing brings in seven players 11/18/03: 9
Hilltopper basketball ’03 [preview section] 11/25/03: 1B
Diddle Domination [SBC tournament preview] 3/4/04: 1B
It’s over 3/9/04: 14
Horn signs 6-foot-7 forward [Boris Siakam] 4/27/04: 9

Basketball – Women
Lady Toppers ink Edmonson County guard 8/24/99: 28
Lady Toppers lose one player, gain three 8/31/99: 20
Lady Tops picked to finish third in Sun Belt 10/28/99: 16
The Little Team that Could [preview section] 11/4/99: 1B
JUCO center verbally commits to Western 11/9/99: 13
Another surprise: Hutcherson returns to Lady Toppers 12/7/99: 13
All the Marbles [Sun Belt preview] 3/7/00: 13
Lady Toppers win awards 4/25/00: 21
Lady Toppers lose another player 8/24/00: 20
The Next Plateau 8/29/00: 17
Basketball – Women (continued)

With six new players, Lady Tops getting acquainted 10/17/00: 15
To the promised land [season preview] 11/9/00: 1B
Final LA Tech matchup has special meaning for Lady Tops 2/13/01: 16
Lady Toppers get fifth seed in SBC 2/27/01: 13
Lady Tops look to next season 3/8/01: 20
Lady Tops win: IU here Saturday 3/15/01: 15
Lady Tops spin in and out of WNIT 3/29/01: 17
Hoops Briefs 8/21/01: 24
Philly player commits [Chanel Ross] 8/28/01: 18
Lady Tops looking ahead to tough schedule 10/2/01: 14
Super Powers [season preview] 11/8/01: 1A
Lady Tops open at Stanford 11/15/01: 14
Lady Tops adjusting to success 1/15/02: 14
Fanatics [basketball fans feature] 1/24/02: 11
Lady Tops strong in numbers [jersey numbers] 2/7/02: 13
February madness: Lady Tops in turmoil 2/19/02: 1
Still standing [senior night] 2/26/02: 1
Tough tasks in Big Easy 2/28/02: 1
NCAA bids up in the air at Sun Belt 2/28/02: 10
Towels & tears 3/5/02: 13
At season’s merciful end, administrators must make right choice [comment] 3/5/02: 13
Lady Tops to finish tumultuous season with another trip to NIT 3/12/02: 13
Lady Tops lose center, face size disadvantage 3/14/02: 8A
Alumna returns to Lady Tops [Mary Taylor Cowles] 3/28/02: 1
Elzy hired as assistant 4/30/02: 19
Powers earns MVP, academic honors at Lady Tops annual awards banquet 4/30/02: 22
Lady Topper guard to miss season 9/17/02: 5
Lady Toppers eager to start season, find fresh fire under new coach 10/15/02: 14
Lady Tops get $175K donation 10/22/02: 12
With money and support, it’s Cowles’ turn to shine [editorial] 10/24/02: 4
Hoops picks 10/24/02: 10
Two leave team; only nine Lady Toppers left 11/5/02: 1
Another Crushing Loss [ACL injuries] 11/5/02: 12
Back on their feet [season preview section] 11/5/02: 1B
Cowles, Lady Tops sign trio 11/19/02: 13
Lady Tops honored 3/6/03: 9A
Do or Die [Sun Belt Tournament preview] 3/6/03: 1B
Men, women win Sun Belt, advance to the Big Dance 3/13/03: 1
Seed doesn’t bother Cowles 3/18/03: 8A
Lady Tops like underdog tag 3/20/03: 9
Cowles says first year a success 4/3/03: 8A
Cowles nets first recruits 4/22/03: 10
Lady Toppers hand out year-end awards 4/24/03: 10A
Cowles gets two more 5/1/03: 18A
Basketball – Women (continued)

Hilltopper basketball ’03 [preview section] 11/25/03: 1B
Lineberry quits Lady Tops, depletes front line 12/4/03: 14A
Logsdon passes Cowles on all-time scoring list 1/13/04: 9
Pope back with team 1/13/04: 9
Diddle Domination [SBC tournament preview] 3/4/04: 1B
Ladies sing the blues 3/11/04: 1
Lady Tops host Cincinnati in first round of WNIT 3/16/04: 12A
Top recruit may become Topper [Crystal Kelly] 4/8/04: 12A
Toppers ink guard [Ashley Butler] 4/15/04: 13
Sports Brief [Crystal Kelly] 4/20/04: 11
Miss Basketball, Crystal Kelly, will sign today 4/22/04: 14
Top recruit to play basketball at Western [Crystal Kelly] 4/27/04: 1

Batcheldor, Matt
Western grad places eighth in Hearst 2/1/01: 2

Bates-Runner Hall
New salon coming to Bates 10/25/01: 1
N-Style opens in Bates-Runner Hall 1/17/02: 1
On-campus business booming for Bates’ N-Style 10/10/02: 8
Dorm will house only freshmen 2/11/03: 1

Baum, Robert
Longtime health professor loses fight with cancer 9/26/00: 1

Beach, Bennie
Concert to benefit CAB adviser 1/29/04: 5
Bennie Beach touched many [letter to editor] 4/1/04: 4
Memorial for Beach today 4/1/04: 6

Beasley, Shelia
Curing the common cold 12/5/00: 11

Beaty, Laurel
Dream a little dream 11/21/00: 7

Becker, Andrew
Hypnotist to entertain students in Van Meter 4/10/01: 8
Hypnotized students act crazy 4/12/01: 8

Beckman, Craig
Western gets new cops 4/26/01: 10

Beckwith, Brandi
Swimmer headed for NCAA championships 3/15/01: 18

Bedo, Leslie
Candidate looks to current SGA issues for platform 4/11/00: 12
Martin-Bedo end long day as SGA leaders 4/18/00: 1
Bedo and Sears prepare for executive offices 4/5/01: 11
SGA president sees renewed interest in organization 4/30/02: 11

Bellamy, Bill
Former MTV VJ bringing act to Hill 3/28/02: 3
Playin’ for laughs 4/2/02: 9
Bellesiles, Michael
Author speaks about guns 3/6/01: 8

Bemis Lawrence Hall
Women plagued by mice 10/19/99: 1
Whiskered guests should be exterminated 10/26/99: 4
Mice continue their stay at dorm 11/18/99: 3
Another meningitis case found on campus 4/17/01: 1
Plague of campus fire alarms raises concern 10/25/01: 1
Fogging turns Bemis cockroaches belly-up 1/24/02: 3
Four dorms converted to single-sex for fall 2004 12/4/03: 1A

Bennett, Becky
Bennett advises students on their futures 1/29/04: 6

Bennett, Jeffrey
Science educator to speak today 2/5/02: 2
Scientists lecture at Western, simplify physics complexities 2/14/02: 7

Benson, Bruce
Benson replaces Law as coach 9/30/03: 9

Berry, Flora Lanham Ford
New scholarship will honor two students 1/20/00: 9

Berry, Wendell
Kentucky author to be honored at Western’s commencement 3/23/00: 11

Bicondoa, Ryan
Where are they now? 8/20/02: 10B

Big Brothers/Big Sisters
Students to become Big Brothers and Sisters 10/21/99: 11

Big Red
Big Red comes to life 4/18/00: 11
Big Red comes to life [View of the Hill] 8/22/00: 23
Big Red falls victim to bookstore bandits 10/24/00: 1
Burgled Big Red back home in bookstore 10/26/00: 1
Bandits bring back Big Red [editorial] 10/26/00: 4
Logos unveiled, Big Red gets a name tag 8/21/01: 21
Cutting through all the Big Red hype [editorial] 8/23/01: 4
Big Red Boss [photo of Pres. Ransdell] 2/5/02: 10
Big Red tied for 4th 10/24/02: 7
Can’t a blob get some love around here? [column] 10/24/02: 12
Big Red evolves from joke to icon 10/24/02: 1B
Running Red 2/13/03: 2A
Big Red booted from title bout 3/13/03: 1
Seeing Red [copyright lawsuit vs. Mediaset] 3/2/04: 1
One planet, two big red blobs and one lawsuit [column] 3/2/04:10
Big Red suit rages on 3/4/04: 1A
There’s plenty to do with $250 million [commentary] 3/4/04: 4A
Western benefits from media hype 3/9/04: 1
Big Red wannabes show their stuff 4/20/04: 9
Big Red Card
Big Red Card holders left hungry for snacks 8/30/01: 1
Domino’s will accept Big Red cards 11/19/02: 1

Big Red Dollars
Salon takes Big Red dollars 4/3/03: 6B
Big Red dollars useless in some laundry rooms 10/14/03: 5

Big Red Shuttle
See Shuttle Services

Big Red Way
Heating pipe excavation closes Big Red Way 8/24/99: 9
Big Red Way reopens 11/18/99: 8

Biology, Department of
Western to negotiate for preserve 8/21/01: 5
University buys land for preserve 4/22/04: 1

Black, Craig
Sunrise to sunset 2/27/01: 9

Black, Mark Oval
Commissioner, Western graduate dies 2/8/01: 1

Black History Month
Rapper Ice T to reveal his inspirational story tomorrow 2/7/02: 8
Voicing tribute 3/5/02: 9
Dance, lecture, concert headline events 2/4/03: 8
Lecture series begins today 2/6/03: 7
Panel puts relationships in a different light 2/11/03: 8
Forum focuses on black issues 2/13/03: 7A
Forum discusses biracial issues 2/20/03: 7

Black Student Alliance
Black Student Alliance focuses on unity 10/17/02: 8
Despite rocky start, Apollo successful 4/29/03: 4B
Black Student Alliance brings Showtime, Western style 4/6/04: 7

Blackburn, Michelle
Freshmen take on loneliness, but Hill will win in the end 8/21/01: 25 [supplement]

Blaeser, Kimberly
Author shares poetry inspired by her past 1/30/03: 4B

Blevins, Rachel
Campus mourns after accident 2/10/04: 1
The victims remembered 2/10/04: 3
Clearing the air [correction] 2/12/04: 2A
Memorial set for tomorrow 2/12/04: 5A
Students remembered at service 2/17/04: 1

Blewett, Patricia
Female doctor now available on campus 9/11/03: 11

Blotch, Caron
High school friendship nets Hudson Texas transfer 1/14/03: 12
Together Again 8/26/03: 12
Bluhm, Georg
Former professor remembered for his dedication and passion for life 8/24/00: 6

Board of Regents
Regents holding closed meeting to mull health service’s fate 8/26/99: 6
Science building, parking and more keep regents talking for seven hours 11/2/99: 5
Western grad joining board 1/11/00: 10
Mendel: Land bought illegally 2/1/00: 1
Board approves University Senate 2/1/00: 3
Board misled in deal 2/8/00: 1
Regents to discuss lawsuit, honorary degrees tomorrow 10/26/00: 6
Board to consider Pfohl settlement 1/25/01: 8
Miller won’t place name on ballot for faculty regent 9/24/02: 5
It’s a tough job, but faculty need to fill regent position [editorial] 9/26/02: 4
Two faculty members nominated for Board of Regents position 10/1/02: 3
Dietle thinks involvement is key 10/8/02: 5
Shoenfelt “very easy to work with” 10/8/02: 5
Would-be faculty regents prepare for final run at seat 10/10/02: 6
Dietle wins race for regent seat 10/15/02: 1
Regents approve land deal 11/7/02: 6
Department consolidation possible 1/30/03: 5A
Plan for social work program approved 2/4/03: 3
Roberts named regent 8/19/03: 8A
Staff concerns get new voice 8/19/03: 11A
Regents discuss cuts 1/27/04: 1
Regents approve Western’s budget cuts 2/17/04: 1
Regents approve several department splits 4/13/04: 6

Boggs, Sheila
Finding her place 11/12/02: 1B

Bolton, Nathan
Disabled students welcome helping hand 10/17/02: 1

Bonaguro, John
New faces occupy high places 8/19/03: 9A

Bookstore
Bookstore sees profit in new year 1/20/00: 6
Nameless café sees sluggish start in bookstore 3/30/00: 9
Bookstore café named this summer 8/24/00: 12
Bookstore café offers relaxation, a mean espresso 2/15/01: 6
Faculty authors to present work 9/18/01: 7
Faculty sign out for a day 9/20/01: 1
Bookstore awaits end of fiscal year 4/11/02: 3
Privatize the bookstore? Not yet... [editorial] 4/16/02: 4
Committee selects alumna for new director position 11/19/02: 3
Lines may be obsolete in bookstore 4/10/03: 5
Don’t blame bookstores for high prices 8/19/03: 5B
Book buying plan a success 2/3/04: 3
Borders, Charles
SGA recognizes 12 for teaching excellence 3/30/00: 6

Borland, Melvin
Two teachers receive Western’s distinguished professor award 8/29/00: 3

Boso, Cap
Boso leaves team after two years with Toppers 9/28/99: 14

Bowling Green (see also Thousand Words Beyond the Hill, A)
Back-to-school equals big bucks in Bowling Green 8/22/00: 20
The other side of the tracks 10/12/00: 9
High school band competition brings money to Western, Bowling Green 10/19/00: 7
Students helping Bowling Green economic boom 2/6/01: 1
Businesses benefit from crowd 4/26/01: 5B
City begins recounting 2000 census 8/28/01: 10
Student census count low 10/30/01: 1
City to address needs of diverse population 10/30/01: 7
City gets unexpected boost 11/13/01: 3
Rodeo performers ride into Western 2/12/02: 12
Construction continues on Interstate 65 2/14/02: 3
Hepatitis A scare hits Bowling Green 2/19/02: 3
Candidates to debate in Van Meter 4/23/02: 6
Candidates debate city’s future, transpark 4/25/02: 8
KKK rally and counter-rally this weekend 8/29/02: 1
Flea Land opens whole new world to students 8/29/02: 7
Klan rally draws few supporters 9/5/02: 1
WKU invaluable to Bowling Green economy 9/12/02: 5
BG celebrates diversity 9/19/02: 6
International Festival teaches unity 9/24/02: 7
Local bands try to break through 9/26/02: 3
A Team Effort [Medical Center 10K Classic] 10/1/02: 1
Bomb's Bursting in Air [Hobson House Civil War reenactment] 10/1/02: 7
Happy Inn to keep doors open, stomachs full 10/24/02: 1
Candidates share views 10/31/02: 1
Western affected outcome [local elections] 11/7/02: 2
Web site promotes, debuts local groups and shows 11/14/02: 8
Sharing in the New Year [Vietnamese New Year] 2/4/03: 1
World Fare: International markets cater to every taste 2/6/03: 7
A Unique Blend [Spencer’s Coffeehouse] 2/18/03: 1
Tournament set to boost economy 3/6/03: 8B
Project could trigger city growth [I-66] 4/3/03: 3A
Conference coming to Bowling Green [Global Automotive] 4/3/03: 2B
Downtown could get facelift 4/10/03: 3
Bowling Green ranked 322nd among metro areas 9/4/03: 6
Transpark funding secured 9/9/03: 3
City considers fair housing plan 9/23/03: 3
Draughon’s relocates near campus 9/25/03: 3
Bowling Green (continued)
   Event celebrates ethnic diversity 9/25/03: 8
   2,500 people take Bowling Green streets for 10K Classic events 9/30/03: 1
   Cultures converge downtown 9/30/03: 7
   City to host gubernatorial debate tonight 10/9/03: 1
   I-66 debate grows after road show 11/13/03: 1
   Legislators review session in Bowling Green 4/6/04: 1
   Baby found near campus 4/6/04: 3
   Economy booms during graduation 4/29/04: 4C

Bowling Green/Western Symphony Orchestra
   Orchestra begins 91st year tonight 9/23/99: 13

Boyden, David
   Seniors get last run at glory, Big Dance 3/6/03: 1B
   Boyden joins Felton’s staff as Georgia assistant 11/4/03: 10

Boykin, Jimmy
   Boykin dismissed from team 3/23/00: 17

Boysen, Sally
   Chimp specialist to speak 3/13/03: 9

Bradley, John
   Bradley only candidate for president 3/20/03: 1
   Outgoing SGA prez sees future helping others as minister 4/27/04: 1

Brady, Erika
   SGA recognizes 12 for teaching excellence 3/30/00: 6
   Eclecticism: The modern, tacky decor of choice 10/31/00: 11
   Prof and alumnus win state awards 9/26/02: 2

Breuer, Jim
   Comedian coming to Western 11/12/02: 3B
   1,000-plus fans turned away 11/19/02: 1

Briggs, Tabitha
   Life’s Rhythm 10/29/02: 1

Britt, Jamie
   True Britt 2/3/00: 13

Brooks, Judy
   Local entrepreneurs pass on words of wisdom 3/12/02: 6A

Brooks, Keith
   Brooks tears ACL 10/10/00: 9
   Brooks to play despite injury 10/17/00: 13
   Brooks is poster child for playing injured 10/24/00: 9

Brown, Carol
   Respected professors die over summer 8/24/99: 6

Brown, Delia
   Their world’s a stage 9/7/00: 9

Brown, James L.
   New NCAA rep 10/29/02: 10
Brown, Jennie
Women recognized at luncheon 4/17/01: 6

Brown, Joe
Judge Joe Brown captivates full house 1/24/02: 1

Brown, Lee
EMS Academy appoints first director 10/19/99: 5

Brown, Lisa
The Western feminist evolution 4/8/04: 1A

Brown, Rashon
Brown jets for unknown destination 11/18/99: 10
Brown taking his game to Akron 12/2/99: 5

Brown, Virginia Dawson
Faded Pictures 2/19/04: 1

Budget
Governor approves more money for colleges 1/25/00: 3
Council suggests slim raises 2/15/00: 5
Western to get more money; exact amount in doubt as committee debates 3/30/00: 10
Western given $10 million for new research building 4/25/00: 3
Western gets $5.3 million 1/11/01: 7
Smaller pay raises proposed 4/3/01: 1
Regents to approve budget 4/26/01: 1
Western asks for $80M from CPE 10/11/01: 1
Council passes proposed budget 12/4/01: 9
Higher education takes hit in Frankfort 1/15/02: 1
Governor releases budget 1/24/02: 3
Regents outline new budget priorities 1/24/02: 10
Budget Council searches for balance 2/21/02: 8
Budget moving forward despite no state funding 5/2/02: 12
Plan made for possible budget cuts 9/12/02: 3
Budget causes division 9/24/02: 1
Kentucky universities brace for possible budget cuts 11/12/02: 5A
Western holds breath as state budget unfolds 2/4/03: 1
Patton calls for no cuts in higher education 2/6/03: 1
Education rally tomorrow 2/11/03: 1
Council will set spending priorities 2/11/03: 3
Taking a stand 2/13/03: 1A
Students support budget rally 2/13/03: 3A
House passes state budget proposal 2/20/03: 1
Senate budget plan calls for cut in KEES 3/4/03: 1
Students rally against budget cuts 3/4/03: 6
State budget passed 3/11/03: 1A
Legislators pass few bills 3/13/03: 1
Budget priorities outlined 3/20/03: 1
Proposal calls for funding for faculty hires 4/3/03: 5A
Budget concerns again looming over the Hill 8/19/03: 1A
Budget (continued)

CPE proposes budget 11/4/03: 1
Western among first to seek Bucks for Brains 11/11/03: 1
Deep Cuts: Western faces possible $6 million budget cut 1/13/04: 1
State may not go after restricted revenues 1/15/04: 1
Western’s budget cut by $5.6 million 1/22/04: 1
Regents discuss cuts 1/27/04: 1
SGA plans capital rally 1/29/04: 1
Fletcher outlines budget plan 1/29/04: 1
Regents, legislators talk budget 2/10/04: 1
SGA rallies against higher education cuts 2/10/04: 1
Budget cuts to be announced tomorrow 2/12/04: 1A
Regents approve Western’s budget cuts 2/17/04: 1
Campus adjusts to budget plan 2/19/04: 1
Western waiting on state before looking at next year’s budget 3/4/04: 3A
House budget bill would delay capital projects 3/11/04: 1
Senate Republicans pass budget 4/1/04: 3
Budget council makes recommendations 4/8/04: 1A [correction 4/13/04: 2]
Alumni grant cut back because of budget reductions 4/8/04: 1A
Legislators considering budget on last day 4/13/04: 1
State budget stalls in legislature’s last day 4/15/04: 1
Faculty, staff leaders optimistic about recommendations 4/15/04: 1

Buerger, Ben
Senior leads youth movement 8/27/02: 12

Buildings – General
Area across from Cherry Hall will remain green space 10/5/99: 5
Construction project largest in decades, changing campus 8/21/01: 10
Be patient: construction is here to stay 8/21/01: 27 [supplement]
Hammering out the Details 8/23/01: 1
Buildings in need of major repair 10/9/01: 1
Campus struggles with construction 11/6/01: 1
Let’s honor our Western legends [editorial] 1/17/02: 4
NewsChannel 12 to air special report 4/30/02: 8
Construction abounds on Hill 8/20/02: 3A
Hammering out the details 8/20/02: 25 [View of the Hill]
Regents vote to repay debt with bonds 9/19/02: 5
Sidewalks undergoing construction 10/1/02: 1
Western updating campus master plan 11/7/02: 1
Project control sought 5/1/03: 1A
Western to control projects 10/23/03: 1
House budget bill would delay capital projects 3/11/04: 1
Plaza being built to raise money 3/11/04: 9

Burch, Barbara
Four Western women honored 4/5/01: 5
Burnett, Angela
   Phi Mu member honored 4/20/00: 15
   Phi Mu member honored [View of the Hill] 8/22/00: 22

Burr, Jason
   Men’s soccer team adds two assistants 8/20/02: 33 [View of the Hill]

Bussey, Charles
   History professor honored 4/17/03: 6

Butterfield, Thomas
   Western’s computer network susceptible to hacking 11/30/00: 1

Buttram, Matt
   Seizure claims life of freshman 10/30/03: 6

Byrd, Daniel
   Another student hit on University 9/26/00: 1

Byrd, Jamie Lynn
   Student charged with assault 4/22/03: 3

Cage, Athena
   Pop star to sing in Diddle 2/21/02: 11
   R&B artist performs at game 2/26/02: 3
   Cage makes $50,000 commitment 8/28/03: 8A
   Singer, alumna Athena Cage schedules concert for Aug. 28 4/22/04: 3

Caillouet, Larry
   Caillouet hopes to globalize Western 9/7/00: 8
   Caillouet steps down as director 11/25/03: 5A

Campbell, Dwight
   Wright and Campbell confident about campaign 4/11/00: 11
   Master of Ceremonies 1/23/01: 7

Campbell, Shawn
   Campbell off and running 8/21/01: 21
   Campbell finds coaching love connection 11/8/01: 5A
   Delivery: coach gets hate mail 11/29/01: 13
   Campbell ejected early 12/4/01: 18
   Long-term talks score contract for Campbell 1/24/02: 15
   February madness: Lady Tops in turmoil 2/19/02: 1
   Campbell to resign 2/21/02: 1
   Campbell leaves best for last [commentary] 2/21/02: 13

Campus – General
   Land purchase approved [2377, 2381 Nashville Rd.] 8/30/01: 8

Campus Activities Board
   Master of Ceremonies [Dwight Campbell] 1/23/01: 7
   Shindig celebrates St. Patrick’s festivities 3/13/01: 8
   Campus events in works 9/13/01: 6
   CAB planning banner year 1/29/02: 6
   Comedian coming to Western 11/12/02: 3B
   CAB to host party 1/16/03: 2
   CAB scores with Nappy gig [editorial] 1/16/03: 4
Campus Activities Board (continued)
  Stepping, history at DUC 8/21/03: 9
  CAB offering monthly activities 9/23/03: 7
  CAB organizes Black History Month festivities 2/5/04: 5
  Free bowling, billiards, food 4/29/04: 5B

Campus Crusade for Christ
  CRU helps form friendships 11/12/02: 2B

Campus Scouts
  An uphill climb 10/24/00: 7

Campus Spirit Award
  Group unfairly rewarded [letter to editor] 1/29/02: 4
  SGA, Greeks left questioning award 1/29/02: 7
  Chi Omega won fairly [letter to editor] 2/12/02: 4
  Stranger to Chi Omega [letter to editor] 2/14/02: 4
  Groups awarded for spirit 4/24/03: 4B

Campus Tours
  Follow the Leader 10/31/02: 1

Cantrell, Patricia Kaye
  Dream Walker 12/9/99: 1
  Artists to play benefit concert 3/30/00: 7

Career Services Center
  Internships provide life experience 3/7/00: 12
  Career Expo 2000 [supplement] 9/26/00: 1B
  Career services help students prepare for their future 12/7/00: 4A
  Help Wanted [Career Expo 2001 special section] 10/16/01: 1A
  Career Services can cure indecision 10/16/01: 9A
  Keys to success [Career Expo special section] 10/17/02: 1A
  Career Services Center offers resume tips for students 3/11/03: 6B
  Careers [Career Expo Special Section] 10/21/03: 1A
  Bennett advises students on their futures 1/29/04: 6
  Series teaches interview tips 3/4/04: 11A
  South campus hosting job fair 3/11/04: 9

Carey, Brandi
  Strokes of success 11/2/00: 13
  Swimmers suffer first loss 12/4/01: 18
  Carey earns All-American honors 3/28/02: 20

Cargile, Georgia Love
  Family matters: AO Pi’s give 96-year-old sister a new family 10/19/00: 9

Carpenter, James A.
  Former prof died Saturday 9/2/99: 6

Carpenter, John
  “Halloween” special for director 10/21/99: 6B
  Former student Carpenter to speak 10/28/03: 5
  Famous director on WKYU-PBS 11/25/03: 7A
Carpenter, Rob
   The Muckrakers not ordinary in any fashion 4/4/00: 17

Carroll, Zachary Adam
   Accidental gunshot kills student 4/30/02: 1
   Student’s life remembered 5/2/02: 1
   Carroll family appreciated Western’s support [letter to editor] 4/3/03: 4A

Carter, Robert
   Carter’s story: Away from home and loving it 10/1/02: 7

Carter, Stacy
   Sunrise of Survival 4/24/01: 1

Carter, Tiffany
   Carter’s story: Finals, impending parenthood on her mind 4/23/02: 9
   Raising Alexis 4/8/04: 1B

Carwell, Sallie
   Regents approve land deal 11/7/02: 6

Casas, Raphael
   First Hispanic officer hired 11/1/01: 1

Caswell, Amy
   Caswell: Race won’t get messy 4/6/00: 8
   Caswell resigns from SGA 12/7/00: 3

Cate, Buddy
   The Gym Rat 9/28/00: 9

Cate, Rachel
   Campus mourns after accident 2/10/04: 1
   The victims remembered 2/10/04: 3
   Memorial set for tomorrow 2/12/04: 5A
   Students remembered at service 2/17/04: 1

Cave and Karst Studies, Center for
   Research the focus of Western caving 2/6/01: 11
   All washed up: Western treads water when rain hits the Hill 10/25/01: 1
   Renowned cave buff visits Hill [Yaun Daoxian] 4/23/02: 3
   Western, Park Service sign contract 10/10/02: 3
   Cave team leaves for China 3/18/04: 2

Cawthorn, Shawna
   Committee selects alumna for new director position 11/19/02: 3

Cecil, Amanda
   Triple Threat 9/13/01: 13

Celebrate Activism Now
   Herbertism clarified [letter] 3/1/01: 4
   Green Party CAN’d 3/1/01: 9
   A reply from CAN a.k.a. Herbertism. . . and the anti-Herbites [letters to editor] 3/6/01: 4
   Campus group opposes project 9/11/01: 3
   Don’t drop bombs [letter to editor] 10/23/01: 4
   Acting out 12/4/01: 11
   Palestinian, Jew emphasize hope, peace, tolerance 4/25/02: 6
Celebrate Activism Now (continued)
   CAN members protest possible war 2/18/03: 1

Cellar, The
   1983: The Cellar: From Boogie Nights to Study Nights 10/24/02: 5B

Censorship
   Appeals court rules in favor of censorship 9/14/99: 1
   President says paper won’t be censored 9/16/99: 5

Centennial
   See Western Kentucky University – Centennial

Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation
   Entrepreneurship center approved by committee 4/15/04: 6

Center for Gifted Studies
   Super Saturdays 2/22/01: 11
   Disabled man files discrimination suit 8/28/01: 1

Center for Information Technology Enterprise (CITE)
   Western profs complete state technology study 9/10/02: 6

Center for Research and Development
   Western buys old BG Mall 10/2/01: 1
   Young entrepreneurs to get home for business 4/30/02: 8
   Partnership in the making: WKU, ICC teaming up in placing tenants 9/12/02: 6
   Western leases land parcel 10/1/02: 2
   Cleanup almost complete 8/21/03: 2

Center for Teaching and Learning
   Center for Teaching and Learning moves to Chestnut 11/25/03: 6A

Central Hall
   See Minton Hall

Ceres
   Ceres: Not your ordinary sorority 2/24/00: 9

Chadwick, Vanessa
   Chadwick’s story: Helping others get on their feet 1/29/02: 9

Chandler, Jeremy
   Chandler saves day, maybe Tops’ season [column] 9/24/02: 9

Chang, Yating
   Adviser stuck in Singapore 2/14/02: 1
   Study Abroad adviser back on Hill 3/14/02: 1
   ‘Chang’-ing with the times: Adviser loves interactions 2/19/04: 7

Charitable Activities
   Western holds campus wide can drive 10/30/01: 2

Chavez, Joy
   Chavez’s story: Trying to educate peers, herself about differences 11/19/02: 10

Cheerleading
   Cheerleaders place fourth 4/11/00: 6
   These aren’t stereotypical cheerleaders 4/13/00: 13
   Cheerleaders raise memorial scholarship money 2/20/01: 8
   Blue Ribbon ranks Tops No. 35 10/18/01: 21
Chemistry, Department of
Chem lab upgrade impresses students 9/14/99: 5

Cherry, Christopher
Student takes hard road back 11/18/03: 1

Cherry, Dan
Family ties between transpark, WKU 2/3/00: 8

Cherry, Henry Hardin
Cherry tops century list 12/7/99: 1

Cherry Hall
Newly installed windows give Cherry facelift 8/22/00: 13
Cherry windows don’t fit [letter to editor] 8/29/00: 4
Not everyone in tune with bells’ return 8/29/00: 14
From disco to “Freebird,” students chime in on Cherry 8/31/00: 9
Intro to toilet flushing [commentary] 2/1/01: 5
Top of Cherry Hall receives special attention 2/15/01: 5
E-mailed bomb threat cancels afternoon classes 2/20/03: 2
Bomb scare clears Cherry 3/6/03: 3A

Cherry Statue
Summer restoration replaces green hue on Cherry’s statue with bronze 8/24/99: 13

Chicago, Judy
Photographer kicks off semester of art projects 8/28/01: 14
Art project almost home free 11/6/01: 8
Rooms with a view 12/6/01: 9

Child Care
Caring about kids [letter to editor] 10/11/01: 4
Field Day 10/25/01: 9

Chitapa, Tawanda
Soccer’s Iron Man 9/20/01: 13
Men’s soccer team adds two assistants 8/20/02: 33 [View of the Hill]
Chitapa’s story: Still searching 3/11/03: 4B

Chrisler, Rob
New auxiliary services director 3/6/01: 2

Christian, Jim
Former Tops assistant new coach at Kent State 4/4/02: 17

Circle K Club
Completing the circle 11/30/00: 11

Clark, Jim
Western names new associate AD 4/25/00: 22
Fund-raising talent a “natural fit” for athletic department 8/24/00: 22

Clark, Joe
Acclaimed educator has his say at DUC Theatre 2/8/00: 1

Clark, Nicholas
Two students seek office 1/29/04: 1
Student candidate leaves race 2/24/04: 1
Sophomore still in commission race 2/26/04: 1
Clark, Ryan
   Student receives honor from Scripps Howard 1/24/02: 2

Claypool, Todd “Cleazy”
   Cleazy’s Dreams 10/23/03: 1

Cleland, Tim
   Cleland Rocks 4/13/00: 13

Clubs (See also clubs by name)
   Starting campus clubs poses many challenges 12/2/99: 13
   Group gives gamers chance to share passion 2/15/01: 8
   New 4-H club to meet 2/12/02: 8
   Chess club back on board 11/21/02: 6
   Club discusses literary topics 2/25/03: 9
   Non-trad student group forming 4/29/04: 6A

Coates, Amanda
   Coates reflects on year as president 4/25/00: 6

Coats, Anna
   Promotion of SGA a priority for Coats 4/2/02: 3

Cobb, Alison
   Dancing with two Topperettes during a drought 3/30/00: 24

Cobb, Mary
   SGA recognizes 12 for teaching excellence 3/30/00: 6

Colbert, Jan
   Professor elected to state accountancy board 8/22/00: 6

Cole, Basil C.
   Bubble, pop, fizz! Cole studied world of soda 10/18/01: 7A

College Democrats
   Two Western students elected to state offices 4/18/02: 6
   College Democrats sponsor debate 4/18/02: 7

College of Education
   Couple donates $750K to athletics, education 4/22/03: 1
   Administrators work to accommodate teachers 4/24/03: 2A
   Western grads get highest marks 10/14/03: 3

College of Health and Human Services
   Dean search nears end 3/13/03: 3

College Heights Herald
   Herald again wins Gold Crown Award 3/23/00: 12
   Journalism, broadcasting students capture top regional awards 3/30/00: 2
   Herald wins Gold Crowns 2/22/01: 8
   Herald staff members win awards 3/8/01: 5
   Protesting students take Hell House ads 10/30/01: 1
   Herald nationally honored 10/30/01: 5
   Herald wins KPA general excellence 1/31/02: 2
   Herald debuts with new design 8/20/02: 1A
   Herald wins award 11/7/02: 5
College Heights Herald (continued)
Hindsight: a collection of photos from the fall 2003 College Heights Herald photography
staff 12/4/03: 9A
Herald needs more ‘fun’ articles [letter to editor] 2/3/04: 4

College Republicans
Western to host College Republicans convention 2/14/02: 7
College Republicans attend convention 4/18/02: 6

Collegiate Health Care
See Health Services

Collins, Kimberly
Area coordinator resigns after forgery arrest 2/10/00: 1
Colleagues mum on Collins case 2/15/00: 3
Kuster’s silence obstructing our right to know 2/17/00: 4
More money missing 2/24/00: 1
Former area coordinator goes before court 2/29/00: 3
Investigation reveals $5K missing from Housing 3/23/00: 1
Collins gets job at college 3/28/00: 1
Collins to be arraigned Monday 4/6/00: 3
Collins pleads not guilty 4/11/00: 1
Most charges dropped involving Collins case 8/22/00: 17

Collins, Wilda
Cutting costs 10/26/00: 9

Colonnade
Colonnade used to be the place to watch pigskin fly 10/24/02: 3B
The Colonnade: From chaos to calm 10/24/02: 5B
Colonnade given formal name 8/28/03: 1A

Coming Home
Western crowns King of the Hill 2/26/02: 12
Coming Home held last weekend 3/4/03: 8

Commencement (See also Graduation)
Renovations to Diddle ax graduation alternative 4/25/02: 3
The calm before the walk: a behind the scenes look at the ceremony 5/2/02: 1A
Moving on: 906 to receive degrees 12/5/02: 3A
Western to honor former students 5/1/03: 8B
CPE president to speak 5/1/03: 6C
Diddle is back up for first time in two years 4/29/04: 2C
Commencement ceremony changes over time 4/29/04: 3C

Communication, Department of
Students at FAC debate local issues English-style 11/5/02: 6

Community College
Western to add labs for biology, chemistry on South Campus 9/21/00: 8
Community college may lower tuition 4/19/01: 11
Disabled struggle at BGCC 11/13/01: 8
Rise in demand for community college 9/4/03: 3
Increase hits community college 11/11/03: 3
Compass Plaza
   Plaza being built to raise money 3/11/04: 9

Compton, Micheal
   Treasure the little things in life 10/30/01: 12

Computer Information Systems
   Lack of faculty may doom popular computer minor 10/21/99: 3
   Faculty shortage may delete useful minor 10/26/99: 4
   CIS minor still a possibility, for now 2/10/00: 3

Computer Science, Department of
   CS major suffering from faculty shortage 2/17/00: 3

Computers
   See Information Technology

Concerts
   Big name concert has found a way [Blessed Union of Souls] 8/22/00: 21
   A Blessed Event [Blessed Union of Souls] 8/24/00: 1
   Galaxy “tricked” by rap artists; club owner will sue 10/17/00: 9
   Country performer coming to campus [Chad Brock] 11/2/00: 6
   Former pop icon to visit the Hill [Tiffany] 4/3/01: 5
   Sister Hazel to play campus concert 4/3/01: 6
   Pop star to perform Monday [Tiffany] 4/12/01: 1
   Blast from the past: Tiffany rocks Western’s campus 4/17/01: 1
   Students give ‘80s pop star Tiffany warm welcome 4/17/01: 8
   [Sister] Hazel selling few tickets 4/24/01: 5
   Enthused, small crowd sees Hazel rock Diddle 4/26/01: 6
   Soap opera star visits Western [Kassie DePaiva] 10/11/01: 8
   Soap star coming to campus [Kassie DePaiva] 10/25/01: 12
   Steeling the show [Trinidad Tripoli Steelband]
   PRISM defines surround sound 1/17/02: 10
   Famous dance company vists campus next week 2/7/02: 12
   Prism to light up stage 1/23/03: 3
   Bright lights, big sound [Prism concert] 1/28/03: 1
   Consort well received 2/13/03: 2A
   Bluegrass band performs [Del McCoury] 3/4/03: 9
   Bluegrass by Request [Del McCoury] 3/6/03: 7A
   Concert highlights symphonies 4/29/03: 3B
   Gregory to perform 10/16/03: 8
   Chingy at Diddle tonight 10/23/03: 11
   Hip-hop acts take over Diddle 10/28/03: 7
   Regurgitator wows crowd at DUC Theater 10/30/03: 10
   Small crowd enjoys Friedlander 12/4/03: 6B
   Ninth annual Prism concert will include lights, fast pace 1/22/04: 5
   The Prism concert 1/27/04: 1
   Cajun music to play on Hill 3/16/04: 6A
   BeauSoleil delivers Cajun sizzle 3/18/04: 1
   Revolution Mayhem rocks the lawn 4/6/04: 3
Concerts (continued)
Gospel Explosion expects big crowd 4/15/04: 11

Concrete Canoe Team
See Engineering

Conger, Aaron
Conger’s story: What goes down must come up 9/11/01: 7

Conklin, Jed
Western student could be joining “Real World” 3/29/01: 10

Conley, June
Garrett BSA lets faith and love guide her way 4/25/02: 9

Cook, Alfred
Western wins appeal in discrimination lawsuit 8/24/99: 3

Cook, Alison
Cook’s story: Bum knee leads athlete to the Hill 1/30/01: 9

Copeland, Brandon
Five dreamers, one dream 3/28/02: 11

Corcoran, Kate
Corcoran’s story: The new kid 1/15/02: 9

Corley, Gene
Engineer dissects Trade Center collapse 11/21/02: 1

Counseling and Testing Center
Support group seeks members [body image] 2/11/03: 5
Counselors offer help to survivors 2/10/04: 3

Covington, Kristina
Don’t call it a comeback 1/18/00: 13

Cowles, Kevin
Single father doesn’t mind ‘Psycho’ moniker 9/11/03: 8

Cowles, Mary Taylor
Lady Topper assistant honored by KHSAA 3/23/00: 18
Cowles resigns after short stint in new position 10/18/01: 20
Alumna returns to Lady Tops 3/28/02: 1
Cowles and Curry are very similar [comment] 4/2/02: 13
Cowles off and running as head coach 4/4/02: 15
Mary’s turn 5/2/02: 23
Cowles gets year extension 8/21/03: 13
Looking at Cowles tells Lady Tops’ story [column] 3/11/04: 12
Cowles offered six-year extension 4/1/04: 12

Coy, Stacey
Western Cheerleaders raise scholarship money 11/11/99: 8
Cheerleaders raise memorial scholarship money 2/20/01: 8

Crabtree, Leslie
Awareness program honors grad 10/26/00: 5

Crabtree, Susan
Historic death on historic day 1/18/01: 1
Cravens, Ken
Senior showcases feature film 4/30/02: 17

Credit Cards
Credit card gifts may be banned 2/27/03: 1

Credit Union
Service One moving off the Hill 8/27/02: 6

Crennel, Romeo
Crennel named Browns’ defensive coordinator 1/27/00: 16
Western’s Crennel wins another Super Bowl ring 2/7/02: 13
Crennel featured guest at alumni luncheon 3/28/02: 20

Crime (See also Rape)
Stolen biology equipment still missing 10/5/99: 2
Alcohol and drug arrests up on campus 10/12/99: 1
Women receive phone threats 10/14/99: 1
Student robbed in parking structure 10/14/99: 1
Man robbed, murdered near campus 10/19/99: 1
Crime prevention comes to Western 11/9/99: 3
Campus safety is “moderate” 12/2/99: 3
Alleged harasser nabbed 12/7/99: 1
West Hall has highest thefts 12/9/99: 7
New bill addresses fire safety 1/20/00: 1
Thefts are an unpleasant trend at Preston 3/7/00: 1
Student charged in connection with library thefts 3/23/00: 10
Student’s mail stolen from North Hall 4/13/00: 7
Police say non-students add to high arrest figures 8/22/00: 9
Crime reports now posted online 8/22/00: 15
Three men arrested outside Garrett 8/29/00: 3
Pizza delivery driver alleges campus attack at knifepoint 9/7/00: 5
Break-ins in structure force students to rethink parking 9/12/00: 3
Western has fewest reported rapes among state schools 9/21/00: 6
Crime Prevention Week targets student awareness 9/26/00: 8
Dorm clerk charged in mail theft 9/28/00: 6
Parking permits a hot item 10/3/00: 3
Campus crime report shows theft most common in 1999 10/10/00: 3
Barnes/Bemis hall director hurt in attack 10/17/00: 1
Local man arrested on campus, charged with cocaine possession 10/17/00: 8
Assault investigation continues 10/19/00: 3
Dangerous areas on Hill to be identified 10/19/00: 6
Big Red falls victim to bookstore bandits 10/24/00: 1
Students, staff take walk of campus to identify hazards 10/24/00: 3
Burgled Big Red back home in bookstore 10/26/00: 1
Students stabbed during unsuccessful break-in 11/21/00: 1
Students deal with break-ins 11/30/00: 10
Freshman caught with gun in dorm 1/9/01: 1
Forged, stolen parking permits increase, but arrests on rise, too 2/6/01: 5
Crime (continued)

Student’s sex crime punished 2/8/01: 1
Parking meter stolen from Alumni Drive 2/20/01: 2
Arson attempts in dorm 2/22/01: 1
Arson incidents spread across campus 2/27/01: 1
Arson attempts continue 3/1/01: 1
Thompson Complex vandalized 3/1/01: 5
Fire safety committee formed to help stop arsons 3/13/01: 3
Mail theft at campus post office 3/15/01: 1
Anyone need a parking meter? Campus crime better than ever [commentary] 3/15/01: 5
Male claims sexual abuse in dorm 4/24/01: 3
Two students arrested on sexual assault charges 8/21/01: 3
Arson case remains unsolved 8/21/01: 11
Man suspected of stalking students 8/23/01: 6
Student reports off-campus rape 8/30/01: 7
Employee faces sex charges 9/11/01: 1
Campus vandals target Mustangs 10/9/01: 6
DUIs decrease while drug arrests climb 11/8/01: 1
Parking permits hot in fall 11/15/01: 1
Student files rape report 12/4/01: 3
$13,162 worth of campus projectors stolen 1/29/02: 7
Students fooled by magazine sales pitch 1/31/02: 1
Student may face jail time for assault 2/5/02: 7
Arson attempted at Keen 2/7/02: 5
Police nab suspect in [projector] thefts 2/7/02: 6
Police investigate recent theft puzzle 2/12/02: 3
Gasoline found in fountain 2/14/02: 3
March rape outside FAC reported to police Monday 4/4/02: 10
Suspects in projector thefts indicted 4/4/02: 10
Vehicles damaged in Egypt 4/18/02: 1
Police say they have answers in rape case 4/23/02: 5
Night clerk plagued by threatening calls 4/25/02: 6
Arrest made in Egypt break-ins 5/2/02: 5
Break-ins plague lots 8/29/02: 1
Cash, CD players stolen from Kentucky State locker room during game 9/10/02: 3
Alleged robbery in Poland Hall 9/19/02: 5
Vandalized: Nine cars in two days 9/24/02: 1
Students fooled by scam, again 9/26/02: 5
Football players’ money stolen 10/1/02: 2
Campus police probing gun report 10/10/02: 2
Student held up in PFT 10/22/02: 1
Break-ins problem on campus, off 10/24/02: 3
Safety walk ferreting out dangers 10/24/02: 5
Two students charged with armed robbery 11/19/02: 1
More than $1,000 stolen in PFT 11/19/02: 2
Crime (continued)

Freshman indicted in Pearce-Ford robbery 11/26/02: 1
ID numbers put students at risk 12/5/02: 1A
Robbery suspect arrested 12/5/02: 3A
Robbery suspects head to court 1/14/03: 6
Student charged in robbery 1/28/03: 1
DUIs prove costly in time and money 4/29/03: 3A
Escapee caught in front of Cherry Hall 4/29/03: 8A
Woman held for indecent exposure 5/1/03: 3A
Identity thefts prompt change 5/1/03: 11A
Recent thefts call for prevention 2/3/04: 5
Man charged with stealing textbooks, fleeing police 4/6/04: 1

Crocker, Steve
Best kept secrets 12/7/00: 13

Cronin, Olga
Cronin named Performer of Week 10/2/01: 16
Lady Top headed to nationals 11/19/02: 11
Cold slows runner at nationals 11/26/02: 8

Crooks, Bob
Missing Twilight 3/28/02: 1
Murdered teenager buried Saturday 10/7/03: 6

Cross Country
see Track and Cross Country

Crosthwaite, Ralph
Former basketball star dies 11/2/99: 12

Crother, Lou-Ann
Four Western women honored 4/5/01: 5

Crowder, Margaret
Geology professor rocks as afternoon disk jockey 4/30/02: 9

Crowe-Carraco, Carol
Crowe-Carraco: Her own one-woman show 1/13/00: 8

Crume, Gene
Crume leaves for new post 1/20/00: 8

Cullen, Veronick
Southern exposure 11/20/03: 12

Curriculum
Western looking at film minor 12/9/99: 3
Film minor could soon be reality 2/1/00: 3
Board approves University Senate [engineering] 2/1/00: 3
Planning for leadership program in first stage 2/1/00: 6
CS major suffering from faculty shortage 2/17/00: 3
Students want to keep foreign language classes 3/2/00: 10
Senate offers faculty guide for curriculum 2/21/02: 8

Curry, Matt
Beauty King 2/1/01: 1
Curry, Raynardo
Curry to sit due to ACT test 1/13/00: 15
Basketball players arrested for receiving stolen property 9/21/00: 1
Players sentenced to three days 10/10/00: 1
Suspended Curry out indefinitely 1/24/02: 15
Suspended Curry to return Thursday 1/29/02: 13
Two Tops kicked off team 3/28/02: 19
Cowles and Curry are very similar [comment] 4/2/02: 13

Dandy, Erik
Dandy’s story: “I’ve done everything without a father”: 2/27/01: 12

Daniels, Carrie
Daniels to front office 11/29/01: 16
Cowles’ colleagues key to Lady Tops’ resurgence 11/5/02: 6B

Davis, Bethany
Parenthood and school sometimes a struggle [letter to editor] 10/29/02: 4

Davis, Hasan
Actor reveals untold story of slave 2/26/02: 7

Davis, Leslie
Alumna to study at Oxford 3/6/01: 2

Davis, Matt
On a Roll 10/2/01: 1

Deane, Robert
Campus police gets new chief 11/11/99: 1
Welcome to Western Chief Deane [editorial] 11/16/99: 4
Hail to the Chief 2/3/00: 1
Chief on standby with fellow reserves 9/18/01: 7

Deavers, Anthony
Western sports fan featured on panel on ESPN; may go back for show 11/26/02: 7

Deere, Randy
Professor named “doping-control officer”: 9/20/01: 2

DeGeneres, Betty
DeGeneres speaks about gay rights 4/4/00: 18

DeLozier, Laura
Student found unconscious at frat house 2/22/01: 9

Delta Sigma Theta
The Dawn of Delta 10/17/00: 1
Aiding the Cause 3/12/02: 9
Annual ball slated for Saturday 2/13/03: 5A
A thousand words beyond the Hill [Crimson & Cream Ball] 2/18/03: 2
Crimson and Cream Ball a success 2/10/04: 7

Dennehy, Breeda
See Willis, Breeda Dennehy
Denney, Bethany
   Denney wins pageant 9/24/02: 7

Denny, Philip
   Masters of fate 8/21/01: 15

Denton, Jenifer
   The hill a mountain for disabled students 2/22/01: 1
   Finding Freedom 2/22/01: 7

DePaiva, Kassie
   Soap opera star visits Western 10/11/01: 8
   Soap star coming to campus 10/25/01: 12
   Soap star sings for students 10/30/01: 11
   Herald gets a Bottom [letter to editor] 11/8/01: 4

DeSensi, Rebecca
   Royalty for a Day 5/1/03: 1B

Development (See also Gifts and Bequests)
   Western’s endowment increases $11 million in Ransdell’s tenure 8/26/99: 7
   Western officials planning capital campaign 1/25/00: 1
   Fund raising still soaring 3/2/00: 9
   Ransdell explains “restricted gifts” to faculty 4/13/00: 5
   Campaign announcement expected 4/27/00: 1
   Donations pour in over break 8/22/00: 1
   Matching funds exhausted after recent donations 8/22/00: 14
   Capital campaign hits $50 million mark 9/28/00: 1
   Faculty/staff campaign announced 11/14/00: 1
   Campaign ahead of schedule 2/8/01: 3
   Tonight’s annual gala to recognize donors 4/5/01: 1
   The royal circle [President’s Circle gala] 4/10/01: 1
   Naming revenue needed [letter to editor] 4/17/01: 4
   Campaign hits $70.2 million 1/24/02: 1
   Campaign update is expected 4/30/02: 1
   Capital campaign goal met, administrators set new objective 8/20/02: 5A
   Faculty, students nab $24M 8/29/02: 5
   Ceremony unites donors, recipients of scholarships 9/17/02: 3
   Donors take opportunity to meet recipients 9/19/02: 1
   Callers looking to raise $425,000 12/5/02: 9A
   Endowment fund increases 16 percent 1/30/03: 3A
   Campaign launched to increase awareness 4/17/03: 2
   Campaign goal may be reached tomorrow 4/24/03: 1A
   Committee proposes room names 4/24/03: 5A
   Donors, staff reflect on campaign 9/18/03: 1
   Gala honors donors 9/23/03: 1
   Western leads state in endowment growth 2/3/04: 3
   Legislators seek to keep university donors’ names secret 4/1/04: 1
   Campaign planning begins 4/29/04: 1A
Devore, Carolyn  
   Back in the driver’s seat 2/19/02: 7

Dialogue Day  
   Students, officials speak 10/30/03: 10

Diamond, Jared  
   Prize winning author will visit Van Meter 2/5/02: 12  
   Diamond sparkles on Hill 2/7/02: 11

DiBenedetto, Rocco  
   Hilltoppers defeat Murray State 48-38 on “big play” night 10/3/00: 9

Diddle, E. A.  
   Diddle questions answered here 2/10/00: 13

Diddle Arena  
   Western considers new arena 1/11/00: 1  
   Deconstructing Diddle 1/11/00: 19 
   Arena’s questions unsolved 2/1/00: 13  
   Arena study begins to take shape 3/30/00: 19  
   Firm to be picked for arena study 4/13/00: 7  
   Firm chosen for study 4/18/00: 1  
   Bowling Green, county won’t support Diddle renovations 4/18/00: 5 
   New arena is best option 4/20/00: 5 
   Diddle may get major renovation 8/22/00: 23 
   Renovation better than new arena [editorial] 8/31/00: 4 
   Ransdell expects feasibility study to recommend Diddle renovation 9/21/00: 3 
   Study results delayed 10/3/00: 1 
   Diddle to get $28 million renovation 11/30/00: 1 
   Swimmers may lose Diddle pool 12/7/00: 13 
   Luxury suits spark interest of local businesses, alumni 1/30/01: 5 
   Harlem Globetrotters to visit Diddle for exhibition game 2/6/01: 8 
   Globetrotters dazzle Diddle 2/13/01: 6 
   Eleven luxury suites leased 2/27/01: 6 
   Company to help find arena donor 4/12/01: 5 
   Alcohol to be served in luxury suites 4/17/01: 3 
   Renovation project may get new partner 8/21/01: 5 
   Diddle raises concern 8/23/01: 1 
   Five Diddle suites still open 8/23/01: 5 
   WWF tags out, fans stunned 9/6/01: 3 
   WKU and city revise Diddle proposal 9/6/01: 8 
   Western, city join in Diddle financing 9/11/01: 1 
   Two more Diddle suites leased out 10/18/01: 10 
   State intervention to delay Diddle renovation 12/6/01: 3 
   Students have a seat in Diddle Arena 12/6/01: 13 
   Arena project to be phased in 1/15/02: 1 
   Diddle bill clears first Senate test 1/17/02: 1 
   Diddle Arena project edging closer to approval 1/24/02: 8 
   Diddle robberies raise concerns 1/24/02: 9
Diddle Arena (continued)

Arena project gets final state approval 2/12/02: 1
Western exploring options for arena naming rights 3/12/02: 7
Plans for pedway, parking lot scrapped 3/28/02: 1
Renovations full speed ahead 4/4/02: 8
It’s hard saying bye to Diddle Arena pool [column] 4/4/02: 16
Renovation faces another hurdle 4/18/02: 1
Western, local family never close to agreement on land 4/25/02: 1
Renovations to Diddle ax graduation alternative 4/25/02: 3
Students struggle to get to class in Diddle 5/2/02: 12
Construction abounds on Hill 8/20/02: 3A
Dividing Diddle: 4 sponsors sought 8/22/02: 3
Diddle will be “playable” for opener 10/8/02: 1
Clearing the air [correction] 10/10/02: 2
Three remaining Diddle suites leased 10/22/02: 5
Diddle to open doors Saturday 11/7/02: 1
Diddle opens for games 11/12/02: 1A
Crews scurrying as Diddle renovation deadline nears 1/16/03: 1
Arena donor search continues 1/16/03: 1
Forum to discuss Diddle seating plan 1/30/03: 1A
Low attendance plaguing campus forums 2/6/03: 1
Express restaurants planned for Diddle 2/6/03: 3
Diddle lot, structure to close for games 2/20/03: 1
HAF members grumble over possible increases for seating 3/4/03: 14
Key elements in place for tournament 3/6/03: 8B
Arena nearing finish 4/15/03: 1
New seats bring renovation one step closer 8/21/03: 1
Faculty criticize Diddle fee 9/4/03: 1
Diddle is paid for--or so we thought? [editorial] 9/9/03: 4
Sponsors help give Diddle new look 12/4/03: 1A
‘King of Beers’ taps into Diddle 1/13/04: 1
The greatest show on earth comes to Bowling Green 4/1/04: 8
Big top on the Hill 4/6/04: 1

Diddle Dorm
Basketball player remembers living with coach 10/24/02: 4B

Dietle, Robert
Dietle thinks involvement is key 10/8/02: 5
Dietle wins race for regent seat 10/15/02: 1

Dietzel, Mike
Elson adds two new coaches to staff, promotes Taggart 4/3/03: 8A

Diggins, Tiffany
Two of a kind 2/11/03: 14

Disabled Students
On His Own [Corey Nett] 10/28/99: 1
New Challenges [Jesse Krzton-Preston] 12/7/99: 9
Disabled Students (continued)
  Newton’s Rebellion [Lisa Newton] 3/30/00: 1
  The hill a mountain for disabled students 2/22/01: 1
  Finding Freedom [Jenifer Denton] 2/22/01: 7
  Disabled face uphill battle [editorial] 2/27/01: 4
  Students, ADA search for solutions 4/26/01: 7
  Let’s be friends [letter to editor] 11/8/01: 4
  Disabled struggle at BGCC 11/13/01: 8
  Western not meeting needs of disabled students [commentary] 10/15/02: 4
  Disabled students welcome helping hand 10/17/02: 1
  Western limits accessibility for disabled [letter to editor] 10/17/02: 4
  First Barrier Day opens students’ eyes 10/31/02: 1
  How accessible is Western? [commentary] 4/29/03: 4A
  Barrier Day raises disability awareness 10/30/03: 11

Disc Golf
  The disc masters 4/13/04: 1

Discrimination (See also Dye, Robert)
  Western wins appeal in discrimination lawsuit 8/24/99: 3
  Discrimination suit is going to trial [Charles E. Whaley] 8/20/02: 7A
  Jury rules in favor of Western 8/27/02: 1
  Discrimination suit dismissed [Cera Long] 2/25/03: 5

Diversity
  New office to enhance diversity 11/19/02: 6
  Confederate flag stirs debate 2/6/03: 8
  Students celebrate differences 4/24/03: 3B
  Renzi speaks about diversity 4/29/03: 1B
  Effort adds diversity to faculty 8/28/03: 1A
  Western gets high diversity marks 8/28/03: 3A
  Native song: Larry Yazzie performs American Indian dances 11/20/03: 1
  Diversity Rocks events begins this morning on South Lawn 4/22/04: 8
  Nothing rains on awareness parade: Diversity Rocks a success 4/27/04: 6

Diversity Awards
  Diversity awards given 8/23/01: 8

Diversity Coalition
  City considering gay rights 9/30/99: 1
  Campus, city split on gay rights 10/26/99: 1
  Fairness proposal on ropes 11/9/99: 1
  Ordinance lacks commission’s support 11/23/99: 5
  Former Lambda Society gearing up for new semester 2/1/00: 5
  Lambda now Diversity Coalition 2/8/00: 6
  Bill may ban gay legislation 2/17/00: 1
  Seminars to explore gay issues 4/6/00: 5
  Conference draws crowd from three states 4/11/00: 5
  Hell House draws protesters, large crowd 10/31/00: 3
  Diversity Coalition getting ready to rock tomorrow 4/19/01: 5
Diversity Coalition (continued)
  Diversity rocks South Lawn 4/24/01: 5
  Campus celebrates Coming Out Day 10/11/01: 1
  Protesting students take Hell House ads 10/30/01: 1
  Clearing the air [correction] 11/1/01: 2

Diversity Committee
  Diversity committee to host conference 4/11/02: 6
  Tale of two titans [Herman Boone, Bill Yoast] 4/16/02: 1
  Acting group performs diversity snapshots in DUC 4/16/02: 1
  Celebration ready to rock campus 4/18/02: 10
  Diverse groups rock South Lawn during celebration 4/23/02: 10
  Group seeks diversity 2/20/03: 3

Dixon, Nigel
  “Big Jelly” rolls onto Hill 8/22/02: 1
  Dixon expected to go in second 4/15/04: 14

Dobring, Justin
  Friends producing on-campus plays 3/13/01: 9

Doe, Michael
  Western signs 7-2 center recruit 11/29/01: 14

Dollman, Sean
  Old timers give youngsters lesson in running 9/18/01: 13
  Western conduction search for admissions director 3/5/02: 3

Dotson, Kelly
  Student arrested for leaving child in car 9/14/00: 7

Douthit, Amber
  One year later: Four people reflect on tragedy’s effects 9/10/02: 3

Dowell, Mike
  Police promotion 4/29/04: 3A

Downing University Center
  DUC 4th floor reopens 8/31/99: 5
  Low attendance may force closing of DUC movie theater 1/13/00: 10
  DUC Theatre to have “theme weeks” 8/31/00: 3
  DUC lobby renovation entering phase two 10/31/00: 5
  Starbucks opens at DUC 11/15/01: 6
  DUC may be next on the list of campus renovations 2/7/02: 3
  DUC renovation plans unveiled 1/14/03: 1
  DUC computer lab now open 24/7 1/30/03: 5A
  DUC renovation is underway 4/3/03: 4B
  Cultural activities coming to DUC 4/10/03: 2
  Rest & Relaxation 4/24/03: 1B
  DUC renovation gives food court ‘fresh’ look 8/19/03: 6A

Doyle, Hunter
  Doyle’s story: Loss shows life is fragile 2/13/01: 9
Drugs
Alcohol and drug arrests up on campus 10/12/99: 1
Football player caught with marijuana in car 2/22/01: 10
Football player remains in jail on drug charges 2/27/01: 6
Students involved in international drug ring 3/15/01: 9
Drug-related arrests increase on Western’s campus 3/5/02: 5
Student busted for trafficking 10/1/02: 1
Workshop raises club drug awareness 3/4/04: 10A

Dudek, Shane
Life on the ropes 2/8/01: 9

Dudekula, Khadar
Western student drowns Saturday 9/7/00: 1, 4

Dudgeon, Ralph
Class includes eight inductees 10/3/00: 9

Duerson, Paul III
Duerson’s story: FBI invading 11/12/02: 8B

Duncan, Betsy
Duncan excels in Nellis’ place 11/6/03: 8

Dunn, David
Western loses eight department heads 4/26/01: 9

Dunn, Sheila
Hello? Operator? Meet the voice of the Hill 9/24/02: 1

Dye, Robert
Another race suit up for trial 1/30/01: 1
Race lawsuit file full of discrepancies, contradictions 2/1/01: 3
Discrimination trial starts today 3/6/01: 1
Dye case hangs in balance 3/8/01: 1
Race suit moves to fifth day 3/13/01: 1
Western wins discrimination lawsuit 3/15/01: 1
Dye’s attorney planning appeal 4/5/01: 6
Decision may take three months 5/1/03: 7A

Education and Behavioral Sciences, College of
Donation to help recruit teachers 3/29/01: 3
Special Ed program downsizes 10/30/01: 5

Edwards, Bob
PR chief brings enthusiasm, dedication to Hill 1/29/02: 5

Edwards, Candace
Miss Black Western crowned 4/13/04: 1

Eisert, Nathan
Wondering what it will take [letter to editor] 10/14/03: 4

Elders, Joycelyn
Former surgeon general speaks about her book 9/28/99: 10
Elders touts universal health plan 9/30/99: 5
Elson, David

New coach brings new traditions 4/3/01: 17
Secretary of defense setting standard 11/14/02: 14
Elson takes job at West Virginia 2/4/03: 9
Coach looks to fill hole left by loss of coordinator 2/6/03: 14
Elson named new head football coach 3/6/03: 1A
Open arms welcome new head coach 3/6/03: 5A
Elson agrees to contract 4/3/03: 1A
Newest Western head coaches share common bond, passions for Hill 8/19/03: 13A
Elson never sits still, ever [column] 9/9/03: 12

Elzy, Kyra

Elzy hired as assistant 4/30/02: 19
Cowles’ colleagues key to Lady Tops’ resurgence 11/5/02: 6B

Emergency Medical Services Academy

EMS Academy appoints first director 10/19/99: 5

Energy

Western takes lead in energy conservation 9/6/01: 1
University turning off air at nights 9/5/02: 3
University asked to conserve energy on campus 8/21/03: 1
Western trying to save energy 10/9/03: 1
Energy use causes penalty 11/11/03: 1
Turning off lights, computers could reduce costs 4/6/04: 9

Engineering, Department of

$100,000 gift to boost WKU engineering program 3/23/00: 5
CPE turns thumbs down on Western’s engineering plans 3/23/00: 6
Team wins bridge building contest 4/6/00: 8
Canoe team tests boat for tourney 9/19/00: 7
Engineering program “historically significant” 10/26/00: 1
Engineering program a step closer 2/6/01: 3
Ransdell touts Engineering Week 2/22/01: 4
Engineering students try to defend title [bridge building] 4/3/01: 7
Engineering students win regional competition [bridge building] 4/10/01: 5
Concrete canoe team ready for competition 4/10/01: 5
Concrete canoe team rows to sixth regional win 4/17/01: 5
Engineers finding a new home 8/23/01: 1
Engineering club honored 10/30/01: 8
Engineering team places fifth in nation 3/5/02: 11
Engineering students building dynasty 4/16/02: 9
Research project receives grant [solar energy] 4/18/02: 14
Bridge team to compete 4/25/02: 5
Engineer dissects Trade Center collapse 11/21/02: 1
Concrete canoe team ready for nationals 4/8/03: 3
Team combines strength and academics 4/24/03: 1B
Engineering and Biological Sciences Complex
Construction abounds on Hill 8/20/02: 3A
Western breaks ground on new science building 8/20/02: 5A
Science building to open in 2004 5/1/03: 10A
Science building progresses 9/9/03: 1

English, Department of
Readings, events open to public 9/4/03: 11

Enrollment
Increased enrollment lessens opportunities for private rooms 8/26/99: 8
Kentucky colleges set enrollment goals 9/9/99: 11
Focus on enrollment and retention starting to pay significant dividends 8/22/00: 5
Western taking aim at retention [View of the Hill] 8/22/00: 36
New programs to keep students coming back 8/24/00: 3
Framework for Student Success to shift focus to retaining students 8/24/00: 3
Enrollment growing fastest in the state 9/12/00: 8
New program addresses student needs [Student Assessment Program] 1/11/01: 3
City plans to recount students [2000 census] 4/24/01: 1
Increased enrollment brings excitement, worries for Western 8/21/01: 3
Western sees record enrollment 9/13/01: 2
Student-to-faculty ratio rising sharply 1/15/02: 7
Western meeting freshman retention goals 2/14/02: 1
Western sees record enrollment 2/28/02: 3
Enrollment soaring 8/22/02: 1
Staff feeling enrollment effects 9/17/02: 1
Western has record enrollment 9/19/02: 5
SGA to discuss enrollment cap 10/15/02: 5
No more options, vote for enrollment cap today [editorial] 10/22/02: 4
SGA fails growth bill 10/24/02: 7
Groups to address growth 1/23/03: 1
Western sets record for spring enrollment 4/3/03: 8B
Cashing out [TN lottery for scholarships] 9/4/03: 1
Growth causes problems 10/16/03: 1
Western preparing to combat Tennessee Lottery 2/26/04: 3

Equestrian Team
Taking the Reins 10/24/00: 1
Not Horsing around 11/8/01: 7
Cowgirls not a club [letter to editor] 11/29/01: 4

Eta Omega Tau
New sorority promotes diversity 1/24/02: 12
Sorority offers service and social qualities 4/11/02: 9

Etscorn, Frank
Nicotine patch inventor to speak at South Campus 10/26/00: 6

Evans, Sam
New faces occupy high places 8/19/03: 9A
Extended Campuses
   Transpark could host a campus 10/7/03: 1

Extended Learning and Outreach, Department of
   Department consolidation possible 1/30/03: 5A
   Outreach dean search underway 1/29/04: 3
   Wilderness emergency course offered 2/26/04: 8
   New program attracts Chinese students to the Hill 4/6/04: 7

Facilities Management
   Heating pipe excavation closes Big Red Way 8/24/99: 9
   Campus heating delayed 10/14/99: 6
   Struss steps down as director of facilities management 2/10/00: 6
   Hopper named interim director 2/22:00: 8
   Elevator breakdowns are common 4/25/00: 10
   New facilities director wants form and function on Western’s campus 8/24/00: 11
   Air conditioning system will improve with new plant 8/29/00: 12
   Facilities survey seeks out students’ views on campus 10/26/00: 3
   Gated lots damaged after Tops’ victory 10/31/00: 3
   Curing the common cold [Shelia Beasley] 12/5/00: 11
   Western’s utility bill skyrocketing this winter 1/18/01: 5
   Hot campus buildings to see relief next week 4/10/01: 3
   Response team created to keep wires intact 9/18/01: 3
   HVAC technician says campus ventilation system unsafe 2/5/02: 3
   Violent vandalism 2/21/02: 1
   Storms roll through region 11/12/02: 1A
   Daily dig [steam plant] 11/21/02: 2
   Committee recommends four student fee increases 4/24/03: 1A
   Project control sought 5/1/03: 1A
   Water tower “perfect addition” 5/1/03: 11A
   Power failure knocks out lights, classes 11/13/03: 1
   Full power expected to be restored Sunday 11/18/03: 1
   Hilltop wiring replaced 11/25/03: 1A
   Facilities watching overtime 2/3/04: 1
   Buildings need funds, repairs 2/12/04: 1A

Faculty
   Western explores new tenure review policy 10/5/99: 3
   Policy up for review by regents 10/28/99: 3
   Post-tenure review policy decision postponed 11/2/99: 5
   SGA proposes new faculty evaluations 1/25/00: 6
   Burch pushes pay raise plan for part-time faculty 1/25/00: 7
   Position created to attract minority faculty 2/10/00: 3
   Council suggests slim raises 2/15/00: 5
   Coates to push evaluations 2/24/00: 5
   Faculty regent says review not needed 3/28/00: 1
   Web site offers faculty evaluations 4/13/00: 3
   Ransdell explains “restricted gifts” to faculty 4/13/00: 5
Faculty (continued)
SGA to conduct, publish faculty evaluations next fall 4/18/00: 3
Western faculty honored 4/18/00: 6
Faculty salary raises increased 4/25/00: 3
Two-year post-tenure review debate ends with same policy 4/27/00: 12
New faculty replacing growing list of retirees 8/22/00: 5
Professor evaluation Web site goes national 8/31/00: 1
Survey says faculty morale low, Ransdell performing well 9/14/00: 3
Authors abound all around Hill 9/14/00: 10
Auditor questions CPE funding program 11/2/00: 7
Faculty honored with awards 3/29/01: 8
Smaller pay raises proposed 4/3/01: 1
Ransdell has high job approval 4/24/01: 3
Western loses eight department heads 4/26/01: 9
Tuition increase boosts faculty and staff pay 8/21/01: 1
Western welcomes 13 new department heads 8/23/01: 5
Faculty may retire en masse 10/18/01: 1
Surveys get mixed reactions 2/5/02: 1
Teachers need more review [editorial] 2/7/02: 4
University seeking part-timers 8/29/02: 3
Proposal to relieve shortages 12/5/02: 7A
Faculty stepping up to fill department head vacancies 1/28/03: 1
Department heads vote in favor of new council 1/28/03: 3
Hiring of black faculty still an uphill battle 2/25/03: 1
Searches almost over for deans, department heads 4/24/03: 7A
Faculty may drop info 8/26/03: 1
Effort adds diversity to faculty 8/28/03: 1A
Departments beginning faculty searches 1/15/04: 1
Students want to see evaluations 3/18/04: 1
Evaluations sought again 4/15/04: 8

Faculty Senate
See University Senate

Faludi, Susan
Feminist speaking tonight 10/12/00: 1
Boys will be boys 10/17/00: 9

Fanoga, Mike
Football team adds two coaches to its family 3/23/00: 24

Farm
see University Farm

Farmer, Michael
Mr. Neutron won’t bore his audiences 10/19/99: 9
Concert alternative offered 3/23/00: 4

Farmer, Sharon
Former White House photographer speaks 4/24/01: 8
Farmhouse Fraternity
AGDs sell house to Farmhouse 2/12/04: 3A

Fayermark, Sveta
Fayermark’s story: Coming to America 10/23/01: 9

Fees, Student (See also Tuition)
Health fee may go to academics 10/28/99: 1
Selig to pitch $90 fee hike to student government 9/19/00: 3
Senate demands increase in university’s contribution to employee insurance; body also
opposes athletics fee hike 9/26/00: 3
Committee endorses $80 fee increase 10/12/00: 1
Students oppose athletics fee increase, survey says 10/24/00: 1
SGA calls for rejecting fee increase 10/26/00: 1
$80 fee increase passes 10/31/00: 1
New fees may affect financial aid 12/7/00: 1
Tuition, fees may become package deal 1/25/01: 1
Tuition and fee committee meets again 1/30/01: 8
Tuition changes proposed 2/20/01: 1
Burch questions tuition recommendations 3/1/01: 9
Committee recommends tuition and fees package 3/29/01: 12
Regents to vote on new policy 10/25/01: 3
Fee hike visibly improves Hill [editorial] 1/24/02: 4
Committee recommends four student fee increases 4/24/03: 1A

Feix, Jimmy
Football legend Feix earns another recognition 10/30/03: 4B

Feix Field
Football field set to get synthetic turf 10/18/01: 8
Hilltoppers cutting a new rug 8/27/02: 1

Felton, Dennis
This is what Felton does not care about 3/28/00: 11
Felton gets two-year extension 4/4/00: 19
Coaches bring different experiences to the table 4/25/00: 8
Violation reported to NCAA 9/26/00: 1
Thanks for caring [letter to editor] 11/30/00: 4
Q&A with Felton 11/30/00: 17
Felton finds a fix [editorial] 3/8/01: 4
Thanks for caring [letter to editor] 3/29/01: 4
Coach Felton honored, UK game in the works 3/29/01: 22
Felton says he will remain on Hill 4/3/01: 16
Dear Coach Felton, don’t do what I did [column] 4/5/01: 20
Hilltoppers, Felton celebrate new beginnings 2/26/02: 13
Felton should ignore big dollars, stick with Western [editorial] 3/5/02: 4
Master Plan 3/14/02: 1A
Felton contract signed 3/28/02: 20
Felton named All-South Team Coach-of-the-Year 4/2/02: 16
Felton finding what others leave behind [commentary] 4/18/02: 20
Felton, Dennis (continued)
   Students made Felton proud [letter to editor] 4/3/03: 4A
   Felton second on Georgia’s list 4/8/03: 12
   Dawg-gone: Felton leaving for Georgia 4/10/03: 1

Felten, Blaine
   Ogden College appoints new dean 8/29/02: 5

Ferrell, Frank
   Ferrell sees evolution of dining services over 3 decades 2/3/04: 6

Fields, Brent
   Fields’ story: Sharing graduation day with twin 8/27/02: 7

Film and Video Festival
   Film fest continues tonight 4/10/01: 11
   You’ll laugh ... you’ll cry 4/12/01: 11
   Film festival kicks off Saturday 4/18/02: 13
   Senior showcases feature film 4/30/02: 17
   Students showcase work at film and video festival 4/22/03: 1
   Tenth annual filmfest starts Monday 4/8/04: 4B
   Film festival concludes smoothly 4/20/04: 5

Financial Aid
   New loan program a mixed bag for students 8/26/99: 9
   New software delays financial assistance checks 10/12/99: 7
   Student loans no free ride 10/19/99: 8
   Just Got Paid: Residual checks mean salvation for some 9/12/00: 9
   New fees may affect financial aid 12/7/00: 1
   Crunching numbers, saving cash 8/20/02: 1B
   Students in need denied grants 3/11/03: 3A
   Topnet to get one-stop billing 3/13/03: 3
   Loans increase with tuition, enrollment 2/24/04: 1
   Proposal may limit Pell Grants 4/20/04: 3

Finch, Alisha
   Center Stage 11/26/02: 7

Finley, Ronald
   Finley’s story: Work easier with a degree 3/6/01: 9

Fires and Fire Safety
   Blaze leaves students homeless [Hartland Apts.] 9/9/99: 1
   Investigators still looking for cause [Hartland Apts.] 9/14/99: 1
   Smoke simulation in West 10/26/99: 8
   Suspicious fires plague Pearce-Ford 11/23/99: 1
   Chief: PFT fires deserved reporting 12/2/99: 1
   New bill addresses fire safety 1/20/00: 1
   Police ignore state law 1/25/00: 1
   Bill takes a beating in House 2/22/00: 1
   Fire deemed suspicious [Barnes-Campbell] 3/7/00: 8
   Patton signs Minger Act as victim’s family watches 3/30/00: 11
   Gables fire leaves 46 homeless 9/25/01: 1
Fires and Fire Safety (continued)

  Gables victims get aid 9/27/01: 3
  Gables fire began in couch 10/2/01: 3
  Toga party raises money for Gables victims 10/2/01: 5
  Plague of campus fire alarms raises concern 10/25/01: 1
  Dorm dwellers apathetic to possible danger 10/25/01: 1
  City to start charging for false alarms 12/6/01: 1
  PFT evacuated yesterday 2/12/02: 3
  PFT fires frustrate residents 2/21/02: 1
  PFT fires damage property 2/26/02: 1
  Fire report process up for change 3/7/02: 1
  Bill to set example for failure to report campus fires 4/2/02: 8
  A total loss [1391 Morgantown Rd.] 4/4/02: 1
  Investigators looking into cause of house fire [1391 Morgantown Rd.] 4/11/02: 3
  Western Place fire causes few headaches 4/30/02: 3
  Sprinklers extinguished fire 5/5/03: 2

Fitzstephens, James
  Marching to his own beat 10/7/03: 1

Fizer, Terry
  Grad student surpasses expectations 4/22/03: 7

Flag Football
  The big kickoff 10/23/01: 9
  Flag football teams compete at nationals 1/15/02: 9

Flanagan, Beth
  Writing Who They Are 4/13/00: 8

Floods
  See Weather

Foley, Dermot and Marie
  Love story leads student from Ireland to America 9/12/00: 1
  Solemnly swear 9/14/00: 2

Folk Studies Program
  Linking past and present [Folklife festival] 10/3/00: 6
  Alone in the dark [Middle Bridge Road legends] 10/31/00: 9
  Cabin to house cultural program 11/20/03: 3
  Regents approve several department splits 4/13/04: 6
  Clearing the air [correction] 4/27/04: 2

Food Services
  Reduction promised on campus food costs 9/21/99: 1
  Food courts giving more munch for money 12/2/99: 15
  Aramark proposing new food court 4/6/00: 1
  Dining services to accommodate vegetarians 4/6/00: 10
  SGA opposes building 4/20/00: 1
  Regents to ponder food court 4/27/00: 1
  Health clinic, food court scrapped 8/22/00: 1
  Aramark’s Garrett food court fails health department’s check 9/14/00: 7
Food Services (continued)
- Heat, tempers rise in Garrett Subway 8/28/01: 1
- Garrett Subway set to chill 8/30/01: 1
- WKU researching food services 10/9/01: 5
- Vending machines taking Big Red cards 10/18/01: 7
- Starbucks opens at DUC 11/15/01: 6
- Aramark gets food contract 1/31/02: 1
- Demand variety, better hours from Aramark [editorial] 2/5/02: 4
- Mandatory meals on table again 3/5/02: 1
- Students should fight mandatory meals [editorial] 3/7/02: 4
- Dining to offer deliveries 3/14/02: 1
- Garrett-to-Go picking up business, but not enough 4/25/02: 5
- Mandatory meal plans up for vote 5/2/02: 1
- Dining changes to be proposed 5/2/02: 3
- Big Red cards may buy delivery pizza 8/20/02: 1A
- Meal plans bite, but we’ll eat them anyway [editorial] 8/20/02: 4A
- Java City brings newest location, caffeine boost to library 8/20/02: 4B
- Aramark serves up new options 8/22/02: 1
- Pizzerias ponder Big Red payment 9/26/02: 1
- SGA holding forum 9/26/02: 6
- Cost of meal plans rising 10/10/02: 1
- A good book . . . and a cup of Joe 10/10/02: 1
- Clearing the air [corrections] 10/15/02: 2
- Students want short lines, more variety 10/22/02: 5
- Garrett missing-water mystery solved [commentary] 11/14/02: 4
- Soda Society 12/5/02: 1A
- Garrett rooms remodeled 2/13/03: 3A
- Topper Café moving to Garrett 4/29/03: 5B
- DUC renovation gives food court ‘fresh’ look 8/19/03: 6A
- Food services getting major facelift 8/19/03: 6B [View of the Hill]
- Meal plans get mixed reviews 9/9/03: 1
- Garrett Food Court swaps operating hours 10/9/03: 1
- SGA pushes for sooner notification of dining service changes 10/23/03: 9
- High prices at Garrett not only hurt pockets, but hungry tummies too [commentary] 10/30/03: 4
- Food options slim for students who brave campus life on weekends [commentary] 11/4/03: 4
- Ferriell sees evolution of dining services over 3 decades 2/3/04: 6
- Grille Works may be changing 3/11/04: 3
- Dining services listens to student feedback 4/13/04: 9
- Dining services creating labels for students with restricted diets 4/29/04: 6B

Football
- Return to OVC like “coming home” for Western 8/24/99: 21
- Welcome home, beautiful friend 9/2/99: 1
- Seniors eager to step into leadership roles 9/2/99: 20
- Fire brushes through team 9/14/99: 1
Football (continued)

Jerseys retired, seniors honored 10/26/99: 10
Sun Belt adds new members to play Division I-A football 11/9/99: 11
Hilltoppers scrimmage for first time this season 4/6/00: 13
OVC policy forces football to change conferences 8/22/00: 25
Three vying for starting quarterback position 8/22/00: 26
Defense controls scrimmage 8/29/00: 17
Johnson gets nod as starting quarterback 9/7/00: 13
Looking at the Gate’s Edge [preview supplement] 9/7/00: 1A
Western football team has own tribal council 9/14/00: 13
Personal fouls and unsportsmanlike conduct must stop, Harbaugh says 9/26/00: 14
Brooks tears ACL 10/10/00: 9
Moving on up [Joseph Jefferson] 10/12/00: 11
Past football teams to be honored [1950 & 1970] 10/12/00: 7B
OVC Champs: Victory lands 8-0 Toppers in playoffs 10/31/00: 1, 7
On the Grill: An interview with the OVC commissioner 10/31/00: 6
Western-Eastern rivalry on hold 10/31/00: 14
Tops take different roads to playoffs 10/31/00: 16
Something missing during games? It’s the students 11/16/00: 1
Frustrated [Jack Harbaugh] 12/5/00: 15
Bulk of Western football team returns next season 12/7/00: 13
Harbaugh asking donors for football ring money 1/30/01: 7
Football players deserve rings [editorial] 2/1/01: 4
Football program lands recruits 2/15/01: 14
Harbaugh adds recruits 2/22/01: 20
Football practice starts today 3/29/01: 22
New coach brings new traditions 4/3/01: 17
Defense dominates football scrimmage 4/17/01: 13
White team gets win, juicy steaks 4/24/01: 17
Football team finally gets its championship rings 4/26/01: 5
Second to None 8/23/01: 15
Wanted: football fanatics 8/23/01: 15
Football begins new era 8/30/01: 13
Golden years, Golden gate [preview section] 8/30/01: 1A
Coaches cautious in midst of heat waves 9/13/01: 1
Hilltoppers balancing life and game 9/13/01: 13
Game on: Big Ten foe awaits 9/18/01: 13
Almost Famous [Bowling Green Blitz] 9/25/01: 7
Gateway boss happy to see red and white 9/25/01: 9
Security tightens up at games 9/27/01: 8
Younger Harbaugh steps in to lend hand with offense 10/11/01: 15
Ailing QB may return 11/1/01: 9
Football looking to secure playoff spot 11/15/01: 15
Tops to do senior shuffle 12/6/01: 13
New faces for spring football 3/28/02: 19
Football (continued)

New secondary spreads wings 4/2/02: 13
New offense looking to gel in spring 4/4/02: 15
Michael leads offense to 10 points in first scrimmage 4/11/02: 17
The little things: Western’s special teams 4/16/02: 13
Red-White game to showcase new Toppers 4/18/02: 16
Harbaugh pleased after spring game 4/23/02: 13
Rivalry revival [WKU vs. EKU] 4/25/02: 15
Two Toppers named preseason All-America by Sports Network 8/20/02: 32
Network airing I-AA 8/29/02: 10
Western to open season with No. 26 Kansas State 8/29/02: 10
Unknown soldiers [football preview] 8/29/02: 1B
Tops’ schedule gets tougher 9/19/02: 1
New technology makes preparation for Southwest Missouri a breeze 10/17/02: 10
No-names no problem for Toppers 10/24/02: 12
Refrigerator Bowl veterans reunite [1952 team] 10/24/02: 2B
Back from the brink [1992 program elimination threat] 11/7/02: 1
Toppers are No. 1 in the land of I-AA 1/14/03: 1
Finishing on top 1/21/03: 1 [Commemorative Championship Edition]
Coach looks to fill hole left by loss of coordinator 2/6/03: 14
Harbaugh throws in the towel 3/4/03: 1
Elson named new head football coach 3/6/03: 1A
Elson adds two new coaches to staff, promotes Taggart 4/3/03: 8A
Champion Toppers back at work 4/8/03: 12
With Taggart’s promotion, football team’s pulse still strong 4/10/03: 12
Changing the game 4/15/03: 10
Annual Red-White game Saturday 4/24/03: 10A
Rings represent success, memories 4/29/03: 11A
Defense dominates in scrimmage 4/29/03: 12A
Art of the Hunt 5/1/03: 20A
Haddix leads Dukes, Ladsen in QB race 8/19/03: 14A
Heat a concern for team in camp 8/19/03: 16A
Western football featured on Mountain Dew cans 8/21/03: 13
Haddix shines in Red-White 8/21/03: 14
Haddix takes big step in program 8/26/03: 11
Defensive line is thin 8/28/03: 10A
Offense, defense as different as their individual coaches 8/28/03: 12A
Heir Apparent [football preview] 8/28/03: 1B
Haddix nearly ended up at Eastern 9/16/03: 11
Bluegrass rivalry returns to Hill after two years off 9/18/03: 14
Auburn provides annual paycheck 9/25/03: 12
Tops to host OVC champ on Saturday 11/25/03: 16A
Signing day shows ripple effect of National Championship 2/5/04: 8
Team looks better than expected 3/16/04: 12A
Underclassmen vie for positions 3/18/04: 10
Football (continued)
Final scrimmage on Friday 4/6/04: 12
Balance in the Huddle 4/13/04: 12
Steak or Dogs? 4/20/04: 12

Football – Women
Dream a little dream 11/21/00: 7

Ford, Gordon
Ford’s legacy is donation 10/21/99: 4B

Forensics
Forensics team third in competition 1/25/00: 8
Forensics team to defend title in Paris 3/9/00: 1
Forensics team named international champs 3/23/00: 3
Forensics team continues success at tournament 4/27/00: 8
Forensics team named international champs [View of the Hill] 8/22/00: 25
Champion forensics team wasn’t always great 10/26/00: 7
Forensics team wins Indiana tournament 2/1/01: 2
Forensics to compete in Prague 3/8/01: 8
Forensics defends world title 3/15/01: 10
Forensics takes fifth place in nationals 4/24/01: 12
Terrorist attack may alter debate topic 9/25/01: 3
Forensics team wins 10/9/01: 3
Soap opera star visits Western [Kassie DePaiva] 10/11/01: 8
Forensics wins third place in Nebraska 10/16/01: 7
Debate wins third place in Illinois 10/16/01: 7
Soap star sings for students [Kassie DePaiva] 10/30/01: 11
Forensics competes in tournament 1/17/02: 7
Forensics team places at competition 1/29/02: 6
Forensic team competes in St. Louis 1/31/02: 2
Forensics crowned state champion 2/21/02: 2
Debaters share title 3/28/02: 3
Forensics team competes 4/30/02: 9
Public speaking, debate tournaments no sweat for forensics society 9/12/02: 9
Forensics team brings home awards 1/30/03: 7B
Debate team places in Michigan competition 3/4/03: 10
Unity, energy keys to team’s success 3/6/03: 3A
Forensic team wins national title 3/13/03: 5
Forensics team wins fourth international title 4/3/03: 7B
Mock Trial team advances 4/3/03: 8B
Forensic team wins tournament 4/10/03: 7
Forensics sweeps contests 4/24/03: 1A
Forensics competes in three tournaments 10/7/03: 7
Forensics team places first 11/25/03: 7A
Forensics continues reign 4/22/04: 10

Fowler, Rick
8/21/01:
Fowler wins award 8/21/01: 11
Fowler, W. C. “Tra”  
Life & Death 11/9/99: 1

Fox, Matt  
Meet the parents: Moms, dads support baseball 4/24/01: 20

Franklin, Jennifer  
Dream a little dream 11/21/00: 7

Freeman, Jamie  
Freeman’s story: Hard work in tough times 4/9/02: 9

Freitag, Christina  
Freitag’s story: Day improves with time 2/13/01: 8B

Fremund, Brian  
New SID named 9/26/02: 11

Freshley, Sarah  
Student honored by Circle K  3/11/03: 5A

Freshman Activities  
Movin’ on up 4/25/02: 11

Freshman Orientation  
See Gateway Community Program

Freshman Seminar  
Freshman seminar on Senate agenda 2/14/02: 5  
SGA to vote on resolution 2/19/02: 3  
There’s hope for Freshman Seminar [editorial] 2/19/02: 4  
SGA asks Western to look at Freshman Seminar 2/21/02: 8  
Academic Advising offers study program 2/28/02: 12  
Freshman seminar a waste [letter to editor] 3/5/02: 4  
Course could become voluntary 3/12/02: 1  
Senate to meet, debate class 3/28/02: 7  
Freshman Seminar: a necessary course [commentary] 4/2/02: 4  
Freshman Seminar could stay 4/2/02: 6  
Freshmen don’t need a seminar [commentary] 4/4/02: 4  
Assessment of Freshman Seminar is beginning 4/30/02: 7  
Freshman Seminar unchanged 10/31/02: 3  
Plan will connect new students 11/19/02: 3  
Peer mentors added to seminars 8/21/03: 1

Frockt, Richard  
Alum gives $500K  4/29/03: 1A

Fugate, Barbara  
A Finishing Touch 8/28/01: 1  
Art alum returns to Hill 8/30/01: 11

Furry, Natalie  
Killer with a smile 9/30/99: 13  
The Silent Killer 8/31/00: 13

Fusinetti, Jeff  
Fusinetti’s story: Fire taught him that being gullible isn’t bad 9/10/02: 7
Gain, Travis
Student adjusting to transfer 11/18/03: 7

Galbraith, Gatewood
Controversial activist, politician to preach message to students 4/5/01: 3
Galbraith plugs legal hemp, third parties 4/10/01: 10

Gallagher, Tiffany
Out of the Rubble 1/11/00: 1

Galloway, Rex
Professor named president of society 4/13/00: 5

Gamers Group
Group gives gamers a chance to share passion 2/15/01: 8

Gamma Sigma Sigma
Sorority serves community 9/10/02: 8

Garcia, Riley
Great Garcia gamble 4/19/01: 17

Gardner, Ashley
Freshman handles busy days 9/30/03: 8

Gardner, Steve
The defender 10/19/00: 13
Gardner named all-conference in soccer 11/20/01: 11

Garmon, Cecile
Garmon shines with help of Fulbright 9/9/99: 10
Communications professor spends spring semester in Mexico teaching 8/29/00: 12

Garnett, Josh
God’s guidance draws freshman to Hill 10/21/03: 7

Garrett Conference Center
Garrett rooms remodeled 2/13/03: 3A
Departments to split Garrett 4/29/03: 7B

Gateway Community Program
A smooth transition 8/19/03: 1B

Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Issues
See Outlet, The

General Education Requirements
Program gives some staff GED, extra opportunities 8/31/99: 16
Gen ed requirement changes go into effect 8/23/01: 6

Geography and Geology, Department of
Geography, geology courses don’t deserve their bad rap 2/1/01: 5
Research the focus of Western caving 2/6/01: 11
New GIS technology at Western 5/1/03: 3B
Geography Information Systems class creates virtual map of campus 1/22/04: 8

Gerard, Theresa
Garrett Center hostess retires after 33 years on the Hill 2/6/03: 5

Ghosts
Legends of Western 10/26/99: 7
Schneider ghosts hide keys for fun 11/2/99: 7
Ghosts (continued)
  Haunted Hill tour will re-enact legendary scares 10/26/00: 9
  Alone in the dark [Middle Bridge Road legends] 10/31/00: 9
  Haunted Hill 10/30/03: 1B

Gibson, David
  Teacher has music in his heart 10/19/99: 3

Gibson, Dee Jr.
  News Brief 4/10/03: 2

Gifts and Bequests
  $100,000 given to WKU [Sunbelt Construction] 9/16/99: 13
  Gift will bring CEOs into business classes 10/12/99: 5
  Gift will change looks of campus 10/28/99: 1
  Western receives five gifts of $100,000 or more 11/9/99: 5
  Lions Club donates money for scholarship fund 9/7/00: 8
  Western rakes in $3.5 million for Kentucky scholarships 10/19/00: 1
  Donation to help recruit teachers 3/29/01: 3
  Benefactor gives gift upon death 4/12/01: 1
  Three gifts total more than $1 million 4/26/01: 14
  Identity of donor revealed [Mary Hutto] 9/27/01: 1
  Western gets land, TV air time 10/30/01: 3
  Nursing department receives $50K 9/17/02: 3
  Gift used for nursing scholarships 9/24/02: 3
  Lady Tops get $175K donation 10/22/02: 12
  $1.55 million athletics donation announced 1/16/03: 1
  Couple donates $750K to athletics, education 4/22/03: 1
  Greenview donating $475,000 4/22/03: 3
  Journalism gets a $500,000 donation 9/16/03: 1
  Alumnus makes $2 million commitment [William McCormack] 9/18/03: 1
  State Farm makes $76,000 donation 11/18/03: 6

Gilbert, Dan
  Gilbert “high on Greek system”: 4/11/00: 16
  Active senior high on Western’s Greek system [View of the Hill] 8/22/00: 21

Gilbert, Tim
  Gilbert crowned king 2/27/01: 2
  Fanatics 1/24/02: 11

Glasgow Campus
  Glasgow center breaks ground 10/21/99: 5
  Glasgow campus caters to student development 2/1/00: 8

Global Automotive Conference
  Conference attracts high horsepower speakers 4/24/01: 9

Goad, Evan
  The price was right for one Western student 4/1/04: 8

Goldberg, Fred
  Science educator to speak today 2/5/02: 2
  Scientists lecture at Western, simplify physics complexities 2/14/02: 7
Golf
Golf, tennis teams edge administration in biggest match 12/5/00: 1
Tennis, golf teams trying to move on 1/25/01: 14
Golf goes to Calif., Hawaii over break 3/15/01: 19
Who’s that? Meet Western athletics’ stepchildren [column] 4/10/01: 18
Strapped 12/6/01: 13
Tennis seasons end, golf places fourth 4/25/02: 18
Women’s golf signs one 4/30/02: 22
Shaw sets Kentucky school scoring mark 4/29/03: 12A

Goodman, Patrick
Goodman named Academic All-American 12/9/99: 24

Gordon, David
Veteran office enjoying retirement after 29 years on Hill 1/18/01: 6

Gordon Ford College of Business
Business class to release rock CD 8/29/00: 8
Class celebrates CD release with party 9/19/00: 3
Lack of faculty may doom popular computer minor 10/21/99: 3
Breakfast to feature Amazon.com 4/6/00: 3
Business students fourth in simulation 4/20/00: 8
Course paved the way to success for students [Code Red CD project] 3/5/02: 8
Global Automotive Conference begins next week 4/9/02: 12
Business students honored 4/25/02: 13
Regents approve several department splits 4/13/04: 6
Fletcher emphasizes importance of auto industry 4/22/04: 3
Business students honored 4/27/04: 7

Gotti, Victoria
Gotti speaking about life, books 9/14/99: 11
Gotti’s visit canceled 9/16/99: 13
Gotti rescheduled 9/21/99: 6
Gotti: Book career built on own merit, not father’s 10/12/99: 11

Government, Department of
Government professors enjoy recent election tangle 11/30/00: 10
Government class will take trip to D. C. for inauguration 12/7/00: 3
Supreme Court coming to Hill 4/11/02: 7
Justices’ visit cut to a day 4/16/02: 1
Justices presiding on Hill today 4/18/02: 5
Students witness state Supreme Court in action 4/23/02: 3
Government students land internships in D.C. 5/2/02: 6
Money to fund summer internships 2/13/03: 5A

Grading
Senate may consider new grading 9/23/03: 1
Students see pluses, minuses in new system 9/25/03: 1
Plus/minus hits, misses across state 11/13/03: 1
Senate expected to vote on plus/minus today 11/20/03: 1
Plus/minus proposal tabled 11/25/03: 1A
Grading (continued)
   Student rally protests grading change 11/25/03: 1A
   Group revises plus/minus 3/4/04: 1A
   Grading system approved 4/1/04: 1
   Clearing the air [correction] 4/8/04: 2A
   Plus/minus could face delay 4/20/04: 1

Graduate Studies
   Grad program enrollment growing 12/7/00: 11
   Minority number meager 2/25/03: 1
   Students learn from teaching 4/22/03: 5

Graduation (See also Commencement)
   New program would help students graduate on time 10/17/00: 8
   Learning to let go 12/7/00: 1A
   Graduates will take a chance in job market 12/7/00: 2A
   Students turn to the Internet while looking for a new job 12/7/00: 3A
   The four-year plan: an unlikely achievement 3/15/01: 1
   Graduation: Cashing in 4/26/01: 1B
   The four-year plan: an unlikely achievement 4/26/01: 6B
   Brain Drain 11/15/01: 1
   One Hill, 800 grads, thousands of memories 12/6/01: 12
   Take control [Job Fair special section] 3/12/02: 1A
   Graduation a costly venture 5/2/02: 5A
   Potter College graduates most 10/17/02: 5B
   Getting in the Door [Job Fair special section] 3/11/03: 1B
   Life After the Walk [graduation special section] 5/1/03: 1C
   Careers [Career Expo Special Section] 10/21/03: 1A
   Report: grad rates unfair 4/15/04: 1
   Alumni offer spring graduates some words of advice 4/29/04: 1C

Gramling, Joy
   Employees displeased with cut in raises 4/10/01: 4

Gramstad, Joanna
   Student teaches children’s songs, swimming 11/11/03: 9

Grandfield, Enda
   Runner competes in championships 11/20/01: 11

Grants
   Western receives $1 million for research on water quality 11/9/00: 3
   Grant helps water research 2/20/01: 5
   Western receives Air Force grant 4/5/01: 3
   Regents to vote on new policy 10/25/01: 3
   Research project receives grant [solar energy] 4/18/02: 14
   Western tops peers in grants 8/26/03: 1

Graves, David
   Cowles’ colleagues key to Lady Tops’ resurgence 11/5/02: 6B

Gray, Sonya
   Newest ombudsman appointed 9/25/01: 3
Greeks (See also fraternities and sororities by name; Step Show)
President pushing for Greek Village 12/2/99: 1
Regents discuss future options 1/11/00: 8
Thursdays quiet for Greeks 2/8/00: 1
New party rules have fraternities on best behavior 2/15/00: 1
Greeks reaching out to students in community 2/22/00: 10
Greek Village won’t fly 3/30/00: 1
Greeks continue decades of spirit 3/30/00: 17
Sing & Shout 4/4/00: 13
Western spirit bleeds red 4/6/00: 1
Nothing to lose . . . Everything to prove 4/11/00: 13
What’s the Rush? 8/22/00: 1
Greeks behaving well under point system 9/12/00: 1
New Greeks battle rain, rivals during soggy pledge Olympics 9/26/00: 12
Serving Up Slop [mud volleyball] 9/28/00: 7
Greeks plan for fun weekend 10/12/00: 8B
Greek houses to get recertification 2/15/01: 3
Greeks gear up for festivities 3/29/01: 11
The Greek Vine 3/29/01: 24
Practice...almost perfect [Spring Sing] 4/3/01: 1
Pulling through 4/10/01: 11
Week a Rush for new sorority pledges 8/21/01: 18
WKU Greeks recognized 10/2/01: 8
Down and dirty [Mud Volleyball] 10/11/01: 9
Greek achievements recognized, 10/16/01: 3
Greeks keep the traditions alive during Homecoming 10/18/01: 4A
Possible hazing reported 10/23/01: 1
Crossing over: students transcending racial, social lines 1/31/02: 1
Rose bowling 2/7/02: 9
Black Greeks talk unity 2/14/02: 8
Stepping toward unity 2/14/02: 9
Students, local bars helping prevent DUls 2/26/02: 1
Play Ball [Greek Dodgeball Challenge] 3/7/02: 9
Blood Drive raises pints, points 4/2/02: 10
Greek Week kicks off Sunday 4/4/02: 13
Legends in the making 4/9/02: 9
End of the rope 4/16/02: 9
Leading the rush 8/20/02: 1B
Mud games 9/19/02: 1
Greeks decide to go Hollywood 10/17/02: 1
Student organizations collect 12 bags of campus trash 11/21/02: 5
Sororities, fraternities taking a step for unity 3/4/03: 10
Sing for the Moment 4/8/03: 1
Sigma Kappa, Phi Delta Theta win Tug 4/15/03: 1
Western may build Greek Village 5/1/03: 1A
Greeks (continued)

Greek village another step closer 8/19/03: 11A
Tuition money may fund Greek village 8/26/03: 1
SGA meeting spurs debate on Greek Village 8/28/03: 1A
Clearing the air [correction] 9/4/03: 2
Greeks show mixed support for proposed Greek Village 9/25/03: 3
Houses may need safety doors 10/16/03: 1
Few turn out for Greek Village forum 11/25/03: 13A
Open house discusses proposals 12/4/03: 1A
Village, SKyPAC could swap 1/15/04: 9
Spring Sing kicks off Greek Week 4/15/04: 11
Big Red’s Broadway 4/20/04: 1
More than 500 donate blood; most in search of Greek points 4/22/04: 1
Annual Tug marks end of festivities 4/22/04: 11
Phi Delts, Phi Mu pull off Tug wins 4/27/04: 8

Green, Alaina
Mock trial changed career 9/16/03: 9

Green Party
See Celebrate Activism Now

Griffith, Patricia Barnes
Professor captivates audience with classical, modern mix 3/9/04: 8

Griffith, Tabitha
Griffith’s story: Art is the way out of Bowling Green 2/6/01: 13

Groce, Robert
Spring fling ends in arrest 3/30/00: 1

Groves, Christopher
Professor trapped in cave 2/1/01: 1
Groves recovering after dramatic cave rescue 2/6/01: 1
Night-long rescue effort has happy ending 2/6/01: 1
Accident happened on Collins anniversary 2/6/01: 10
Groves recovering, “happy to be at home” 2/13/01: 3
Triumph and tribulation [photo] 4/26/01: 12
Professors return from research 1/27/04: 6

Groves, Deana
Professors return from research 1/27/04: 6

Guiling, Gail
Western grad gets honor 4/25/00: 12

Gunning, Matt
Chasing a Dream 4/22/04: 14

Guns
Freshman caught with gun in dorm 1/9/01: 1
Students concerned about gun reports 10/29/02: 1
Police should do something about guns in dorms [letter to editor] 11/5/02: 4

Gustafson, Meghan
Gustafson’s story: Moving south 11/5/02: 7
Guthrie, Charles
   Retired professor dies over break 1/9/01: 8

Guthrie Bell Tower
   Belltower, plaza construction to break ground next month 8/24/00: 10
   Journalism building awaits bids 2/8/01: 6
   Southern Bells 3/5/02: 7
   Worker claims negligence in accident 3/14/02: 6
   Bell tower adorned with cupola Friday 4/23/02: 1
   Guthrie Belltower useless for everyone but Guthrie [letter to editor] 4/30/02: 6
   Finals week events 5/2/02: 6
   Photo [bell] 8/19/03: 2A

Habitat for Humanity
   Habitat chapter renewed 9/18/03: 11

Hale, Gregg
   “Blair Witch” producer has ties to Hill 4/18/00: 11

Hall, Anthony
   Hall’s story: Remembering family 2/19/02: 7
   Hall’s story: Valuing family 8/20/02: 18 [View of the Hill]

Hall, Brooke
   Brooke’s Battle 4/29/04: 1B

Hall, Robert
   Retired physics professor dies of heart attack 8/21/01: 14

Hall of Distinguished Alumni
   Five selected for recognition 8/24/00: 5
   Five former Toppers selected for recognition 4/26/01: 12B
   Hall of Distinguished Alumni 10/24/02: 7B
   Football legend Feix earns another recognition 10/30/03: 4B
   Researcher Hutchison thrilled by honor 10/30/03: 4B
   Former journalism head Whitaker returns 10/30/03: 4B

Hall of Distinguished Seniors
   Senior banquet tomorrow 4/20/00: 3

Halloween
   Students celebrate spooky holiday on Hill 11/1/01: 1
   Protesting students take Hell House ads 10/30/01: 1
   Clearing the air [correction] 11/1/01: 2
   The Herald House [letter to editor] 11/6/01: 4

Hand, Ruth
   SGA recognizes 12 for teaching excellence 3/30/00: 6

Hanes, Ed
   Forever young: Former player still waves towel 3/8/01: 15

Happy Gas
   “Walk away smiling” with Happy Gas 4/20/00: 13
   GAS movie smells sweet; flick made fast, fresh 3/16/04: 9A
Harbaugh, Jack
Frustrated 12/5/00: 15
Harbaugh thanks fans [letter] 2/15/01: 4
Harbaugh waiting for contract extension 4/19/01: 1
Harbaugh deserves extension, respect [editorial] 4/24/01: 4
Harbaugh signs new contract 8/21/01: 1
Ransdell becomes big papa 8/21/01: 21
Coach’s 40th season may be his most defining 8/30/01: 1A
Harbaugh knows NFL is second to life 4/23/02: 16
Title won’t define Harbaugh’s career 1/21/03: 1
Harbaugh named I-AA coach of year 1/21/03: 7
Coach to reap rewards 1/23/03: 1
The Look of Love 2/13/03: 1B
Harbaugh throws in the towel 3/4/03: 1
Players, fans speak out 3/4/03: 5
Search is on for clues to Harbaugh’s sudden exit [column] 3/4/03: 14
Looking for answers in Harbaugh’s exodus [editorial] 3/6/03: 4A
Harbaugh joins Marquette as associate AD 8/26/03: 12
Harbaugh inducted into Hall of Fame 9/9/03: 12

Harbaugh, Joe
Night shift officer deals with alcohol, attitudes 11/14/00: 1
Campus police get new captain, sergeant last week 4/13/04: 3

Hardin, Adriane
A small town teaches lessons about life 8/19/03: 1B
Columnist looks at own life 11/25/03: 11A

Hardin, John
New office to enhance diversity 11/19/02: 6

Hardin Planetarium
Hubble comes to Western 10/21/99: 11

Harlander, John
Climb Time 11/18/03: 1

Harris, Larnelle
Alumni Harris to perform Sunday 10/30/03: 3B

Harrison, Christopher Brian
Student charged in connection with library thefts 3/23/00: 10

Harrison, Lowell
Harrison a living history of Western 10/21/99: 3B
Former Western professor published again 2/15/00: 8
Ex-prof records Lincoln legacy 2/20/01: 9
Clearing the air [correction] 2/27/01: 2

Hartsfield, Melissa
A Gala Night 4/18/00: 1

Hartz, Sharon
Hartz honored by Women’s Alliance 4/25/02: 5
Hartzell, Emily
   A Test of Showmanship 4/4/00: 7

Haskins, Clem
   Western set to honor former basketball great Saturday 1/27/00: 1
   Polishing the Gem 2/1/00: 13

Hatcher, Paul G.
   Founding dean of Potter College dies 11/8/01: 5

Hatchett, Kerry
   Night shift officer deals with alcohol, attitudes 11/14/00: 1
   Campus police get new captain, sergeant last week 4/13/04: 3

Hayes, Antonio
   Tops fans get Haynes their way 1/27/04: 8
   Big Heart, little body 2/12/04: 12A

Health and Human Services, School of
   Mobile clinic lets students help, learn 11/13/01: 5

Health Services
   Clinic faces change 8/26/99: 1
   Regents holding closed meeting to mull health service’s fate 8/26/99: 6
   Private firm to run new clinic 8/31/99: 1
   Health fees frozen for a year 9/16/99: 3
   Students say scrap health fee 9/23/99: 1
   New health service promising better care 10/21/99: 1
   Health fee may go to academics 10/28/99: 1
   Student health clinic offering $5 flu shots 11/4/99: 6
   Collegiate cans health director 12/2/99: 1
   SGA wants fee to go to classrooms, resources 12/9/99: 5
   Clinic delayed; prices still going up 2/29/00: 1
   Insurance puts SGA on edge 3/2/00: 1
   Congress voices concerns about Collegiate Health Care 3/9/00: 3
   Health hotline available 3/23/00: 11
   Delayed clinic construction scheduled to begin this week 4/27/00: 7
   Health clinic, food court scrapped 8/22/00: 1
   Health hotline available [View of the Hill] 8/22/00: 32
   Construction delay for health services won’t impact services [View of the Hill] 8/22/00: 35
   Insurance legality in doubt 8/24/00: 1
   DOI says Western faultless 8/29/00: 1
   New doctor for Western 9/14/00: 1
   Flu vaccine availability delayed because of nationwide shortage 10/19/00: 5
   Collegiate Health Care likely to go under 2/8/01: 1
   Committee defends choice of Collegiate 2/13/01: 1
   Collegiate deal still pending 2/27/01: 3
   Clinic workers wanting to break from Collegiate 3/1/01: 8
   Collegiate goes down the tubes 3/13/01: 1
   SGA wants student fee reallocated back to clinic 3/13/01: 4
Health Services (continued)

SGA hopes to redirect fees 3/15/01: 9
Collegiate not all bad [letter to editor] 3/29/01: 4
Clinic workers laid off 4/3/01: 1
Senate wants clinic to get athletics fee 4/3/01: 6
Western files civil suit over Collegiate 9/18/01: 1
Western gets replies to lawsuit 11/8/01: 3
Additional funding devoted to health center 11/8/01: 3
Flu shots arrive for $5 each 12/4/01: 10
Shots, healthy diet help students keep flu bug away 2/5/02: 6
Western gets $250K settlement 1/14/03: 1
Forum offers spring break tips 3/11/03: 5A
Female doctor now available on campus 9/11/03: 11
Health services may get new building 9/25/03: 1
Event battles smoking 11/20/03: 7
Heart awareness day to be held Friday 2/5/04: 3
Condoms, testing offered 2/12/04: 6A
Seminar squashes body image stereotypes 4/15/04: 3

Health and Wellness

To Hill and Back [walking & exercise] 9/21/00: 9
To Hill and back [walking exercise] 8/21/01: 11 [supplement]
M.I.A.: Men in Aerobics 2/21/02: 9
Faculty, staff make a splash for stress relief 5/2/02: 18

Hearn, Emily C.
Bigotry never acceptable [letter to editor] 9/18/01: 4

Heater, Hugh
Former officer remembered 2/17/04: 3

Heath, Carlie B.
Two students hit on University 9/11/03: 1
Injured students released 9/16/03: 1

Heath, Chucky
Crossing over 1/31/02: 1

Helm-Cravens Library
See University Libraries

Helton, Eugene
Scenes of Silence 11/19/02: 7

Hendrix, Aja
Hendrix’s story: Only child is living tribute 4/2/02: 9

Hennessey, Terri
Hennessey’s story: Gold at the end of the rainbow 3/13/01: 9

Hensley, Fred
Chief public affairs officer leaving for Michigan 8/28/01: 5

Henson, Charles Lee Jr.
Employee faces sex charges 9/11/01: 1
Communication can’t be a luxury on campus [editorial] 9/13/01: 4
Henson, Charles Lee Jr. (continued)
  Herald dropped the ball [letter to editor] 9/18/01: 4
  Embattled Western employee commits suicide 1/29/02: 1
  Henson memorial service today 1/31/02: 2
  Henson was educator, mentor, friend [letter to editor] 1/31/02: 4
  Henson was “great guy,” hard worker 2/7/02: 1

Hermann, Pete
  Associate head coach has most tourney experience 3/14/02: 5A

Herriford, Pam
  Searching for an edge between the lines 10/23/03: 14

Herrington, Ean
  Herrington’s story: Off-campus woes 10/8/02: 7

Hickman, Bernard L.
  Former Hilltopper player dies 2/22/00: 16

Hill, Beaven
  Volleyball hopes to get to top of Hill 11/18/99: 9
  Coach wants title for players 11/13/01: 11

Hilltopper Athletic Foundation
  Fund-raising talent a “natural fit” for athletic department 8/24/00: 22
  Spirit awards given out 4/26/01: 7

Hilltopper Haven
  Haven home for hopeless fanatics [commentary] 4/10/03: 4

“Hilltopper” Name
  See Intellectual Property

Hilltopper Sports Satellite Network
  Game waves 2/8/01: 13

Hines, Cynthia Vance
  Scholarship awarded 9/26/02: 6

Hines, Duncan
  Western to honor king of cake mix 10/18/01: 7A

Hinton, Jack
  Opening minds 11/25/03: 9A

Hise, Chris
  Ex-student appeals judgment 10/15/02: 1
  Student appeal turned down 5/1/03: 10A

Hite, Nicole Phillip
  Two students charged with armed robbery 11/19/02: 1
  Robbery suspects head to court 1/14/03: 6

Hoffman, Wayne
  Respected professors die over summer 8/24/99: 6

Hollis, Quentin
  Prof wants $2.2 million in race suit 9/28/99: 1

Holm, Hollan
  For love or parking [column] 10/10/02: 7
  Ransdell toppled 10/15/02: 9
Holm, Hollan (continued)
   The sweet, sweet taste of victory 10/17/02: 7
Holmes, David
   Holmes close to 200th career win 10/9/03: 10
Holmes, Ron
   Profiler provides insight on serial killers 3/9/00: 6
Homecoming
   Homecoming Queen 10/26/99: 2
   “Raise the roof” gets mixed reaction from all 10/12/00: 3B
   Past football teams to be honored [1950 & 1970] 10/12/00: 7B
   New Homecoming theme to reflect patriotism 9/20/01: 3
   Patriotic banners decorate campus 10/16/01: 5
   American Spirit - WKU Unites [special section] 10/18/01: 1A
   Homecoming parade returns after 15 years 10/18/01: 5A
   Shots fired at post-game party 10/23/01: 3
   Homecoming events unite students, alums 10/23/01: 9
   What’s happening for Homecoming? 10/24/02: 2B
   Refrigerator Bowl veterans reunite 10/24/02: 2B
   Games get spirit started 10/24/02: 7B
   Queen announced 10/29/02: 10
Homelessness
   Holidays find homeless thankful for strangers 11/21/00: 1
Honors Program
   Student research focus of conference 4/4/00: 12
   Honors trying to keep students 2/3/04: 1
   Clearing the air [correction] 2/5/04: 2
Hoofer, Eugene
   Veteran police captain retires 4/8/03: 5
Hopper, Bill
   Hopper named interim director 2/22/00: 8
Horn, Darrell
   Darrell Horn named director of athletic business affairs of WKU 8/31/00: 14
Horn, Darrin
   “It’s good to be home” 4/17/03: 1
   Fans embrace new coach 4/17/03: 8
   Hilltoppers make swell choice in good ol’ boy with Western ties [column] 4/17/03: 10
   Newest Western head coaches share common bond, passions for Hill 8/19/03: 13A
   Hilltoppers make swell choice in good ol’ boy with Western ties 8/19/03: 3B [View of the Hill]
   Horn signs four-year, $135,000 contract 9/25/03: 1
   The Chosen One 11/25/03: 6B
   Horn had his chance, now he has to go [column] 4/15/04: 14
   Column was unfair to Horn [letter to editor] 4/20/04: 4
House, Silas
   Author works crowd, signs books 10/29/02: 5
Housing
Incentive grants no longer require on-campus living for out-of-state juniors 9/30/99: 7
Students experience homelessness 11/16/99: 8
Some students left roomless 8/20/02: 1A
$500 fee for moving takes effect 11/26/02: 1
Housing policy changes 2/27/03: 1
Visitors cozy near campus 10/28/03: 1
Married housing proposed 10/30/03: 9
Mice and all, I like my place [column] 2/26/04: 8
Housing costs increase 3/2/04: 1

Housing, Off-Campus
How to avoid landlord and apartment troubles 8/24/99: 20
Freedom . . . for a price 8/31/99: 13
Students sometimes easy targets for burglars 9/23/99: 12
President pushing for Greek Village 12/2/99: 1
Regents discuss future options 1/11/00: 8
Greek Village won’t fly 3/30/00: 1
Western demands local apartments change name 3/6/01: 3
Gables fire leaves 46 homeless 9/25/01: 1
Gables victims get aid 9/27/01: 3
Gables fire began in couch 10/2/01: 3
Group’s concert benefits victims of Gables fire 10/16/01: 7
Gables fire spurs discussion 12/4/01: 3
Western Place fire causes few headaches 4/30/02: 3
Students consider costs, area in housing hunt 4/30/02: 18
Concerns arise following murder 2/25/03: 3
Western may build Greek Village 5/1/03: 1A

Housing and Residence Life, Department of
More money missing 2/24/00: 1
More money missing from Residence Life funds 3/2/00: 1
Investigation reveals $5K missing from Housing 3/23/00: 1
ESPN2, WB added to Hill’s cable lineup 8/24/00: 18
Campus celebrates Coming Out Day 10/11/01: 1
Student census counts low 10/30/01: 1
Housing process disorganized [editorial] 3/14/02: 4
Housing promises go cold [letter to editor] 4/11/02: 4
HRL official betrayed students [letter to editor] 4/11/02: 4
Housing renewal process to change 4/18/02: 1
Northeast debacle has HRL all wet [editorial] 1/16/03: 4
Move to Southwest Hall complete 1/30/03: 5A

Housler, Daniella
Global love: Valentines sent to stationed loved ones 2/12/04: 9A

Hovet, Ted
Fostering a caring commitment 11/2/99: 7
Howard, Adam
Howard looks to keep old, new legislation on track 4/4/00: 3

Hudson, Travis
Hudson has winning drive 9/7/00: 14
Volleyball coach finally coming into his own 8/28/01: 15
Dream Weaver 11/14/02: 14

Hughes, Kevin
Senior wins national business competition 8/22/00: 3

Hughes, Luther
Hughes honored with Student Advocate Award 3/30/00: 3
A Personal Touch 4/11/02: 1
Ombudsman appointed 9/11/03: 3

Hughes, William
Hughes’ story: Surgery brings life perspective 4/3/01: 11

Human Resources
Online exit interviews begin 4/6/04: 5

Humane Society
Too many to love 11/30/00: 7

Hunt, Belle and Mike
Lady Tops get $175K donation 10/22/02: 12

Hunziker, Dave
Hunziker to be new voice of Western 8/24/00: 19

Hurley, John A.
Two students arrested on sexual assault charges 8/21/01: 3

Hutcherson, Shatika
Lady Top back for last chance 12/9/99: 19

Hutchison, Dorris J.
Researcher Hutchison thrilled by honor 10/30/03: 4B

Hutchison, Ryan
Hutchison’s hunger drives team’s success 4/19/01: 18
Pitcher adapts to closer role 8/28/01: 17

Hutto, Mary
Identity of donor revealed 9/27/01: 1
Money means more than a Hill of beans [editorial] 10/2/01: 4

Hyde, Ashlee
Student’s family on reality show 10/24/02: 9

Ice T
Rapper Ice T to reveal his inspirational story tomorrow 2/7/02: 8
Ice-T receives mixed reviews from Western crowd 2/12/02: 9

ImageWest
Imagewest celebrates official opening 3/11/04: 9

Information Technology (See also Banner 2000)
Cheap technology making everyday campus life easier 8/26/99: 11
Technology grew under interim head 8/31/99: 6
Western buys new computers 8/31/99: 6
Information Technology (continued)

- Kirchmeyer heads info technology 8/31/99: 6
- New software delays financial assistance checks 10/12/99: 7
- Y2K problems pass by world, Western with minor glitches 1/11/00: 11
- WKU Web page updated 2/17/00: 5
- New TIP puts university on the map, provides new technology resource 8/29/00: 3
- Topline replaced with online registration service, Topnet 10/12/00: 3
- Computers threatened by virus 10/19/00: 1
- Western’s computer network susceptible to hacking 11/30/00: 1
- Network computers protected 1/25/01: 3
- Banner meeting expectations 2/20/01: 5
- Webmail system to be revamped 3/1/01: 5
- Tech bug invades campus 10/2/01: 5
- Computer kiosks to come next semester 10/11/01: 8
- Laptops could be part of Hill 11/8/01: 6
- Virtual yearbook checks reality 3/5/02: 6
- Campus computer system gets new log-in procedure for students, faculty 8/22/02: 6
- ID numbers put students at risk 12/5/02: 1A
- Laptop Life 1/30/03: 1A
- DUC computer lab now open 24/7 1/30/03: 5A
- Student Web use tracked 2/6/03: 1
- Topnet to get one-stop billing 3/13/03: 3
- Identity thefts prompt change 5/1/03: 11A
- Worm infects dorm network 8/19/03: 3B
- Faculty may drop info 8/26/03: 1
- Web services may be interrupted 9/4/03: 1
- Online database aids exchange programs 9/4/03: 5
- Internet down over weekend 9/9/03: 1
- CD duplication facility to open 9/9/03: 6
- Concerns raised about students’ privacy 9/18/03: 3
- Free trade disagreement [file sharing] 9/30/03: 1
- Campus file sharers could face harsh consequences if caught 9/30/03: 6
- Faculty/staff privacy 10/21/03: 3
- Resolution asks that student addresses become optional 12/4/03:10A
- Proposal could charge students for Internet access 1/15/04: 3
- Geography Information Systems class creates virtual map of campus 1/22/04: 8
- Worm shuts down Webmail 1/29/04: 1
- Students told to uninstall software 2/19/04: 1
- Students to control class drops 2/26/04: 1
- E-mail sent accidentally 4/6/04: 2
- ID numbers changing 4/29/04: 1A

Ingle, Golden

- Basketball players arrested for receiving stolen property 9/21/00: 1
- Players sentenced to three days 10/10/00: 1
- Ingle found innocent 10/12/00: 14
Ingle, Golden (continued)
   Basketball player found innocent 10/31/00: 13

Innovation and Commercialization Center
   ICC expands markets 4/22/03: 1

Institutional Advancement, Office of
   Western’s Institutional Advancement honored 2/12/02: 8

Insurance
   WKU insurance in $1 million deficit 1/27/00: 5
   Insurance debt debate heating up 3/7/00: 1
   Insurance changes rethought 3/9/00: 1
   Western revamps insurance plan 9/7/00: 6
   Insurance rates to rise next year 9/12/00: 1
   Insurance debt causes budget cuts 9/14/00: 1
   Insurance rates impossible burden for some 9/19/00: 1
   Amid questions and chaos, Ransdell promises change 9/21/00: 1
   Chickering fined for not having license 9/26/00: 1
   Senate demands increase in university’s contribution to employee insurance 9/26/00: 3
   Pay for excellence [commentary] 9/26/00: 5
   Insurance committee rejects tiered premiums, endorses “cafeteria” plan 10/3/00: 5
   Insurance committee makes recommendation 10/10/00: 1
   Ransdell approves $100 contribution increase 10/12/00: 1
   Increased insurance contribution solves most faculty, staff woes 10/17/00: 3
   Insurance causing budget strains 10/17/00: 5
   Insurance premiums to increase 9/25/01: 1
   Increases steep, even after contribution 10/2/01: 1
   Fewer get student insurance 11/13/01: 1
   Insurance committee’s future hazy 11/15/01: 3
   Health insurance contribution may increase 1/29/02: 3
   Few employees change health insurance plans 2/21/02: 6
   More than a year later, insurance debate quiet 2/28/02: 1
   Bill may hurt Western’s pocket 2/28/02: 7
   Mandatory health plan won’t fly 4/2/02: 1
   Procedure may increase premiums 9/19/02: 1
   Insurance sign-ups may come before Thanksgiving 10/31/02: 2
   Premiums will increase 17 to 68 percent 11/5/02: 1
   More hospitals in-network 11/14/02: 1
   Insurance switch on table for vote 11/21/02: 3
   Enrollment begins Monday 11/21/02: 6
   Increase concerns faculty 4/8/03: 1
   Faculty, staff get $40 increase for insurance plans 8/19/03: 7A
   Insurance surplus for 2003 possible 9/30/03: 1
   Insurance premiums to increase 2 percent 10/23/03: 1
   Brand-name drugs costly 10/28/03: 1
Intellectual Property
   Western seeks benefits for use of “Hilltopper” 1/11/01: 1
   Athletic logo, markings will get makeover by fall 2/13/01: 1
   Only the name has changed [ad for former Hilltopper Place] 3/1/01: 9
   Western demands local apartments change name 3/6/01: 3
   Logo proposals to get feedback from groups today 4/5/01: 12
   Group sees first logo revisions 4/10/01: 3
   Logos unveiled, Big Red gets a name tag 8/21/01: 21
   Second tower to get logos 3/11/04: 3

Interfraternity Council
   Interfraternity Council among the best in Southeast region 2/29/00: 5
   Interfraternity Council among the best in Southeast region [View of the Hill] 8/22/00: 22
   IFC receives Excellence Award 3/6/01: 3
   IFC receives Award 8/21/01: 34

Interior Design
   Interior design a timeless enterprise [commentary] 2/13/01: 4
   Designers unveil new line for fall 3/28/02: 9

International Center
   Flag heist prompts increased security 8/28/01: 3
   Stars and Stripes are flying solo 9/12/01: 7
   Flags flying on Hill again as mourning period ends 9/27/01: 6
   Indian community celebrates 1/29/02: 12

International Club
   International Club seeks more 8/22/02: 8

International Students and Programs
   Christmas everywhere 12/7/99: 7 (sect. 2)
   Western student drowns Saturday 9/7/00: 1, 4
   Caillouet hopes to globalize Western 9/7/00: 8
   Homecoming new experience for most international students 10/12/00: 2B
   Bowling Green Muslims celebrating holy month 11/30/00: 11
   Almost India 12/7/00: 7
   New faces, new land [Mexican high school students] 1/9/01: 1
   Number of international students enrolled at Western increasing 1/9/01: 7
   Miles away from home [Chinese New Year] 1/25/01: 1
   Indian students fear for family members after fatal earthquake 1/30/01: 5
   Sneakers to heels [Mexican high school students] 3/13/01: 1
   Hennessey’s story: Gold at the end of the rainbow 3/13/01: 9
   Clearing the air 3/15/01: 2
   Students dance and socialize the night away in PFT 3/15/01: 7
   Serving it up . . . American style [tennis players] 4/10/01: 15
   Center to raise 24 flags 4/19/01: 10
   Flags, spirits hoisted this week 4/24/01: 6
   Almost Home [Mexican high school students] 4/26/01: 1
   International Center brings worlds together on the Hill 8/21/01: 10 [supplement]
   International students still feel safe 9/18/01: 1
International Students and Programs (continued)

Muslim students usher in Ramadan 11/15/01: 3
International students head “home” 11/20/01: 8
Season leaves international students out in cold 12/4/01: 2
Worlds Away 1/17/02: 9
Indian community celebrates 1/29/02: 12
Adviser stuck in Singapore 2/14/02: 1
Study Abroad adviser back on Hill 3/14/02: 1
Internationals leave with pride 5/2/02: 10A
Chinese Moon Festival celebrates culture, unity 10/1/02: 6
Students stay on Hill for holiday 11/26/02: 5
Travel plans canceled 4/29/03: 1A
Online database aids exchange programs 9/4/03: 5
Study abroad fair planned for Oct. 22 10/16/03: 6
New campus organization formed for Latin American students 10/23/03: 9
Visitors cozy near campus 10/28/03: 1
Overseas advisers visit Western 11/11/03: 5
Taste of salsa 11/13/03: 1
Activities planned for break 12/4/03: 3A
Students celebrate the Chinese New Year 1/27/04: 6
New software helps international students with taxes 2/26/04: 7
New program attracts Chinese students to the Hill 4/6/04: 7

Internships

Interns join the real world 9/6/01: 11
Students recall internships in D.C., New York 9/12/01: 3
Mammoth Lessons 4/3/03: 1A

Intramural Sports

Intramural champs crowned 3/1/01: 18
The big kickoff [flag football] 10/23/01: 9
Intramural sports continue steady increase in popularity 1/17/02: 3
Intramural-Recreational sports page 2/28/02: 20
Intramural-Recreational sports page 3/14/02: 5
Intramural-Recreational sports page 4/4/02: 14
Herald ignores intramurals [letter to editor] 8/27/02: 4
Nothing to lose 11/19/02: 1

Isbell, Rosella

Nursing department receives $50K 9/17/02: 3

Italian Garden

Historic statue behind Snell Hall vandalized 9/21/99: 6
Statue more than just a chunk of rock 9/23/99: 4
Vandalized statue will be repaired, relocated 10/14/99: 3
Historic statue will be fixed, moved inside for protection 9/28/00: 3
Statues may get new home 1/11/01: 3
Italian Garden (continued)
  Four Seasons statues will be relocated 2/28/02: 3
  Four Seasons statues to get new home 4/11/02: 1

Ivan Wilson Fine Center for Fine Arts
  Study shows mold in FAC may be harmful to students, staff 9/12/02: 1

Jackewicz, Susan
  Student pursuing nursing career 10/14/03: 7

Jackson, Carlton
  Teaching career steals heart of former journalist 11/4/99: 5
  Profile in Courage: History professor chronicles life of concentration camp survivor 9/14/00: 9

Jackson, Danica
  Western should have a heart [letter to editor] 9/23/03: 4

Jackson, Rebecca
  Politician shares experiences 4/24/03: 1A

Jaggers, Nicole
  Jaggers in midst of rare territory 10/30/03: 12

Jaggers, Trish
  Women recognized at luncheon 4/17/01: 6

James, Brandon
  Student may face jail time for assault 2/5/02: 7
  Students indicted in drug case 1/30/03: 1A

James, Josh
  25 hours on air 11/6/01: 1

Jarfi, Beau Medhi
  The Psychology Behind Streaking 9/16/03: 1

Jefferson, Joseph
  Moving on up 10/12/00: 11
  Jefferson, Mitchell drafted into NFL 4/23/02: 13
  Where are they now? 8/22/02: 12
  Jefferson gets DUI while on injury leave in BG 11/20/03: 11

Jeffery, Mark
  Former student files lawsuit against BGPD 2/13/03: 1A

Jeffrey, R. D.
  Bowling Green senior’s films showcased 4/11/02: 14

Jeter, Katie
  Campus mourns after accident 2/10/04: 1
  The victims remembered 2/10/04: 3
  Memorial set for tomorrow 2/12/04: 5A
  Students remembered at service 2/17/04: 1

Johnson, Jason
  Johnson gets nod as starting quarterback 9/7/00: 13
  Ailing QB may return 11/1/01: 9
Johnson, Jeremi
  Johnson comfortable on the Hill 8/20/02: 10B
  Player drafted by NFL 4/29/03: 10A
  Johnson taken by Cincinnati in fourth round 5/1/03: 18A
  Johnson starts for Bengals 9/11/03: 14

Johnson, Jerry
  DUC manager is back in business 10/19/00: 1
  Night manager mourned 4/1/04: 6

Johnson, LaVonda
  Lady Toppers lose another player 8/24/00: 20
  Johnson taken by Cincinnati in fourth round 5/1/03: 18A

Johnson, Leslie
  Alumni take shot at pro hoops 5/2/02: 27

Johnson, Linda
  Western profs complete state technology study 9/10/02: 6

Johnson, Pam McAllister
  New faces occupy high places 8/19/03: 9A

Johnson, Patti
  Five dreamers, one dream 3/28/02: 11
  Johnson supports one-stop billing 3/20/03: 6

Jones, C. Wayne
  Students file sexual harassment suits 8/24/99: 1
  Harassment lawsuits settled out of court 10/24/00: 1
  Regents to discuss lawsuit, honorary degrees tomorrow 10/26/00: 6
  University settles three harassment lawsuits 10/31/00: 1
  Quotes & Notes 11/9/00: 4
  Jones still denies harassment charges 11/9/00: 7

Jones, Dennis Rey
  Journalism alumnus murdered 4/12/01: 6

Jones, Evan
  Students stabbed during unsuccessful break-in 11/21/00: 1

Jones, La’Kita
  Student repaying old debt 12/5/02: 1B

Jones, Larry
  Regents to discuss lawsuit, honorary degrees tomorrow 10/26/00: 6

Jones, Matthew
  Life behind bars [student bartenders] 9/6/01: 9

Jones, Sandy
  Growing together: mayor strives for close partnership with Western 1/30/01: 3

Jones, Tim
  Student plans play about Richard Marx 12/4/03: 3B

Jones, Tom
  A thousand words beyond the Hill 4/2/02: 2
Jonesville
King for a day 1/11/01: 9
Marker to be dedicated 4/10/01: 5
Jonesville good, ITA bad [letter to editor] 4/12/01: 4
Buried dreams 2/19/02: 1
A tale of two cities 4/29/04: 1A

Joplin-Johnson, Anita
Former employee files suit 3/18/03: 1
Western answers lawsuit 4/3/03: 5A

Jordan, Pat
Staff concerns get new voice 8/19/03: 11A

Jordan, Walter
Local entrepreneurs pass on words of wisdom 3/12/02: 6A

Journalism and Broadcasting
Journalism and Broadcasting seeking program distinction 3/7/00: 3
Western photojournalists honored in Pictures of Year contest 3/9/00: 2
Photojournalists make it 11 straight Hearst titles 3/23/00: 12
Five students place in Hearst contests 3/23/00: 12
Journalists win top award 4/20/00: 8
Groupthink [photo, Mountain Workshop] 10/12/00: 1
Meet your neighbors [Mountain Workshop] 10/12/00: 7
A picture of excellence [photojournalism program] 10/12/00: 1B
Last of photo’s founders will retire after 25 years 10/12/00: 6B
Photojournalism program at crossroads 2/6/01: 7
Economy, human error cause low bids 2/20/01: 1
Correspondent offers advice to students [Deborah Potter] 2/22/01: 8
Western claims national broadcast title in Hearst 3/8/01: 6
Journalism wins second Hearst 4/24/01: 8
Indonesian radio journalists graduate 8/21/01: 11
Western students go to jail 9/13/01: 6
Photographers find strength, sorrow 9/18/01: 1
Journalists honored 10/9/01: 7
University Senate gives approval for film minor 10/23/01: 3
NewsChannel 12 receives Emmy nomination 11/20/01: 6
Kentucky Supreme Court to hold session on the Hill 2/21/02: 6
Students honored in Hearst competition 2/28/02: 9
Three students selected for journalism seminar 3/28/02: 9
Supreme Court coming to Hill 4/11/02: 7
Justices’ visit cut to a day 4/16/02: 1
Justices presiding on Hill today 4/18/02: 5
Broadcasters honored 4/18/02: 7
Students witness state Supreme Court in action 4/23/02: 3
Cambodian visas hitting snags 4/30/02: 14
Students honored by Hearst 2/18/03: 3
Broadcast students win awards 5/1/03: 2A
Journalism and Broadcasting (continued)
Students receive journalism awards 5/1/03: 3B
Internews and Western join forces 8/19/03: 4B
Journalism gets a $500,000 donation 9/16/03: 1
Mountain Workshops 2003 Bardstown 10/23/03: 1
Western places fourth in Hearst 4/22/04: 8

Just, Paul
No fanfare needed, he’s just leaving [column] 8/27/02: 12

Kacsir, Marci
Junior eyes NCAAs 3/13/03: 14
Kacsir to compete in NCAA in Athens 2/17/04: 10

Kahler, Dean
New admissions director hired 4/16/02: 3

Kallstrom, Michael
Audience receptive to professor’s music 3/6/03: 8A

Kapfhammer, Megan
Going solo 4/4/02: 11

Kappa Alpha
Together Again 8/31/99: 1
KA and KD investigated for alcohol 10/25/01: 3
KA, KD on social probation 11/6/01: 3

Kappa Alpha Psi
Students allege hazing 3/1/01: 1
Fraternity hazing incident still under investigation 4/19/01: 5
Fraternity kicked off campus for hazing violation 4/26/01: 1
KA Psis may return 9/16/03: 1
KA Psi may return to Hill 1/15/04: 1

Kappa Delta
Peace, Love and Shenanigans 10/9/01: 9
KA and KD investigated for alcohol 10/25/01: 3
KA, KD on social probation 11/6/01: 3
Students get “Singed Out” during charity event 3/18/03: 1

Kappa Sigma
Pledge hazing case goes to trial next month 10/5/99: 6
Lawsuit against Kappa Sigma drags on 11/16/99: 5
Kappa Sigs want back on campus 4/26/01: 3
Kappa Sigma fraternity returning to Hill 8/23/01: 1
Kappa Sigma is back [advertisement] 1/24/02: 20
Kappa Sig recruits members 1/31/02: 8

Kays, Reagan
Western grad goes big 4/3/03: 5B

Keady, Gene
Final Four eludes Keady again 3/28/00: 11
Keeling, David
Western students taste Brazilian culture 2/15/01: 7
Semester series ends tonight 11/20/03: 8
Chile presentation closes series 11/25/03: 13A

Keen Hall
Arson attempted at Keen 2/7/02: 5
Living in Keen not too bad [commentary] 3/5/02: 9
Four dorms converted to single-sex for fall 2004 12/4/03: 1A

Kell, Carl
Communications professor honored 9/20/01: 7

Kelly, Adam
“Village Idiots” on probation 10/9/01: 1
“Village Idiots” get fired 10/11/01: 1
Radio DJs accused of threatening adviser 10/16/01: 1
Friend of the Idiots [letter to editor]: 10/16/01: 4
Herald coverage idiotic [letter to editor]: 10/16/01: 4
And a response . . . [letter to editor] 10/18/01: 4
Committee disciplines Idiots 10/30/01: 1
Ransdell allows Idiots to graduate 12/6/01: 5

Kelly, Crystal
Top recruit to play basketball at Western 4/27/04: 1
Crystal gazing 4/27/04: 12
Kelly is huge step in program’s return [column] 4/27/04: 12

Kelly, John and Linda
Couple funds autism program 11/21/02: 3

Kenney, James
Daddy’s Girl 12/9/99: 12

Kentucky Academy for Mathematics and Science
Ransdell proposes high school science academy in Schneider 8/24/99: 3
New gift supports proposed academy 2/15/00: 3
Academy still needs funding 2/24/00: 1
Academy budget in planning stage 4/27/00: 3
Math, science academy will open in two years 9/12/00: 3
Academy waiting for funding 11/1/01: 3
Western still hoping to land academy 1/17/02: 8
Schneider closed; students relocated 8/21/03: 6
Lobbying effort for academy underway 9/9/03: 1

Kentucky Commonwealth Virtual Library
New virtual library offers greater access to research material 1/13/00: 3

Kentucky Commonwealth Virtual University
Virtual school setting records 9/30/99: 1
Virtual University setting enrollment records 10/14/99: 8
Virtual university popularity exceeds expectations 1/13/00: 3
Degree would be offered on Web 9/14/00: 8
Virtual enrollment explodes 11/8/01: 1
Kentucky Commonwealth Virtual University (continued)
Western plans virtual link with Mexico 2/26/02: 8
Online enrollment growing 1/30/03: 6A

Kentucky Library and Museum
Exhibit explores black musical history 9/21/99: 8
Photo exhibit showcases state 12/2/99: 11
Finger Pickin’ Good [Kentucky Tour of Folk Music] 9/19/00: 7
Exhibit features women artists 9/20/01: 5
Music fest set for Saturday 10/11/01: 10
Alumnus honored at bluegrass fest 10/16/01: 12
Folk festival brings bluegrass tunes, storytelling to Hill 10/8/02: 3
Cartoon exhibit to open 10/24/02: 6
Event sparks discussion, laughter [Whitey Sanders] 10/29/02: 9
Exhibits are resource for students, city 4/3/03: 6B
Wilcutt to attend exhibit opening 9/9/03: 8
Wilcutt visits alma mater for opening of flight exhibit 9/16/03: 7
Musicians, artists entertain at concert 10/21/03: 1
Frankenstein brings several monster events 1/27/04: 2
Awards honor local artists 3/2/04: 3
Clearing the air [correction] 3/4/04: 2A

Kentucky Tri-Modal Transpark
Western students aid county’s transpark plan 2/3/00: 1
ITA survey questioned 2/8/00: 8
Transpark concerns to be addressed 2/29/00: 7
Cherry fails to answer many questions about transpark 3/2/00: 7
Study by firm contradicts claims made by Cherry 4/27/00: 8
Campus group opposes project 9/11/01: 3
Transpark opponents buy billboard space 10/11/01: 7
Transpark fuels political war zone 3/7/02: 1

Kersenbaum, Sylvia
Professor giving series of piano recitals 3/13/03: 8
Eighty-eight keys 2/17/04: 2
Concert held to raise money 2/17/04: 6

Killmaster, Johnna
Barnes/Bemis hall director hurt in attack 10/17/00: 1
Assault investigation continues 10/19/00: 3

Kimwele, Charles
Visitors cozy near campus 10/28/03: 1

King, Martin Luther III
Martin Luther King III to visit Monday 11/9/00: 1
King claims father’s “American dream” still hasn’t been achieved 11/14/00: 3

King, Matt
The hill a mountain for disabled students 2/22/01: 1

Kinnunen, Krystal
Faces Concealed and Constant 8/29/00: 1
Kirby, Amanda
Big Red comes to life 4/18/00: 11

Kirchmeyer, Richard
Kirchmeyer heads info technology 8/31/99: 6
New Tech VP hits Hill at pentium speed 10/14/99: 6
Kirchmeyer: our guide to the future 3/6/01: 4

Knopf, Lauren
Royalty for a Day 5/1/03: 1B

Koeckert, Mary
Class includes eight inductees 10/3/00: 9

Konkel, Robert
Lambda Chi snags Mr. Hilltopper title 11/4/99: 9

Krzton-Preston, Jesse
New Challenges 12/7/99: 9

Kuehn, Kenneth
Professors run for city offices 1/31/02: 8
Professors pass national exam 1/27/04: 2

Lagani, Richard
Lagani’s story: Priority change 4/8/03: 8

Lamb, Stephanie
Corvette awards Western intern 1/23/01: 3

Lambda Chi Alpha
Frat members steal tables for beer party 2/20/01: 8
Two students arrested on sexual assault charges 8/21/01: 3
Attorney says rape victim gave consent 10/9/01: 8

Lambda Society
See Diversity Coalition

Lampley, Lee
Lee’s Last Laugh 3/2/00: 15

Lancaster, Stephen
Lancaster’s story: Finding love cross-country 2/5/02: 9

Latin American Student Association
New campus organization formed for Latin American students 10/23/03: 9

Laughary, Stephanie
Laughary’s story: Soul mates 3/11/03: 6A

Law, Charlie
Benson replaces Law as coach 9/30/03: 9

Lawrence, Jamie and Elisha
Job hunting for two twice the trouble 10/17/02: 6B

Lawrence, Leslie
Women’s coach resigns 12/2/99: 19

Layzell, Tom
CPE president to speak 5/1/03: 6C

Leake, Jeff
A Unique Blend 2/18/03: 1
Learning Center
Center helps students succeed with studies 1/25/01: 6
“Partners” helps struggling students 2/6/03: 6

Lecturers and Speakers
Pulitzer winner says health is a security issue [Laurie Garrett] 9/26/02: 1
Religious leader to speak [R. Albert Mohler Jr.] 1/23/03: 7
Sharpton to speak at Western 2/20/03: 1
Psychiatrist to speak Monday [Alvin Rosenfeld] 2/27/03: 9
Children pushed too far [Alvin Rosenfeld] 3/4/03: 9
Chimp specialist to speak 3/13/03: 9
Reconstruction discussed 4/8/03: 7
Activist Dees to speak on tolerance, civil rights 9/9/03: 8
Buffett talks business 9/11/03: 1
LaDuke speaks tomorrow 9/16/03: 3
Dees discusses civil rights fights 9/16/03: 7
LaDuke speaks out for environment, women’s rights 9/18/03: 1
Gates to lecture tonight 9/25/03: 5
Gates realizes Du Bois’ dream 9/30/03: 6
Actress will lecture on Hill [Rue McClanahan] 9/30/03: 8
Golden Girl graces campus [Rue McClanahan] 10/7/03: 1
Author to speak tomorrow [Mitch Albom] 10/14/03: 1
Albom shares lessons from Morrie 10/16/03: 1
George Romero visits campus 10/23/03: 11
Former student Carpenter to speak 10/28/03: 5
Kilbourne to examine ads 11/11/03: 8
Kilbourne warns about alcohol, tobacco ads 11/18/03: 6
Giovanni to lecture tomorrow 2/3/04: 3
Spoken Words: Poet Nikki Giovanni offers her thoughts and work 2/5/04: 1
Chuck D speaks Monday 2/19/04: 6
Chuck D gives students ‘props’ 2/24/04: 1
Enloe explains why the Pentagon is worried about women 3/4/04: 3A
Father influential on artist [Gabriel Warren] 3/18/04: 6
Harvard professor gives talk [Steven Pinker] 4/22/04: 11

Legg, Mike
Legg replaces Hunziker as Hilltoppers’ radio voice 8/21/01: 26

Legislative Affairs
Western joins forces to fund office 8/30/01: 7

Leichhardt, Mitchell
Four Seasons statutes to get new home 4/11/02: 1

Leppert, Greg
Leppert’s story: A life filled with art 11/20/01: 7

Lewis, Ron
Rep. Lewis pays visit to Western 4/20/00: 6

Library
See University Libraries
Lightner, Kevin
    New coach brings new traditions 4/3/01: 17
Likes, Terry
    Prof honored for coverage 2/11/03: 5
Lindsey, Adam
    Commentator named 8/28/01: 18
Lindsey, Jordan
    Student spaces out, but faculty approve 10/16/01: 7
Lineberry, Leah
    Lineberry quits Lady Tops, depletes front line 12/4/03: 14A
Lions Club
    Grr. . . Lions Club pounces on campus 10/24/00: 7
Livers, Virgil
    Walk-on gets jersey retired 10/18/01: 21
Lockhart, Dana
    Lockhart wants comfortable atmosphere 3/20/03: 6
Logo
    See Intellectual Property
Logsdon, Leslie
    Logsdon named Sun Belt player of the Week 1/28/03: 8
    Logsdon, Reese carrying offensive torch 1/30/03: 8A
Long, Cera Marie
    Soccer player busted 4/9/02: 16
    Discrimination suit dismissed 2/25/03: 5
Loomis, Rick
    Alumnus wins national photography award 4/8/03: 3
Lopez, Celia
    Bridging the Gap 5/1/03: 1A
Lossie, Ryan
    Lossie: The Zero Hero 9/21/99: 11
Lost River Cave
    Cave to get $100,000 donation 10/11/01: 6
Lott, Charles
    Collegiate cans health director 12/2/99: 1
Lovan, Abby
    Lovan seeking public relations office 3/18/03: 5
Lovan, Blake
    Student busted for trafficking 10/1/02: 1
    Students indicted in drug case 1/30/03: 1A
Loyal, Taylor
    Writer’s grandparents see Hill as much different place [commentary] 10/12/00: 3B
    Hi, I’m Taylor – Will you please talk to me? 4/24/01: 13
    Will you please talk to me? 8/21/01: 35 [supplement]
    Loyal’s story: Leaving on a personal note 12/4/01: 11
Lubker, Bobbie Boyd
   Public health official to speak 3/28/02: 7
Lucas, Marion
   Historian expects ideological turnabout 11/9/99: 3
Ludwiczak, Lori
   Swimmer hurt in wreck 9/24/02: 8
   Hit-and-run suspect turned in by father 9/26/02: 12
Lumsden, Linda
   Professor to share Mexican press study 9/6/01: 5
Lynch, Caroline
   Student takes top honors in Hearst 4/24/01: 16
Lyons, Billy
   Lyons hoping to reach students 4/6/00: 7
Mahmood, Hajara
   Mahmood’s story: On a pilgrimage 4/15/03: 6
Makarevitch, Andrew
   Historical feat made by netter 4/20/00: 17
Mammoth Cave
   Mammoth Lessons 4/3/03: 1A
Mansfield, ShaRae
   She Got Game 2/10/00: 13
   Mansfield honored again 4/11/00: 17
   Heaven on Earth 4/25/00: 19
   Mansfield named preseason All-American by Street & Smith’s 10/3/00: 11
   Mansfield named as Player of the Week for sixth time 2/15/01: 16
   Last showing for Mansfield 2/22/01: 15
   Mansfield, Powers named All-Sun Belt 3/1/01: 20
   One season won’t define Mansfield 3/6/01: 13
   Mansfield showing off for WNBA scouts 4/5/01: 19
   No slacking at WNBA pre-draft camp 4/10/01: 19
   Mansfield is drafted by Comets 4/24/01: 17
   Mansfield, ‘He Hate Me’ stand out as school year draws to close 4/24/01: 20
   Basketball takes top honors 4/26/01: 20
   Alumni take shot at pro hoops 5/2/02: 27
Marcotte, Jim and Patty
   Organ recipient enjoys life second time around 11/9/00: 1
Marcus, Chris
   Marcus new guy in world of hoops 11/2/99: 1
   Marcus: Big Fella becomes Phenom 2/15/01: 13
   Big timer 3/1/01: 15
   Marcus wins “big” in Sun Belt year-end awards 3/1/01: 20
   Toppers selected to all-tournament team 3/8/01: 19
   Marcus makes AP’s All-America team 3/15/01: 20
   Marcus gets another award 4/12/01: 18
   Basketball takes top honors 4/26/01: 20
Marcus, Chris (continued)
  Hilltopper center raking in preseason awards 8/28/01: 8
  Marcus and Powers honored 10/30/01: 16
  All-American back for one more run 11/1/01: 4A
  Marcus says he may return in two weeks 1/15/02: 13
  NBA scouts watch Marcus 3/14/02: 2A
  Marcus ranked in top 10 for NBA draft 4/2/02: 16
  Where are they now? 8/20/02: 10B
  Marcus sitting the bench indefinitely 11/7/02: 5B
  Marcus makes final exit 2/6/03: 1
  Scouts unsure of Marcus’ NBA potential 2/11/03: 14
  Marcus-less Tops to forge on 2/13/03: 12A
  Marcus signs with Nuggets 9/30/03: 11

Marshall, Tom
  Marshall will have two memorable days after Saturday’s game 2/24/00: 11

Martin, Cassie
  Candidate looks to current SGA issues for platform 4/11/00: 12
  Martin-Bedo end long day as SGA leaders 4/18/00: 1
  Hours on end 12/5/00: 3

Martin, Christopher
  Martin will not be forgotten by friends and family 8/22/00: 15
  Friends, family turn out to honor “Buc” 2/6/01: 9

Martin, Cornelius
  Tonight’s annual gala to recognize donors 4/5/01: 13
  Martin receives award 2/5/02: 2
  Martin appointed to Board 2/21/02: 8

Martin, Jessica
  Martin hopes to increase awareness 3/18/03: 3
  Two students running for SGA president 3/4/04: 1A

Martin, Lauren
  Martin’s story: Genius hiding as college student 10/15/02: 7
  No genius here [letter to editor] 10/17/02: 4

Martin Luther King Day
  Western will host MLK activities 1/17/02: 12
  Dream Walkers 1/24/02: 1
  Judge Joe Brown captivates full house 1/24/02: 1
  Remembering his vision 1/23/03: 1
  Crowd celebrates King’s spirit 1/23/03: 1
  Role models become pin-ups 1/30/03: 6B

Martindale, Don
  Offense, defense as different as their individual coaches 8/28/03: 12A
  Western coach trades Hilltopper red for Oakland black 2/17/04: 8

Mason, Eric
  Different Strokes 8/22/00: 23
  Western golfer wins second consecutive State Am 8/21/01: 24
Mason, Lillie
See Stockton, Lillie Mason

Mass Media and Technology Hall
Design firming for new building 9/14/99: 1
Groundbreaking delayed on new building 2/22/00: 3
Building delayed 6 months 4/25/00: 1
Journalism building redesigned 1/25/01: 1
Journalism building awaits bids 2/8/01: 6
Building bids on target 2/15/01: 1
Ceremony to kick off building 4/5/01: 1
Journalism building finally breaks ground 4/10/01: 1
Selling building names, tradition [editorial] 4/12/01: 4
Features return to new building 10/30/01: 7
Journalism building competition delayed 2/21/02: 3
Journalism building delayed – again 4/16/02: 1
Construction abounds on Hill 8/20/02: 3A
Media Hall nearly complete 1/16/03: 3
Committee proposes room names 4/24/03: 5A
Furnishings, faculty set to move 5/1/03: 8A
Media building opens-sorta 8/19/03: 1A
Mass Media and Technology Hall seeks new name 9/16/03: 3
Computer lab opening delayed 10/23/03: 3

M.A.S.T.E.R. Plan
Comedy show sizzles on Hill 8/22/00: 17
Masters of fate 8/21/01: 15
M.A.S.T.E.R. Planners reunite 2/5/02: 11
Masters of fate 8/20/02: 13 [View of the Hill]

Mattingly, Jessica
Another meningitis case found on campus 4/17/01: 1
Meningitis case improving 4/19/01: 1

Maxey, Dashawna
Maxey’s story: Self therapy through writing 3/18/03: 6

May, Michael
Professors run for city offices 1/31/02: 8
Professors pass national exam 1/27/04: 2

May, Tracy
May named Defensive Player of the Week 10/2/01: 16
Maybe she was born a winner 10/16/03: 10

Mayes, Jamie
It takes two 12/5/02: 4B

Mayhew, Larry
Part-time philosophy, computer science prof dies 10/29/02: 3
Clearing the air [correction] 11/5/02: 2
Mayton, Steven DeWayne
   Freshman indicted in Pearce-Ford robbery 11/26/02: 1
   Robbery suspect arrested 12/5/02: 3A
McCandless, Lacey
   Two students die during weekend 3/4/03: 1
McCaslin, James
   McCaslin plans to get part-time staff involved 4/27/04: 7
McCclard, Leslie
   Increased membership main goal for McClard 4/4/00: 3
McClaury, Mike
   Pitching coach named 8/23/01: 16
McClurkan, Guy
   Alumnus promoted to vice president 8/27/02: 6
McConnell, Mitch
   McConnell, Chao tout GOP accomplishments 2/12/02: 8
   Senator to receive doctorate in May 4/13/04: 9
McCormack, William M.
   New gift supports proposed academy 2/15/00: 3
   Alumnus makes $2 million commitment 9/18/03: 1
McCormack Hall
   Poland gets finishing touches; McCormack gets learning community 4/29/04: 9A
McCourt, Frank
   Pulitzer winner to visit tonight 3/13/01: 9
   “When am I going to stumble?” 3/15/01: 11
McCoy, Alexis Combs
   Their world’s a stage 9/7/00: 9
McCulley, Danielle
   Alumni take shot at pro hoops 5/2/02: 27
McDaniels, Jim
   Living Legends 1/20/00: 15
McDonald, Kenneth Michael
   Assistant basketball coach arrested for DUI 12/4/01: 15
   McDonald awaits final decision on DUI charge 1/17/02: 2
   DUI case against coach dismissed 3/28/02: 3
McDonald, Kenneth W.
   Western grad honored 2/21/02: 7
McGee, Kevin
   Student hones in on “Millionaire” dream 3/13/01: 9
McGruder, Charles
   Prof earns research honor 9/12/02: 3
McKiddy, Matt
   Hurdler leaps life’s barriers 4/5/01: 24
McKinney, Gabe
   Friends producing on-campus plays 3/13/01: 9
McLean Hall
- McLean gets a makeover 11/18/99: 1
- McLean memories last a lifetime 4/11/00: 4
- Revitalized McLean to re-open next fall 9/12/00: 6
- McLean to reopen next fall 11/16/00: 1
- Students camp out for chance to live in McLean 11/30/00: 1
- Administration gets first peek at McLean 1/30/01: 1
- Super Size 8/21/01: 1
- Problems plaguing paradise 9/27/01: 1
- Flooding incident under investigation 4/8/03: 3

McMiller, Trey
- Freshman football player drowns on fishing trip 5/5/03: 4
- Teammates try to keep McMiller’s memory, spirit alive 8/28/03: 2B

McNally, John
- Former Western shooter competing in Summer Olympics 9/21/00: 16

McPhee, Travano
- McPhee competes in Pan-Am Games 8/19/03: 15A

McPherson, Nashon
- Toppers one part of hopes for gold 10/19/99: 14
- Toppers selected to all-tournament team 3/8/01: 19

Mead, Ann
- Mead appointed economics assistant to president 1/18/01: 8

Melky, Huda
- Melky spends $18K for furniture 9/23/99: 1
- Expensive furniture apparently missing 9/28/99: 1
- Furniture purchase brings new rules 9/30/99: 1
- Melky’s desks cost more for less 9/30/99: 3
- Expensive furniture still in storage 12/7/99: 1
- It’s back to the store for unused desk 4/25/00: 1
- Wilkins says furniture questions were answered, blasts Herald 4/27/00: 17

Melloan, Mark
- From the Shadowlands 9/10/02: 7

Mendel, Raymond
- Mendel resigns, blames Wilkins 12/9/99: 1
- Mendel: Land bought illegally 2/1/00: 1
- Herald missed the point 2/3/00: 4
- Board ignored misconduct 2/17/00: 4
- Mendel’s efforts “pathetic” 2/22/00: 4
- Mendel’s whining, but the university doesn’t seem to be listening 2/22/00: 5
- Mendel speaks the truth 2/29/00: 4

Mentoring Programs
- Alumni help students with classes, careers 10/8/02: 6

Meredith, Ryan
- Meredith’s story: Two hours a day keeps all the B’s away 4/17/01: 9
Meredith, Thomas
Student Life Foundation must approve dorm name change 8/22/00: 6
Meredith to have dorm dedicated tomorrow 10/31/00: 8
Sorority Hall finally gets a name 11/2/00: 1
Senate condemns board’s recognition of Meredith 11/21/00: 6
Board misled in deal 2/8/01: 1

Meredith Hall
Student Life Foundation must approve dorm name change 8/22/00: 6
Name that regent screw-up 8/31/00: 5
Dorm clerk charged in mail theft 9/28/00: 6
Sorority Hall finally gets a name 11/2/00: 1
Senate condemns board’s recognition of Meredith 11/21/00: 6

Merrick, Amy
Different faces, different world 11/12/02: 1A

Messamore, Amy
Employment odyssey leads to health care 10/28/03: 5

Metze, Leroy
Two teachers receive Western’s distinguished professor award 8/29/00: 3

Michael, Jason
Back in the huddle 4/9/02: 13
Longtime understudy, Michael, getting his turn to shine on field 8/29/02: 2B
It’s no laughing matter, Michael is the Hilltopper quarterback now [column] 8/29/02: 4B
Seniors honored 4/24/03: 9A

Miciotto, Mike
Western adds two officers 9/4/03: 6

Mike, Jonathan
Mike’s story: Sano, it’s Spanish for healthy 10/16/01: 9

Miles, Brandon
Bad Apples, good music 1/30/03: 6B

Military Science
Ultimate challenge 2/29/00: 1
Hilltopper Command 4/11/00: 1
Military classes are deceptive [commentary] 9/26/00: 5
Annual race draws mix of participants [10K Classic] 10/3/00: 1
Letters to the Editor 10/10/00: 4
ROTC life challenging, rewarding for students 4/4/02: 10
ROTC: Hard work pays off 4/30/02: 14
National guard prepares for deployment 10/24/02: 1
ROTC teams compete for title 10/29/02: 1
Bosnia Bound 11/5/02: 1
Holidays bittersweet for military families 12/5/02: 12A
Students and staff prepare for deployment 3/13/03: 5
Saying Goodbye 3/18/03: 1
“We will meet that threat now” 3/20/03: 1
Students share struggles 4/17/03: 3
Military Science (continued)

Global love: Valentines sent to stationed loved ones 2/12/04: 9A

Miller, Ashly

Triple Threat 9/13/01: 13

Miller, Brent

Baseball player gets DUI 2/12/02: 1

Miller, Chris

Backs provide one-two punch 10/9/03: 10

Miller, Diana “Dee”

New ombudsman named for Glasgow campus 4/26/01: 2

Miller, Jenni

Miller breaks assists record 9/14/99: 20

Miller, Jim Wayne

Friends remember Hill’s poet 9/21/00: 9
Sounds of Life 9/26/00: 9
Miller festival this weekend 10/18/01: 15

Miller, Mary Ellen

Faculty regent says review not needed 3/28/00: 1
Writing Who They Are 4/13/00: 8
Miller won’t place name on ballot for faculty regent 9/24/02: 5
The Western feminist evolution 4/8/04: 1A

Miller, Ryan

Opening minds 11/25/03: 9A

Milliman, Ron

Insightful: Professor overcomes blindness by trusting others, using technology 4/12/01: 1

Mills, Chris and Clinton

Young entrepreneurs to get home for business 4/30/02: 8

Mills, Zach

Mills’ story: the color of love 1/14/03: 7
Mills’ story: Saying goodbye 4/29/03: 1B

Minority Issues

CPE plan urges out-of-state black enrollment 10/14/99: 8
New committee to monitor diversity 10/14/99: 8
Position created to attract minority faculty 2/10/00: 3
The Only Ones [re: athletics] 4/27/00: 1
One [black faculty hiring] 2/7/02: 1
One word. . . one man’s book. . . endless debate [“Nigger,” by Randall Kennedy] 4/2/02: 1
N-word better off benched [column] 4/4/02: 19
Confederate flag stirs debate 2/6/03: 8
Minority numbers meager 2/25/03: 1
Hiring of black faculty still an uphill battle 2/25/03: 1
Minority status shouldn’t be factor in job selection 3/11/03: 8B
Western gets high diversity marks 8/28/03: 3A
Western misses mark on three minority goals 2/19/04: 1
Minority Issues (continued)
  Minority students voice concerns 3/18/04: 3

Minority Student Support Services
  Free tutoring program attempts to boost students’ confidence, grades 11/4/99: 8
  Minorities lean on Woods 2/15/00: 1
  Woods, minority programs provide support [View of the Hill] 8/22/00: 31
  Minority center preparing for Black History Month 2/1/01: 6
  Black History Month schedule 2/1/01: 6
  Cotton Club brings New York to DUC 2/21/02: 10
  Back in time 2/26/02: 9
  Big crowd turns out for forum [“Nigger”] 4/4/02: 1

Minority Teacher Recruitment Center
  Diverse teachers sought 4/6/04: 10

Minter, Patricia
  The Look of Love 2/13/03: 1B

Minton Hall
  Western to rename Central to honor John Minton 8/20/02: 28 [View of the Hill]
  It’s Central no more – let’s call it John D. Minton Hall 8/27/02: 1
  Minton Hall officially renamed 10/29/02: 5
  Students enjoying refurbished former Central Hall 1/13/04: 7

Miss Black Western
  A Gala Night 4/18/00: 1
  Pageant showcases talent, beauty, self-essence 4/18/02: 10
  Miss Black Western pageant offers variety in talent, dress 4/23/02: 11
  A Crowning Moment 4/15/03: 1
  Miss Black Western crowned 4/13/04: 1

Mitchell, Brian
  Mitchell’s story: Give peace a chance 9/18/01: 11

Mitchell, Lori
  Pageantry instills confidence 2/3/00: 10
  Student wins Miss Kentucky USA 12/5/02: 3A
  Being Herself 4/3/03: 1B

Mitchell, Mel
  Cornerback named defensive player of week 10/5/99: 16
  Sippio, Mitchell enter draft 1/15/02: 1
  Jefferson, Mitchell drafted into NFL 4/23/02: 13
  Where are they now? 8/22/02: 12

Mock Trial Team
  Going through the motions 9/20/01: 9

Modern Languages and Intercultural Studies, Department of
  Language festival scheduled tomorrow 2/28/02: 14
  Indian events ongoing 11/13/03: 8
  Regents approve several department splits 4/13/04: 6
  Clearing the air [correction] 4/27/04: 2
Modlin, Dan
Media award 10/15/02: 2

Moel, Josh
Moel’s story: Playing ball and passing class 10/30/01: 10

Moffatt, Kyle
Who’s that guy? Topper DB starting to make name 8/30/01: 6A

Molloy, Robert, Jr.
Former instructor charged in murder 11/11/99: 5

Montell, Lynwood
Telling tales of terror 10/28/99: 6
Storyteller to bring ghosts for Hilltopper hauntings 10/19/00: 9

Moore, Allison
Moore’s story: The path not taken 3/5/02: 9

Moore, Ashley Nicole
Two students charged with armed robbery 11/19/02: 1
Robbery suspects head to court 1/14/03: 6

Moore, John
Faculty stepping up to fill department head vacancies 1/28/03: 1

Moore, Lerron
Backs provide one-two punch 10/9/03: 10

Morgeson, Scott
Morgeson’s story: We are family 4/16/02: 9

Morrow, Wes
Tornado destroys student’s home in western Kentucky 4/30/02: 9

Morse, Mike
Last of photo’s founders will retire after 25 years 10/12/00: 6B

Moseley, Nathan
Moseley’s story: Don’t mix alcohol with angels 10/2/01: 9

Moss, Patrick
AOPi has a new king 3/6/01: 10

Motor Vehicles
Passenger vans easily rolled over 4/12/01: 1

Mottola, Bill
Football team adds two coaches to its family 3/23/00: 24

Mountain Bike Team
Off the Beaten Path 10/2/01: 9

Mountford, Sydney
“The place for me” 2/14/02: 13

Moxley, Frank O.
Barrier broken in 1958 2/19/02: 1

Mr. Hilltopper
Lambda Chi snags Mr. Hilltopper title 11/4/99: 9
Mr. Hilltopper chosen tonight 1/30/01: 9
Beauty King 2/1/01: 1
Mr. Hilltopper hopefuls strut their stuff for title 2/28/02: 8
Mr. Hilltopper (continued)
   Men on display in pageant 3/16/04: 6A

Muckrakers, The
   The Muckrakers not ordinary in any fashion 4/4/00: 17
   Behind the Muckrakers’ music 11/29/01: 1
   Muckrakers return to roots 4/29/03: 4B

Mupfudze, Richard Rashai
   Mupfudze’s story: Finding himself 2/18/03: 6
   Soccer star adjusting 9/11/03: 16

Murphree, Bill
   Former lineman killed in wreck 12/5/00: 17

Murphy, Ricky
   For DJ Slikk Rick, it’s all about timing 10/14/03: 6

Murrie, Joel
   Murrie, players want championship 1/27/00: 12

Music, Department of
   Carnegie Hall: Singing a dream 1/11/01: 1
   Band members rude at NCAA Tournament [letter to editor] 3/28/02: 5
   Band supports Hilltoppers [letter to editor] 4/4/02: 4
   Making the band isn’t as easy as it appears 9/12/02: 10
   Band will play for opposition 3/6/03: 6B
   Concert took months of preparation 4/8/03: 7
   Five divas to perform tonight 5/1/03: 8B
   Two operas this weekend 11/13/03: 7

Musicians, Student (See also Muckrakers; Nappy Roots)
   Mr. Neutron won’t bore his audiences 10/19/99: 9
   Fish out of Water [Dry Land Fish] 1/20/00: 11
   Former Topper now rapper [Melvin Adams] 10/18/01: 13
   Going solo [Megan Kapfhammer] 4/4/02: 11
   Cleazy’s Dreams 10/23/03: 1

Muslim Student Organization
   Palestinian, Jew emphasize hope, peace, tolerance 4/25/02: 6

NAACP
   NAACP kicks off new semester 10/3/00: 7

Nappy Roots
   Band stays rooted in Hill 4/26/01: 2B
   Former Topper now rapper 10/18/01: 13
   Nappy Roots video showing on BET 10/18/01: 13
   Rappers to return to Bowling Green 2/26/02: 11
   The decisions we all face: Old roots or new Roots? [commentary] 2/28/02: 19
   Nappy Who? [letter to editor] 3/12/02: 5
   Tickets for Nappy Roots show on sale next week 3/28/02: 16
   Nappy Roots coming home for concert 4/25/02: 12
   Nappy Roots performance rained out 4/30/02: 1
Nappy Roots (continued)
Nappy Roots won’t be playing at Western 10/10/02: 1
Nappy should forget past problems come home [editorial] 10/15/02: 4
Stop criticizing Nappy Roots [letter to editor] 11/5/02: 4
Band wants to return to old Kentucky home 11/14/02: 1
Rap group to play at Western 1/14/03: 1
Concert tickets still available 2/13/03: 1A
Nappy Roots comes home tomorrow 2/27/03: 1
Country Boyz 3/4/03: 1
Nappy Roots member arrested 4/8/03: 3
Nappy Roots’ new album out today 8/26/03: 9

Nash, Brian “Slim” and Staci
A dwarf and some rednecks [fundraising for Presley] 9/17/02: 1
Procedure may increase premiums 9/19/02: 1
Nash lawsuit in limbo 9/26/02: 1
Nash suit not dismissed 10/1/02: 1
Western asks for hearing in Nash suit 10/10/02: 3
Nash family prepares for transplant 10/17/02: 1
Long-awaited transplant a success for Presley Nash 10/22/02: 3
Family needs to drop lawsuit against Western [editorial] 10/29/02: 4
Nash hearing Nov. 19 10/31/02: 2
Nash coverage unfair [letter to editor] 10/31/02: 4
Judge to consider dismissal 11/14/02: 3
Attorneys settle Nash suit 11/19/02: 1
Nash settlement approved 1/16/03: 1

Nave, Lindsey
Follow the Leader 10/31/02: 1

Neal, Nae'Shara
Life of a Beauty Queen 4/3/01: 11
Life of a beauty queen 8/21/01: 30 [supplement]

Neel, William E.
Former professor dies 4/26/01: 5

Neidell, Jason
Western names soccer coach for women’s program 10/17/00: 13
With schedule nearly complete, new coach focuses on recruiting 10/26/00: 14
Coach headed to Chile for Pan-Ams 4/17/03: 10

Nellis, Allison
Nellis writing young program’s history 9/4/03: 14

Nelsen, Katie E.
Two students hit on University 9/11/03: 1
Injured students released 9/16/03: 1

Nett, Corey
On His Own 10/28/99: 1

New Sorority Hall
See Meredith Hall
Newton, Travis
   Backstage performer 2/12/02: 1
Nichols, Cara
   Runner sets record at Indiana 2/11/03: 11
   Against the Odds 3/6/03: 12A
Nienaber, August
   Nienaber’s story: Another shot 3/12/02: 10
Nite Class
   Nite Class back in session 8/28/01: 13
Nixon, Mary
   Three gifts total more than $1 million 4/26/01: 14
Njoku, Johnston
   SGA recognizes 12 for teaching excellence 3/30/00: 6
   Dancing to a different drummer 3/8/01: 11
Noe, Sara
   Volleyball player is cited for intoxication 2/5/02: 16
   NoeBody Better 10/24/02: 12
   Noe problem: Senior leads way 11/14/02: 14
   Seniors honored 4/24/03: 9A
   Noe moves to sideline 10/7/03: 10
Noland, Jarod
   Noland’s Story: A vice president in the making 10/9/01: 9
Norman, Anthony
   SGA recognizes 12 for teaching excellence 3/30/00: 6
Northeast Hall
   Directional halls begin opening doors 8/20/02: 7A
   Crowd watches grand opening of dorms 9/26/02: 1
   Directional halls free from future flooding 12/5/02: 2A
   Flooding causes unpleasant surprise for residents 1/14/03: 3
   Northeast debacle has HRL all wet [editorial] 1/16/03: 4
Novotney, Josh
   Novotney gets treatment 3/9/00: 16
Nunn, Louie B.
   Nunn discusses future of industrial hemp 4/27/00: 10
   Former governor has ties to Hill 10/18/01: 6A
Nursing, Department of
   Nursing department receives $50K 9/17/02: 3
   Gift used for nursing scholarships 9/24/02: 3
   Program heightens abuse awareness 1/30/03: 3B
   Greenview donating $475,000 4/22/03: 3
   Nursing is Western’s fastest growing major 2/12/04: 3A
   Clearing the air [correction] 2/17/04: 2
   Nursing receives $400,000 grant 4/20/04: 9
Oakes, Elizabeth
  Writing Who They Are 4/13/00: 8
  Western profs edit second book 11/29/01: 12

Oakley, Anthony
  Home & Away 10/30/03: 1

O’Bryan, Doug
  O’Bryan’s story: The music man 4/30/02: 15

O’Connor, John
  Western loses eight department heads 4/26/01: 9

Ogden College of Science, Technology and Health
  Four new degrees possible 1/13/00: 10

Ogles, Kelly Renee
  Student will spend Spring Break giving bone marrow 3/9/04: 7

Ogletree, Alan
  Ogletree just wants to play football 9/23/99: 15

Oldham, John
  Oldham to have No. 42 jersey retired 12/9/99: 22
  Name court after John Oldham [letter to editor] 11/12/02: 4A

Oliver, Tracie
  Local entrepreneurs pass on words of wisdom 3/12/02: 6A

Olmsted, Jane
  English professor lands “perfect job”: 12/7/99: 5
  Writing Who They Are 4/13/00: 8
  Western profs edit second book 11/29/01: 12

Ombudsman
  Ombudsman appointed 9/11/03: 3

Omega Phi Alpha
  Sorority’s goal to make a difference 2/10/00: 10
  Sorority should have attention 4/27/04: 4

Omega Psi Phi
  Branded together 11/4/99: 7

Open Meetings Law
  Cloud of secrecy should concern all 2/29/00: 4

Open Records Law
  Cloud of secrecy should concern all 2/29/00: 4
  Man asks state for opinion [Student Life Foundation] 2/14/02: 1

Orr, Randy
  Two Tops kicked off team 3/28/02: 19

Ossello, Harmony
  Ossello’s story: What it’s like to be “The Friend”: 2/26/02: 9

Outlet, The
  The Outlet works to create comfort with sexual preference 4/30/02: 7
  Searching for an Out 12/5/02: 1B
  The Outlet celebrates anniversary 4/8/03: 7
  Creators of The Outlet deserve credit [letter to editor] 4/17/03: 4
Owsley, Derek
Former student dies in crash 4/15/03: 3

Pack, William Devon
Mail theft at campus post office 3/15/01: 1
Clearing the air 3/29/01: 2

Pageants
Pageant more than just something fun [Queen of Hearts] 2/10/00: 6

Paipars, Mikus
Paipars leading tennis team as No. 1 2/21/02: 14

Palmer, Alan W.
Palmer added to PR faculty 9/12/02: 5

Pandov, Todor
Bulgarians bring foreign tongue with international game 12/9/99: 19
Pandov: Bulgarian Baller 2/7/02: 13
Pandov may not get extra year 1/30/03: 1A
Painful Returns 1/15/04: 12

Parents Association
Association keeps parents connected 4/10/03: 9

Parker, Cathy
The Gift of Love 12/7/99: 1 (sect. 2)

Parker, John
Professor, students poll citizens on city services 10/5/99: 3

Parking
Relentless parking perils continue to plague students 8/24/99: 15
Parking spaces lost to soccer, softball complex 8/26/99: 3
Lot closing took students by surprise 9/2/99: 4
Landowner refuses to sell property for student parking 9/9/99: 7
Cars towed from sunken Egypt lot 8/29/00: 1
Egypt sinkhole filled 8/31/00: 3
Break-ins in structure force students to rethink parking 9/12/00: 3
Cars may be unnecessary for freshmen 9/26/00: 9
Parking permits a hot item 10/3/00: 3
New parking spaces to be built by semester’s end 10/17/00: 5
More campus parking squeezed into south end 1/23/01: 6
Forged, stolen parking permits increase, but arrests on rise, too 2/6/01: 5
D permits now allowed in structure, Diddle lot 9/9/99: 6
Two Western parking lots getting emergency phones with caller ID 9/23/99: 3
Area across from Cherry Hall will remain green space 10/5/99: 5
South end parking to be improved 10/21/99: 2
No pill for parking plan 11/9/99: 1
Parking committee not popular 11/9/99: 1
Staff pay steep price for parking tags 11/16/99: 1
Rules for gated lots change 12/9/99: 3
Construction hampers parking 1/25/00: 8
Parking committee adds fees for off-campus parking 2/1/00: 7
Parking (continued)

Faculty, staff pleased with new parking rules 2/17/00: 1
Egypt part of Western civilization [Egypt lot] 2/17/00: 7
Gated parking lots to stay 3/7/00: 7
Parking patrols on the prowl 9/6/01: 5
Rules are meant to be understood [letter to editor] 10/9/01: 4
Parking permits hot in fall 11/15/01: 1
Student lots won’t be ticketed next week 12/4/01: 9
Diddle renovation plans may cut parking spaces 2/28/02: 12
Plans for pedway, parking lot scrapped 3/28/02: 1
Western broke promises [editorial] 4/2/02: 4
Parking permit prices to rise next semester 4/9/02: 1
Students getting ripped off [editorial] 4/11/02: 4
Vehicles damaged in Egypt 4/18/02: 1
Western, local family never close to agreement on land 4/25/02: 1
South Campus permits to see smaller increase 4/25/02: 1
New parking lots built around campus 8/20/02: 1A
New school year, same old parking problems [editorial] 8/27/02: 4
Break-ins plague lots 8/29/02: 1
SGA to host parking forum 9/12/02: 3
Forum draws few students 9/17/02: 1
Forum attendance shows student apathy, again [editorial] 9/17/02: 4
Number of tickets issued rises 10/17/02: 5
HAF to receive privileges 11/5/02: 1
Athletics not too good to ask faculty for spots [editorial] 11/7/02: 4
HAF revises plan, Egypt to expand 11/21/02: 5
Additional spaces planned 2/4/03: 6
Weather stalls Creason repairs 2/13/03: 6A
Diddle lot, structure to close for games 2/20/03: 1
Parking structure may be expanded 3/6/03: 1A
Temporary use of land to provide 300 spots 3/6/03: 2A
Finding spots may be tough [Sun Belt Tournament parking] 3/6/03: 4B
Parkers should pay for expansion [editorial] 3/13/03: 4
Projects will affect fall drivers 5/1/03: 2B
Parking changes to go into effect 8/19/03: 7A
Plans changed for PFT lot 8/21/03: 1
Lot renovated for next semester 11/25/03: 5A
Parking lot to be built 1/15/04: 6
University plans for second parking structure 1/27/04: 1
Parking plan advances 2/17/04: 1
SBC will create parking challenge 3/4/04: 13A

Parking Structure

Elevators being fixed 11/5/02: 3
Diddle lot, structure to close for games 2/20/03: 1
Parking structure may be expanded 3/6/03: 1A
Parking Structure (continued)
  Committee recommends four student fee increases 4/24/03: 1A

Parsons, William A. Jr.
  Parsons honored by Chamber of Commerce 9/26/00: 3

Patrick, Amanda
  Student seeks NRPA presidency 4/5/01: 14

Patrick, Jeremy
  25 hours on air 11/6/01: 1

Patterson, Latoya
  Patterson’s story: No statistic 2/25/03: 7

Patton, Paul
  Governor burns midnight oil 11/2/99: 1

Payne, Joey
  Payne’s story: New faces bring new surprises 4/10/01: 14

Peace Corps
  The Peace Keepers 1/30/03: 1B

Pearce-Ford Tower
  Suspicious fires plague Pearce-Ford 11/23/99: 1
  Chief: PFT fires deserved reporting 12/2/99: 1
  Students dance and socialize the night away in PFT 3/15/01: 7
  PFT evacuated yesterday 2/12/02: 3
  PFT fires frustrate residents 2/21/02: 1
  PFT fires damage property 2/26/02: 1
  Fire alarms annoy PFT residents 4/10/03: 1
  Buggin’ out 11/6/03: 1

Peavie, Shawn
  Five dreamers, one dream 3/28/02: 11
  Peavie to connect students and SGA 3/18/03: 3

Pelzer, Dave
  Author to share story March 5  2/26/02: 3
  Author speaks to students on life 3/7/02: 7

Pennington, Eddie
  Finger Pickin’ Good 9/19/00: 7
  Alumnus honored at bluegrass fest 10/16/01: 12
  Folk festival brings bluegrass, storytelling to Hill 10/8/02: 3
  Western to honor former students 5/1/03: 8B

PERC (Peers Encouraging Responsible Choices)
  Spring Break safety worth $2,500  3/7/00: 7

Petty, Scott
  Slithering sanctuary 11/1/01: 7

Pfaff, Rhonda
  Student excels at GIS conference 10/1/02: 3

Pfeiffer, Michael Shawn
  Birthday celebration lands student in jail 8/31/00: 3
Pfohl, Virginia

- Prof wants $2.2 million in race suit 9/28/99: 1
- Stories disagree in lawsuit 2/15/00: 1
- Western settles reverse discrimination lawsuit 1/9/01: 1
- Pföhl settlement stirs questions of diversity 1/11/01: 1
- University lucks out in Pföhl settlement [editorial] 1/11/01: 4
- Senate opposes Pföhl deal 1/18/01: 1
- Adjustments sought in Pföhl deal 1/23/01: 1
- Senate resolution speaks for all [editorial] 1/23/01: 4
- “Bad judgment” abounds in Pföhl case 1/23/01: 4
- Board to consider Pföhl settlement 1/23/01: 8
- Regents approve amended Pföhl settlement 1/30/01: 1

Pfohl, William

- Prof offers coping techniques 9/18/01: 6

Phelan, Leslie

- Coaches bring different experiences to the table 4/25/00: 8

Phi Beta Lambda

- Phi Beta Lambda sweep business competition 4/19/01: 12

Phi Beta Sigma

- Crossing over 1/31/02: 1

Phi Mu

- Students remembered at service 2/17/04: 1

Phillips, Bridgett

- Managing a Dream 4/20/00: 17

Phillips, Elliot

- Being himself 3/4/04: 1A

Physical Education and Recreation, Department of

- Ex-student appeals judgment 10/15/02: 1
- Recreation majors search for jobs 1/30/03: 7B

Physics and Astronomy, Department of

- WKU telescope undergoes renovation 11/30/00: 8
- Student spaces out, but faculty approve [Jordan Lindsey]: 10/16/01: 7
- NASA, Western team up to launch balloon 12/4/01: 10
- Astronomy department reaching outer limits [STARBASE program] 1/15/02: 10
- Western to take part in NASA mission 2/26/02: 7
- Western gets grant for rocket project 4/2/02: 6
- Mars observation tonight 8/28/03: 5A

Pi Chi

- Leading the rush 8/20/02: 1B

Pi Kappa Alpha

- Judge dismisses motion; fraternity can still be sued by estate 2/3/04: 6

Pickens, Jim

- Disease won’t slow Pickens 3/2/00: 1
- Losing a Legend 8/24/00: 19
Pimpleton, Donte
Pimpleton up and running 8/26/99: 21
Pimpleton arrested, says charges are false 11/4/99: 11

Pinkston, Antwon
Raising Alexis 4/8/04: 1B

Pinsky, Drew
Sex, drugs, alcohol and answers with Dr. Drew 9/26/00: 6
Dr. Drew answers questions, gives advice 11/21/00: 5

Poisel, Jeff
Kicker arrested Thursday 8/31/99: 19

Poland Hall
Poland Hall lab reopens 10/12/99: 3
Alleged robbery in Poland Hall 9/19/02: 5
“Suspicious fire” leaves freshman critical 5/5/03: 1
Trouble in Poland 5/5/03: 2
Poland security heightened 5/5/03: 2
Dorm evacuation delays studying for final exams 5/5/03: 4
Students urged to talk about feelings 5/5/03: 4
Four dorms converted to single-sex for fall 2004 12/4/03: 1A
Poland gets finishing touches; McCormack gets learning community 4/29/04: 9A

Police
Report: Police department in need 8/26/99: 1
Campus police chief candidates to be named next week 9/23/99: 3
Funding loss may cut three police positions 9/30/99: 8
Four finalists named in police chief search 10/5/99: 1
Forums for police start Monday 10/14/99: 3
Wells interviews for chief position 10/19/99: 6
Candidate wants “Mayberry” image [Robert Deane] 11/2/99: 3
Chief prospect favors prevention programs [Mari Harris] 11/2/99: 3
Campus police gets new chief 11/11/99: 1
New traffic accident reports add delays 1/13/00: 10
$95,000 saves police jobs 4/25/00: 7
Campus police cut number of top officers 8/22/00: 9
Western sues two former police officers 9/7/00: 1
Explosion not properly reported last semester 9/7/00: 1
Night shift officer deals with alcohol, attitudes 11/14/00: 1
Officer alleges incompetency 11/30/00: 3
Campus police, wreckers give needy families better Christmas 12/7/00: 5
Power & Prayer [Glenn Woodard] 1/23/01: 1
Campus police adding two officers in April 2/13/01: 8
Officers’ lawsuit closer to trial 2/22/01: 5
Officer accepted to FBI training center 4/19/01: 12
Western gets new cops 4/26/01: 10
Campus police move into new annex 8/23/01: 8
Western officer gets FBI training 8/28/01: 3
Police (continued)

Suit against officers remains in limbo 8/28/01: 5
Western police start bike patrol 10/2/01: 3
Western may soon get ruling in suit against former officers 10/18/01: 3
First Hispanic officer hired 11/1/01: 1
Western makes progress in suit 1/17/02: 3
Judge rules former campus police officers must pay Western $8,000 8/22/02: 5
Chief trying to build stability on police force 8/27/02: 1
Police need to fill two positions 8/27/02: 3
Citizens get shot at hands-on police training 10/15/02: 1
Force hires two new officers 11/12/02: 3B
Police academy to give students inside look at campus operations 1/23/03: 3
Cops & Robbers [University Police Academy] 2/20/03: 1
Academy teaches gun safety 4/3/03: 3B
New fleet on Hill 4/24/03: 6A
Department tries to fill vacancies 5/1/03: 3A
Escort service to begin in fall 5/1/03: 7A
Western adds two officers 9/4/03: 6
New Gators crawl over campus 1/15/04: 1
Police shortage makes for long hours 1/22/04: 1
Campus police to host annual academy 1/22/04: 9
Police offer reward to drivers 1/29/04: 3
Police tie for third 2/12/04: 8A
Campus police hire three officers 2/26/04: 5
Campus police tackle cardiac arrests with CPR and AED training 3/4/04: 11A
Students take shot at police work 4/8/04: 8A
Campus police get new captain, sergeant last week 4/13/04: 3

Politics

Party leaders speaking tomorrow 9/26/00: 6
Students sound off on Election 2000 11/2/00: 1
Parties vie for college vote 11/2/00: 3
Forum 11/2/00: 5
Western’s Green Party takes action this year 11/2/00: 8
Election tension remains 11/9/00: 1
Government professors enjoy recent election tangle 11/30/00: 10
Inauguration festivities will feature Republicans, media, Western students 1/18/01: 8
Students attend inauguration 1/23/01: 3

Pope, Cacie

Pope’s Hope 2/5/04: 8

Porter, James

Western loses eight department heads 4/26/01: 9

Porter-Talbert, Tiffany

Two of a kind 2/11/03: 14
Lady Topper honored 5/1/03: 18A
Postal Services
Mail theft at campus post office 3/15/01: 1
Mail to be delivered once a day 1/13/04: 3

Potter, John and Karen
Horticulturalists turn Hill into jungle with elephant ears 11/12/02: 4B

Potter College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences
Potter College graduates most 10/17/02: 5B

Potter Hall
1994: Potter home provided location near classes 10/24/02: 5B
Elevators being fixed 11/5/02: 3

Powell, Dan
Born to be a champion, Powell to enter Hall of Fame 10/3/00: 9

Powell, William (Bill)
Powell’s Passion 4/4/00: 19
Coach goes for 300th win Saturday 1/17/02: 14
300! 1/29/02: 13
Gifted Powell a gift for Hill 1/31/02: 16
Coach Powell touches lives [letter to editor] 2/5/02: 4
Second to One: with 318 wins, Powell moves to No. 2 11/11/03: 12
Powell nears men’s dual meet record as both teams battle illness 12/4/03: 13A
Making Waves 1/29/04: 10

Powers, Natalie
Powers’ struggle 10/21/99: 12
Powers healthy, playing well 1/27/00: 11
Five more than number for Powers 1/23/01: 12
Mansfield, Powers named All-Sun Belt 3/1/01: 20
Lady Tops spin in and out of WNIT 3/29/01: 17
Powers, Mansfield named co-MVPs 4/5/01: 19
Marcus and Powers honored 10/30/01: 16
Powers ready to take center stage 11/8/01: 1A
Powers invited to pro camp 4/11/02: 15
Powers earns MVP, academic honors at Lady Tops annual awards banquet 4/30/02: 22
Where are they now? 8/22/02: 12

Preston, Raymond and Hattie
Former regent leaving legacy 12/7/99: 1
Donation brings improvement to fitness center 12/9/99: 6
Western to honor former students 5/1/03: 8B

Preston Health and Activities Center
Thefts are an unpleasant trend at Preston 3/7/00: 1
Alumni want access [letter to editor] 8/29/00: 4
SGA passes bill to pay for new storage facility 9/21/00: 3
The workout war 1/25/01: 9
Win, lose or socialize 8/21/01: 25
Puttin’ around 1/29/02: 9
Students squeezing into Preston 10/17/02: 1
Preston Health and Activities Center (continued)
  Another drummer’s beat [belly dancing classes] 10/31/02: 7
  Classes teach ancient exercise [taiji] 2/11/03: 8
  Yoga, hip-hop dance offered for a price 2/11/03: 8
  Preston enhances weight room 9/4/03: 8
  Students, faculty flocking to renovated facility 9/16/03: 10
  Poker games lead to free prizes 9/23/03: 5
  Students shed pounds for trips 2/24/04: 1

Price, Chris
  The Price of Power 9/12/02: 14

Price, Eddie
  Alumnus releases debut novel 2/15/01: 8

Priest, Andrew
  Swimmer arrested for DUI 11/14/00: 13

Privacy
  Western will tattle on some drinkers 9/16/99: 1

Programs of Distinction
  South campus to get $169,000 lab 10/12/99: 8
  Journalism and Broadcasting seeking program distinction 3/7/00: 3
  Applied Research and Technology Program to receive $400,000 4/18/00: 8

Pruitt, Ross
  2002 SGA elections 3/28/02: 11

Psychology, Department of
  Psychology program recognized 2/21/02: 8

Public Health, Department of
  Pioneer program accredited 10/10/02: 5

Public Relations
  Vatican PR buff visits Western 11/5/02: 3

Purcell, Anthony
  Western sues two former police officers 9/7/00: 1
  Officer alleges incompetency 11/30/00: 3
  Officers’ lawsuit closer to trial 2/22/01: 5
  Western makes progress in suit 1/17/02: 3
  Western outlines damages for circuit court 3/14/02: 3
  Judge rules former campus police officers must pay Western $8,000 8/22/02: 5

Queen of Hearts Pageant
  New Queen of Hearts to be crowned 2/6/01: 9

Quinlan, Jennifer
  Quinlan’s story: It’s her turn to teach 9/25/01: 7

Quinn, Paula
  Western’s own feng shui believer 1/27/00: 8

Quonset, The
  Western grad students help research for folk festival 10/2/01: 7

Radio (See also WKYU-FM; WWHR-FM)
  Gator broadcast rights in doubt 4/27/00: 26
Radon
Radon informational session Feb. 27  2/21/02: 2

Ramsey, James
State budget director will be honored 4/18/00: 10
Alumnus may get U of L job 11/14/02: 1

Ransdell, Gary A.
Ransdell proposes high school science academy in Schneider 8/24/99: 3
Ransdell leads group on the way to China 9/2/99: 3
Trip opens doors for Western students, faculty 9/9/99: 5
Ransdell gets contract extension, incentive plan 9/9/99: 6
Ransdell explains “restricted gifts” to faculty 4/13/00: 5
Ransdell appointed to education board 8/22/00: 8
Survey says faculty morale low, Ransdell performing well 9/14/00: 3
Columnist searches for true name of president’s dog 11/2/00: 9
“Perspectives” forum raises important issues 12/5/00: 5
Ransdell just like any other fan 2/1/01: 16
Gary and Julie – a love story deeply rooted in the Hill 2/13/01: 3B
Ransdell touts Engineering Week 2/22/01: 4
Ransdell has high job approval 4/24/01: 3
Ransdell becomes big papa [commentary] 8/21/01: 21
Ransdell just like any other fan 8/21/01: 35 [supplement]
Executive session: President Ransdell’s four-year report 12/6/01: 1
Big Red Boss 2/5/02: 10
For love or parking [column] 10/10/02: 7
Ransdell toppled 10/15/02: 9
The sweet, sweet taste of victory 10/17/02: 7
Ransdell gets big contract 11/26/02: 1
Long-term tuition plan is a first for Western [commentary] 4/29/04: 5

Rape (See also Crime)
Student alleges rape on campus 9/19/00: 1
Western has fewest reported rapes among state schools 9/21/00: 6
Rape investigation ends without prosecution 10/10/00: 1
Date rape alleged at frat party 11/21/00: 1
Date rape reported in dorm 2/13/01: 1
No rape victims press charges 3/29/01: 5
Rape victims find Hope 2/14/02: 10
Student reports rape 11/12/02: 2A
No arrest made in rape case 8/28/03: 6A

Rascoe, Bobby
Basketball player remembers living with coach 10/24/02: 4B

Rasdall, Joyce
Interior design a timeless enterprise [commentary] 2/13/01: 4

Rawlings, Beth
Rawlings is unknown senior hitter 11/11/99: 9
Rawlings, Mark
  SGA selects finance VP replacement 1/18/01: 3
  Rawlings, Skidmore square off for SGA PR position 4/3/01: 3

Raymer, Wade
  Big Red comes to life 4/18/00: 11

Reaves, Leon J.
  Student charged in robbery 1/28/03: 1

Recycling
  Not enough faculty, staff participating in recycling 9/9/99: 3
  Recycling awareness raised 4/4/00: 8
  Recycling effort picking up 2/6/01: 5
  Recycling program revamped 9/20/01: 3
  Recycling program cut back 2/12/02: 6

Red Towel Tradition
  Alumnus responsible for red towel visits Hill 10/18/01: 6A

Redden, Allen
  New doctor for Western 9/14/00: 1

Redzic, Imam Muaz
  Islamic leader visits campus 4/5/01: 7

Reed, Aimee
  Student to compete in Hearst finals 4/26/01: 7

Reed, Steve
  Patton nominates grad to be next U. S. attorney 10/21/99: 5

Reese, Shala
  Logsdon, Reese carrying offensive torch 1/30/03: 8A
  Seniors get last run at glory, Big Dance 3/6/03: 1B

Reeves, Garland
  Reeves donates funds from rental property 3/1/01: 10

Reeves, Lester and Dorothy
  Three gifts total more than $1 million 4/26/01: 14

Registration (See also Banner 2000)
  Topline replaced with online registration service, Topnet 10/12/00: 3
  How user-friendly is TopNet? 11/9/00: 4
  Students to control class drops 2/26/04: 1

Reis, John C.
  New faces occupy high places 8/19/03: 9A

Religion and Religious Activities
  Variety of piety 9/30/99: 1
  Commandments bill could apply to colleges 4/11/00: 1
  Evangelist evokes strong reactions on Hill [Jim Gilles] 4/25/00: 9
  Traveling evangelist known as “Bible Jim” preaches at Western to “provoke thinking” 8/29/00: 6
  Groups gather for night of common worship 2/22/01: 1
  Clearing the air 2/27/01: 2
  Different faiths, one goal [men’s basketball] 3/1/01: 1
Religion and Religious Activities (continued)

Students kick off Lent celebration with Ash Wednesday 3/1/01: 6
Lenten sacrifices vary from alcohol to cursing 3/1/01: 6
Campus Crusade hits streets of NYC 11/15/01: 1
Religious celebrations fill winter 12/4/01: 19
Former gangster leading Crusade 1/31/02: 11
Toward the light [Tom Papania] 2/5/02: 9
Cause for concern: Roman Catholic Church attracts negative attention 5/2/02: 1
Many paths to God: A closer look at religious diversity on the Hill 11/21/02: 7
FCA back on Hill after 10 years 12/5/02: 8B
“Alive” provides Christian ministry 5/1/03: 10B
Campus organization comes “Alive” 9/18/03: 9
FCA focuses on rebuilding with new adviser, members 10/7/03: 9
HYPE: Helping Young People Endure 2/3/04: 1
A Joyful Noise 4/20/04: 7

Rembold, Ryan

At the age of 14, God changed my life [advertisement] 4/3/01: 6
A response from Ryan [letter to editor] 4/24/01: 4

Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC)

See Military Science

Residence Halls (See also Student Life Foundation)

University gives away dorms 8/24/99: 1
Move harder without shopping carts 8/24/99: 1
Fix roommate problems before tempers flare 8/24/99: 16
Increased enrollment lessens opportunities for private rooms 8/26/99: 8
Freedom . . . for a price 8/31/99: 13
Phone plan promises lower rates 9/2/99: 1
Studies show dorm residents more likely to contract disease 9/2/99: 5
Students confused by visitation rules 9/14/99: 5
Color-coded stickers new addition to IDs 9/21/99: 6
Diseases lurk in showers 10/12/99: 8
Resident Assistants take their lumps along with the sugar 12/2/99: 16
Dorm dwellers, RAs sound off about columnist’s comments 12/9/99: 5
First sketch for dorms complete 1/27/00: 1
Future of dorms to begin with handoff 3/9/00: 3
Dorm residents to get free papers 3/9/00: 5
Western hands over 17 dorms 3/23/00: 1
Delivery is a way of life 4/4/00: 13
Students sweat for one last year 8/22/00: 20
Major facelift beginning for Western’s dorms [View of the Hill] 8/22/00: 35
Property next to president’s house to be used for dorm construction storage, not
housing 8/29/00: 8
Air conditioning system will improve with new plant 8/29/00: 12
Dorms may open early on break 11/14/00: 5
The Night Shift [night desk clerks] 1/18/01: 9
Residence Halls (continued)

Safety a learning experience [safety checks] 2/6/01: 13
Directional hall makeover starts 3/13/01: 3
Suffering from the RA blues [commentary] 4/3/01: 4
RA “missed the mark” [letter to editor] 4/5/01: 4
Renovations will cost $16M 4/19/01: 3
TVs removed from dorm lobbies to cut noise level 9/25/01: 3
Student census counts low 10/30/01: 1
City to start charging for false alarms 12/6/01: 1
Dorms to reopen on schedule 1/15/02: 2
Housing crunch to continue 1/29/02: 2
Housing renewals begin on Monday 2/28/02: 9
Dorms to become smoke-free after renovations 3/7/02: 3
Students brave cold for chance at room 3/12/02: 1
Dorm renovations on schedule 4/11/02: 10
Some students left roomless 8/20/02: 1A
Construction abounds on Hill 8/20/02: 3A
Directional halls begin opening doors 8/20/02: 7A
Posters, plants, brighten dorms 8/20/02: 2B
Plan for next year’s dorm crunch [editorial] 8/27/02: 4
Residents displeased with cable service 8/29/02: 1
Dorm visitors being monitored 9/5/02: 1
Cooking in dorm offers departure from norm 9/5/02: 1
100 beds vacant in campus dorms 10/8/02: 1
$500 fee for moving takes effect 11/26/02: 1
Worm infects dorm network 8/19/03: 3B
Decorations enhance dorm comfort 8/19/03: 6B
Internet down over weekend 9/9/03: 1
Dorm renovations continue 11/11/03: 1
Dorms get new prefix 11/20/03: 1
Dorms to get ‘themed living options’ in fall semester 11/25/03: 3A
HRL adds four TV channels 11/25/03: 7A
Four dorms converted to single-sex for fall 2004 12/4/03: 1A
Proposal could charge students for Internet access 1/15/04: 3
Proposed Internet fee too costly and unnecessary [editorial] 1/22/04: 4
Dorm Internet fee may decrease to $8 4/13/04: 3

Residence Life

Job helps bring RA out of her shell 12/5/02: 3B

Rice, Markell

A tale of three coaches 8/22/02: 12

Rich, Aaron

The Mullet Hunters 4/17/01: 9

Rich, Cameron

Pageantry instills confidence 2/3/00: 10
Rich, Joey
  Western grad reigns in world championship 12/2/99: 12

Rich, Pete
  Western gets new cops 4/26/01: 10

Richards, Walter “Jody”
  Red Roots 2/1/01: 7
  Former newspaper adviser has eyes on prize 5/2/02: 11
  Richards to announce candidacy 12/5/02: 3A

Richardson, Jessie
  Scarred, but not scared 3/18/04: 10

Richardson, Kerri
  Western student named Kentucky Derby Queen 4/18/00: 10

Ridington, Amber
  Western grad students help research for folk festival 10/2/01: 7

Ridley, John
  Spirit awards given out 4/26/01: 7

Riedeman, Sara
  Player will sign with Lady Tops 11/2/00: 2

Rigdon, Keith
  Karate “improves lives, teaches confidence” 9/9/99: 15

Rimm, Sylvia
  Psychology guru to speak 9/14/00: 12

Ringger, Erica
  Former backup setter to transfer 4/8/03: 12

Ritchie, Jean
  Sounds of Life 9/26/00: 9

Roads
  Ninth student hit on University Blvd. 9/9/99: 1
  Changes will force use of crosswalks 9/9/99: 1
  Loud construction irks students 9/14/99: 3
  Crossing Boulevard will get tougher 10/12/99: 1
  University Boulevard construction halted 1/11/00: 2
  Boulevard improvements to make crosswalks safer 2/24/00: 6
  Jaywalking fine too high 4/13/00: 4
  Another student hit on University 9/26/00: 1
  No safety plans for University Boulevard 9/28/00: 1
  Boulevard may get new light 11/21/00: 6
  New light intended for safety 1/11/01: 1
  New traffic signal delayed 2/6/01: 3
  Stoplight pushed back again 3/6/01: 5
  New stoplight activated over spring break 4/5/01: 8
  No one hit on University in a year 12/4/01: 3
  Pedway to add parking 1/29/02: 6
  Student hit on University 2/5/02: 1
  Students say follow traffic lights 2/7/02: 5
Roads (continued)
   Plans for pedway, parking lot scrapped 3/28/02: 1
   It’s clear to cross, but you better not [commentary] 4/18/02: 13
   Virginia Garrett to get new crosswalks 10/22/02: 5
   Two students hit on University 9/11/03: 1
Robert Penn Warren Symposium
   Warren expert to speak Sunday 4/26/01: 10
   Author to receive award [Paul V. Murphy] 2/21/02: 2
Roberts, Amy
   Freshman learned valued life lessons [commentary] 5/2/02: 20
Roberts, Daniel
   Athlete changes tracks with ease 2/4/03: 7
Roberts, Forrest
   Roberts named regent 8/19/03: 8A
Roberts, Nancy
   Writing Who They Are 4/13/00: 8
   Roberts looks to life for inspiration 5/1/03: 11B
Robertson, Tyran
   Football player caught with marijuana in car 2/22/01: 10
   Football player remains in jail on drug charges 2/27/01: 6
   Former football player arrested again 4/3/01: 5
Robinson, Derek
   Basketball players arrested for receiving stolen property 9/21/00: 1
   Players sentenced to three days 10/10/00: 1
   Coming of age 1/25/01: 13
   Clearing the air [correction] 2/6/01: 2
   “Outlook” to feature Tops 3/14/02: 8
   Robinson becomes first 2001-2002 Topper to enter pro ranks 4/11/02: 16
Rock House
   Save the Rock House, history 3/28/00: 5
Rodes-Harlin Hall
   Rodes elevator accident leads to talk of lawsuit for Western 4/25/00: 10
   Rodes, Schneider battle faulty air conditioning 8/29/00: 7
   Buggin’ out 11/6/03: 1
Rogers, Daniel
   Rogers’ Story: A 4.0 and cavity free 8/21/01: 15
Rogers, Eric
   Sophomore receives oratorical award 3/8/01: 5
Rogers, LaDonna
   Western alum is newest regent 8/27/02: 6
Rooney, Casey
   Rooney’s odyssey comes to an end 9/11/03: 16
Rose, Nick
   Rose blooms again in 10K Classic 10/5/99: 12
**Rosenbaum, Michael**
  Western acting alum returns with words of encouragement 3/2/00: 11
  All the small things 10/16/01: 9

**Ross, Michelle**
  Women recognized at luncheon 4/17/01: 6

**ROTC**
  See Military Science

**Rowan, Kenneth Jr.**
  Student killed driving to class 12/5/02: 1A

**Rugby – Men**
  A thousand words beyond the Hill 4/8/03: 2

**Rugby – Women**
  Dressed to kill 10/16/01: 1
  Down & dirty 4/23/02: 12

**Runner, Jerry**
  Shuttle driver doesn’t mind endless cycle 10/7/03: 7

**Rush, Mike**
  Blood drive tomorrow for Western instructor 8/24/00: 11

**Russell, Derek K.**
  Two students arrested on sexual assault charges 8/21/01: 3

**Ruter, Charles M.**
  Western hosting first track meet in 22 years 4/1/04: 1

**Sadowski, Kevin**
  Sadowski gradually working way into pitching rotation 3/30/00: 21
  A winding road 4/5/01: 19

**Safety**
  Two Western parking lots getting emergency phones with caller ID 9/23/99: 3
  Harassment cases spur self-defense seminar 10/26/99: 3
  Campus police cracking down on jaywalkers 4/4/00: 6
  Safety walk finds poor lighting 9/25/01: 6
  Safety is everyone’s job [editorial] 4/9/02: 4
  Campus prepares for wartime threats 10/22/02: 2
  Virginia Garrett to get new crosswalks 10/22/02: 5
  Safety walk ferreting out dangers 10/24/02: 5
  Poor attendance, fire alarm plague safety forum 11/19/02: 3
  E-mailed bomb threat cancels afternoon classes 2/20/03: 2
  Some emergency phones inoperable 3/4/03: 3
  Task force issues report 8/19/03: 1A
  SGA proposes campus safety commission 9/11/03: 6
  Students voice concerns about campus safety 9/16/03: 3
  Caution on campus 9/18/03: 1
  Girls’ Fight Club 10/14/03: 1
  Lighting leaves safe passages in the dark 10/14/03: 3

**Sales, Lamar**
  Student’s sex crime punished 2/8/01: 1
Salisbury, Richard
Professor dies over weekend 3/11/03: 1A
“Dr. Salisbury was great” [letter to editor] 3/13/03: 4
Dr. Salisbury mourned [letter to editor] 4/8/03: 4

Sanderford, Paul
Former coach Sanderford hired as fundraiser 8/19/03: 1A
Sanderford returning to bench 11/25/03: 2B

Sanders, Bill “Whitey”
Event sparks discussion, laughter 10/29/02: 9

Scanlan, Sarah
Bad Apples, good music 1/30/03: 6B

Schedules, Class
Flip Friday schedule changing 9/2/99: 1
Flip-Friday replacement up for faculty review 10/14/99: 1
New class schedule begins in fall 11/11/99: 1
Schedule change rethought 11/16/99: 1
Flip-Fridays favored in poll 11/18/99: 5
Schedule finally final 12/2/99: 1
Risks, costs led to death of flip-Friday schedule 12/7/99: 6
Schedule fine with campus 10/10/00: 6

Schiff, Amanda
Triple Threat 9/13/01: 13

Schneider Hall
Schneider ghosts hide keys for fun 11/2/99: 7
Rodes, Schneider battle faulty air conditioning 8/29/00: 7
Arson attempts in dorm 2/22/01: 1
Arson attempts continue 3/1/01: 1
Another arson attempt angers Schneider residents 3/8/01: 3
Fire safety committee formed to help stop arsons 3/13/01: 3
Another fire scares Schneider residents 4/3/01: 1
Latest fire ruled as arson 4/5/01: 1
Arson investigators running out of time 4/19/01: 10
Extinguish fear; spark investigation [editorial] 4/24/01: 4
Arson case remains unsolved 8/21/01: 11
Mold forces students from dorm 2/18/03: 5
Mold tested in dorm 4/8/03: 1
Schneider closed; students relocated 8/21/03: 6
Schneider was in bad shape [letter to editor] 9/4/03: 4

Scholarships
Ceremony unites donors, recipients of scholarships 9/17/02: 3
Donors take opportunity to meet recipients 9/19/02: 1
Scholarship begins 10 years after creation [Toomey Scholarship] 10/24/02: 3
Unnamed donor gives $500,000 3/13/03: 5
Cashing out [TN lottery for scholarships] 9/4/03: 1
Donation given to health students 9/9/03: 3
Scholarships (continued)

KEES standard may change 3/9/04: 1

Schucker, Amber

Discrimination suit dismissed 2/25/03: 5

Schwank, Judy

Harsh reality, healing touch 3/29/01: 1

Science and Technology Hall

State funding sought for renovation 9/27/01: 3

Scott, Eugenia

Four Western women honored 4/5/01: 5

Scott, Walter

Three gifts total more than $1 million 4/26/01: 14

Searle, Shanon

Searle becomes full-time assistant 8/19/03: 15A

Sears, Jamie

Bedo and Sears prepare for executive offices 4/5/01: 11

Selig, Wood

Western names new AD 8/24/99: 1

New AD ready to kick department through uprights 8/24/99: 21

Selig tackling athletics’ hefty deficit 4/25/00: 1 [see also correction 4/27/00: 2]

The faces of Selig: firm or flimsy? [editorial] 2/28/02: 4

Green thumb lacking with Big Red A. D. [commentary] 3/28/02: 24

Balancing act: Selig manages family, deficit 4/9/02: 1

Demands, pressures of job cut time with family for athletics director 4/9/02: 1

Selig needs to sit the bench [editorial] 4/30/02: 4

Selig threatens boycott 4/30/02: 19

Sour Selig spoils Topper strides, success stories [commentary] 4/30/02: 21

Selig regime takes hold [column] 4/15/03: 10

September 11 Terrorist Attacks, 2001 (See also Terrorism)

9.11.01 [Extra] 9/12/01: 1

Looking for light 9/13/01: 1

An e-mail of anguish 9/13/01: 4

Regional military waiting for orders 9/13/01: 5

Experts discuss tragedy 9/20/01: 1

129 students willing to give blood for tragedies 10/2/01: 8

Red Cross to get spare change 10/9/01: 7

Vending machine profits go to Red Cross 10/16/01: 6

Engineer dissects Trade Center collapse 11/21/02: 1

Remember 9/10/02: 1

Western, city to honor 9-11 9/10/02: 1

One year later: Four people reflect on tragedy’s effects 9/10/02: 3

“He’s a hero” 9/10/02: 5

Healing, surviving, uniting 9/12/02: 1

9/11 photos on display 9/19/02: 7
Sewell, Beth
Sewell’s story: There’s no place like home, literally 8/20/02: 1B

Sewell, Jamil
New SGA vice presidents prepare for next semester 4/10/01: 9

Sexual Harassment
Students file sexual harassment suits 8/24/99: 1
Harassment lawsuits settled out of court 10/24/00: 1
University settles three harassment lawsuits 10/31/00: 1
Western settles suits; students pay [editorial] 11/9/00: 4
Trial shows truth behind settlements [editorial] 3/8/01: 4
New ombudsman named for Glasgow campus 4/26/01: 2
Newest ombudsman appointed 9/25/01: 3

Sharber, Katherine
A Crowning Moment 4/15/03: 1

Sharfe, Jeremy
“Village Idiots” on probation 10/9/01: 1
“Village Idiots” get fired 10/11/01: 1
Radio DJs accused of threatening adviser 10/16/01: 1
Friend of the Idiots [letter to editor]: 10/16/01: 4
Herald coverage idiotic [letter to editor]: 10/16/01: 4
. . . From the Idiots [letter to editor] 10/18/01: 4
Committee disciplines Idiots 10/30/01: 1
Ransdell allows Idiots to graduate 12/6/01: 5

Sharpton, Rev. Al
Sharpton to speak at Western 2/20/03: 1
Sharpton’s visit to Hill canceled 2/27/03: 6

Shaw, Robby
Shaw sets Kentucky school scoring mark 4/29/03: 12A

Shearer, Gene
Alumnus spends life fighting AIDS 10/21/99: 5B

Shepard, Laquetta
Shepard’s courage an inspiration [editorial] 9/10/02: 9
African-American activists have gone too far [letter to editor] 9/17/02: 4
“I give all the glory to God” [letter to editor] 9/19/02: 4
“I’m not a racist” [letter to editor] 9/24/02: 4
Hollywood shows interest in Shepard’s KKK protest 10/24/02: 1

Shinall, Dave
Student gets top AP honor 2/7/02: 7

Shoenfelt, Betsy
Shoenfelt “very easy to work with” 10/8/02: 5

Shuffitt, Christopher
Western instructor dies of cancer at 36 9/20/01: 7

Shults, Emily Q.
Shults fighting meningitis 4/4/00: 1
Shults winning battle 4/6/00: 1
Shults, Emily Q. (continued)
   Shults returns to dorm 4/13/00: 1
   An uphill climb 10/24/00: 7

Shur Family
   Family focus [Mary, Rick, Danielle, Tonya Shur] 8/26/03: 1

Shuttle Services
   Shuttle service unused 8/31/99: 1
   Internal loop shuttle growing in popularity 10/26/99: 5
   Shuttle service a success 1/13/00: 1
   SGA proposal offers shelter for shuttle riders 2/10/00: 5
   Shuttle expands service to local shopping centers 8/31/00: 10
   Shopping shuttle information clarified 9/7/00: 8
   SGA spends $7,000 on bus shelter 11/2/00: 10
   Shuttle increases shop stops 1/25/01: 5
   Funding uncertain for shuttles needing repair 8/30/01: 5
   Student may face jail time for assault 2/5/02: 7
   No injuries in collision 3/5/02: 1
   Provide-A-Ride out, more shuttles in 8/29/02: 1
   New shuttle service works, but old services needed [editorial] 9/5/02: 4
   SGA takes ride, finds kinks with Topper Transit shuttle 9/24/02: 5
   Night shuttle effective, but still needs improvements 10/22/02: 3
   New stops for Topper Transit 11/21/02: 1
   Shuttle driver doesn’t mind endless cycle 10/7/03: 7
   Shuttle bus system may get boost from Congress 11/25/03: 3A

Sidenstricker, Kimberly
   Freshmen take on loneliness, but Hill will win in the end 8/21/01: 25 [supplement]

Siegrist, Beverly
   Boy riding bicycle hit on Normal 4/17/01: 1

Siemering, Bill
   NPR breaks barriers 11/6/01: 3

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
   Gangster’s Paradise 11/16/00: 1
   Possible hazing reported 10/23/01: 1
   Western suspends fraternity 11/29/01: 1
   Heavenly gratitude [letter to editor] 1/15/02: 4
   1972: Fraternity brothers reunite 10/24/02: 4B
   SAE honors Paddy Murphy 11/21/02: 8
   “... a time-honored tradition no more...” 9/23/03: 2

Sigma Chi
   2 to tango [photo] 2/20/01: 1
   Helping Hands 11/12/02: 6B

Sigma Kappa
   Students get “Singled Out” during charity event 3/18/03: 1
   Sigma Kappas help with prom 4/8/04: 4B
Sigma Nu
Student found unconscious at frat house 2/22/01: 9
Western investigating fraternity for possible violations 2/27/01: 7
Fraternity penalized for alcohol violation 4/5/01: 1
Sigma Nu investigated for brawl 9/24/02: 3

Sigma Phi Epsilon
New Queen of Hearts to be crowned 2/6/01: 9
Sigma Phi Epsilon to crown Queen of Hearts 3/12/02: 11

Signs
Western plans to clone sign [Nashville Rd. & University Blvd.] 9/13/01: 3

Silver, Allison
Silver earns SBC award 5/2/02: 32
Silver’s pitching leaves batters questioning her next move 3/11/04: 12

Silverberg, Jenna
Rookie setting scoring pace 10/23/03: 14

Simon, Katie
Two students die during weekend 3/4/03: 1

Simpson, Amanda
Her 15 minutes 9/27/01: 9

Sims, Tom
Defensive coordinator leaves 2/22/00: 13

Sippio, Bobby
Sippio, Taggart share bond 9/2/99: 17
Sippio arrested on assault charge 9/14/99: 15
Sippio gathers another honor for stellar performance 9/16/99: 20
Sippio suspended for conduct, attitude 8/22/00: 23
Sippio breaks records 10/24/00: 12
Tragedy to Triumph 8/28/01: 15
Sippio misses title game after Thursday arrest 11/13/01: 11
His old desk is empty, his new team is second-rate [column] 8/27/02: 11

Skaggs, James Darrell
Western gets land, TV air time 10/30/01: 3

Skidmore, Holly
Rawlings, Skidmore square off for SGA PR position 4/3/01: 3
Skidmore to look for input 4/2/02: 3

Skinner, David
Western adds two officers 9/4/03: 6

SKyPAC
See Southern Kentucky Performing Arts Center

Small, Steve
No Small Feat 3/9/00: 11
Small’s contract extended through 2002 3/30/00: 19
Small leaves after nearly two decades 8/21/01: 21
Reporter appreciates Coach Small’s help 5/2/02: 30
Small Business Development Center
Center offers help to small business 2/27/03: 5

Smart, Rod
Smart fathering new roles at fullback 9/2/99: 18
“Smart” becomes key word for Hilltoppers 11/2/99: 9
Wittman, Smart glad to be pros 4/20/00: 17
Former football player drafted for XFL team 11/2/00: 14
Former Western standout looks to “survive” new life in the XFL 1/30/01: 16
Mansfield, “He Hate Me” stand out as school year draws to close 4/24/01: 20
He Hate Me invades the Super Bowl [column] 1/29/04: 10

Smith, Aaron
Diving brings freshman to Western 8/26/03: 9

Smith, Billy Ray
Inductee adds another first 10/18/01: 2A

Smith, Charles W.
Professor wins award 9/16/99: 13
Music professor honored for sixth straight year 9/6/01: 5

Smith, Dale
Going nuts for J. J. 9/16/99: 1

Smith, Donald
New director named for Alumni Association 4/4/00: 9

Smith, Doug
Dietle to be replaced by vice-chair 10/22/02: 5

Smith, Jay
Smith’s story: A crush leads to the water 1/23/01: 7

Smith, Kristalyn
A reason to smile about 4/11/02: 15

Smith, Matt
“Real World” star visits community 3/6/01: 9

Smith, Rich
The Mullet Hunters 4/17/01: 9

Smith Stadium
Smith Stadium track being resurfaced 8/29/00: 20
Football field set to get synthetic turf 10/18/01: 8
Construction abounds on Hill 8/20/02: 3A
Hilltoppers cutting a new rug 8/27/02: 1
Stadium to get new sound system 8/19/03: 16A
18,317 fans fills Smith Stadium to the brim 9/23/03: 1
Smith Stadium slated for repairs 2/5/04: 1

Smoking
Studies show college-age smoking on rise 11/16/99: 1
Old pals causing trouble [commentary] 9/25/01: 7
One last draw 11/15/01: 9
Dorms to become smoke-free after renovations 3/7/02: 3
Taking away smoking takes away rights [editorial] 3/12/02: 4
Smoking (continued)
Few turn in cigarettes, others commit to quit 11/26/02: 8
State may increase cigarette tax 2/17/04: 1
People should dispose butts properly [commentary] 2/26/04: 4

Snell Hall
Historic statue behind Snell Hall vandalized 9/21/99: 6
State funding sought for renovation 9/27/01: 3
Four Seasons statues will be relocated 2/28/02: 3

Soccer – Men
Soccer team to open season against lowly Alabama A&M 8/31/99: 20
A tearful ending 11/9/99: 11
Hilltoppers undefeated during preseason trip to Canada 8/22/00: 24
New soccer field lacks permanent seating this season 8/24/00: 23
Topper soccer team opens season tomorrow at California tournament 8/31/00: 13
Western names soccer coach for women’s program 10/17/00: 13
Soccer players honored 3/15/01: 10
Soccer field still a work in progress 8/23/01: 15
Men’s soccer doesn’t want ‘00 repeat 8/30/01: 13
Toppers begin to gel as season heats up 10/11/01: 14
Postseason hopes still alive for soccer 10/25/01: 16
Herald gets a red card [letter to editor] 11/13/01: 4
It’s time to bench the Herald [letter to editor] 11/15/01: 4
Soccer team signs players 2/19/02: 12
Soccer signs another [Stephen Medlock] 3/5/02: 14
Soccer players honored 3/7/02: 16
Men’s soccer signs three 4/30/02: 22
Team hurt by loss of 11 seniors 8/20/02: 7B
Senior leads youth movement 8/27/02: 12
Youth movement: rookies lead 2-0 start 9/5/02: 10
No Mo’ money, problems 10/8/02: 12
Called into action 8/19/03: 16A
Teamwork draws transfers 8/21/03: 12
Toppers hope to rebound at Lipscomb 8/28/03: 11A
Toppers gain program’s 200th victory 10/14/03: 10

Soccer – Women
With schedule nearly complete, new coach focuses on recruiting 10/26/00: 14
Women’s soccer gets first class 2/15/01: 14
New Cleats 8/21/01: 23
Soccer field still a work in progress 8/23/01: 15
Soccer team united 8/23/01: 16
Field of Dreams 8/30/01: 1
New team drawing young fans 8/30/01: 13
Three up, three down 9/6/01: 13
Tulsa trip special for soccer team 9/13/01: 14
Women’s soccer hurdling past growing pains 10/9/01: 13
Soccer – Women (continued)

Double trouble: Tops face pair of tough games 10/11/01: 16
Lady Toppers’ soccer still learning to walk [column] 10/16/01: 14
Lady Tops hope to finish strong 10/25/01: 16
Inaugural team ends impressive season 11/8/01: 10
Women’s soccer rakes in awards 1/15/02: 16
Sports brief 2/14/02: 16
Lady Toppers getting ready to kick off Year Two 8/29/02: 10
Unproven to unbeaten for green Lady Toppers 9/5/02: 10
Sports brief [fall recruits] 2/11/03: 13
Neidell upgrades schedule, makes run at SBC title in Year Three 8/19/03: 15A
Lady Tops to get early tests 8/28/03: 12A
Team takes in historic sights on tour 9/16/03: 12
Nellis tears ACL, out for the remainder of the season 10/21/03: 10

Social Work Program

Plan for social work program approved 2/4/03: 3

Softball

Inaugural softball team snags signees, adds to early history 8/26/99: 28
For women’s softball club, life’s a pitch. . .a fast one 12/2/99: 13
Family Affair 2/17/00: 1
Preparation key for first season game 2/22/00: 11
First Ladies: A new team is born on the Hill 2/24/00: 1
Softball to enter SBC tourney hot 4/27/00: 23
Bat Girls! 2/20/01: 11
Softball gang gets “goofy” for first game 2/22/01: 20
Softball team growing in leaps 3/15/01: 16
Goin’ back to Cali... 3/15/01: 17
Softball signs seventh player for 2002 season 8/23/01: 18
Fast forward 2/12/02: 13
Versatile softball squad ready for first swings 2/14/02: 14
Outside in 2/28/02: 17
Softball goes 5-1 in tourney 3/12/02: 13
Search for consistent mix haunts softball team 3/28/02: 20
Western wins Hilltopper Classic 3/28/02: 20
Softball team working on mental side of game 4/18/02: 15
Softball seeking next level 5/2/02: 25
Team to start running 1/16/03: 8
Softball team picked to finish third 1/28/03: 8
Forward progress 2/6/03: 14
Silver earns her fifth SBC pitcher award 4/22/03: 9
Hilltoppers say goodbye to first class of seniors 5/1/03: 17A
Softball season looks promising 2/19/04: 10

Softball Field

Baseball construction underway 1/17/02: 13
Outside in [indoor facility] 2/28/02: 17
Songs
Tune played too early [“High on a Hilltop”] 12/4/03: 4A

South Campus
Western given $10 million for new research building 4/25/00: 3
South Campus bursting at seams 8/29/02: 1
Trailers add needed classrooms 2/11/03: 6
Student advisory board in place 2/11/03: 6

South Regional Postsecondary Education Center
Glasgow center breaks ground 10/21/99: 5

Southern Kentucky Festival of Books
Festival to feature renowned authors 3/23/00: 14
Festival of Books to return to area in April 10/31/00: 10
Festival books big writers 4/5/01: 15
Book festival draws big crowd 4/10/01: 5
Award winners to be on hand 4/10/03: 9
Festival of books attracts children, adults 4/15/03: 5
City hosting sixth book fest 4/15/04: 10
Kids flock to Book Fest 4/20/04: 3

Southern Kentucky Performing Arts Center (SKyPAC)
City plans to build on WKU land 9/14/00: 5
Arts center to be built next to campus 4/26/01: 5
Plans underway for performing arts center 8/23/01: 3
SkyPAC to build parking lots 12/6/01: 3
SkyPAC board may seek private funding 1/17/02: 8
Happy Inn to keep doors open, stomachs full 10/24/02: 1
SkyPAC board starts capital campaign 5/1/03: 8A
Open house discusses proposals 12/4/03: 1A
Village, SKyPAC could swap 1/15/04: 9
SKyPAC board looking closer at downtown move 2/19/04: 3

Southwest Hall
Directional halls begin opening doors 8/20/02: 7A
Six rooms flood in Southwest 9/19/02: 3
Crowd watches grand opening of dorms 9/26/02: 1
Directional halls free from future flooding 12/5/02: 2A

Southworth, Joseph
Two students seek office 1/29/04: 1
Student candidate leaves race 2/24/04: 1
Sophomore still in commission race 2/26/04: 1

Space Monkeys
Crowd laughs at ‘Monkeys’ 4/6/04: 6

Sparks, Patrick
Tops look for Sparks-plug in backcourt 11/1/01: 8A
Home grown 2/26/02: 15
St. Patrick saves day 3/5/02: 1
“Outlook” to feature Tops 3/14/02: 8
Sparks, Patrick (continued)
Sparks granted release from scholarship 4/24/03: 10A

Spencer, Aaron
New SGA vice presidents prepare for next semester 4/10/01: 9

Spillman, Wanda
Student may face jail time for assault 2/5/02: 7

Spirit Masters
Hill sees new Spirit Masters 4/19/01: 6
Spirit Masters serve as campus ambassadors, help community 3/14/02: 8
Students live ‘Spirit Makes the Master,’ spread school pride 4/29/04: 9A

Sponsored Programs
Faculty, students nab $24M 8/29/02: 5
Western tops peers in grants 8/26/03: 1

Staff
Council suggests slim raises 2/15/00: 5
Pay hikes bring salaries closer to benchmark 9/7/00: 3
Insurance rates impossible burden for some 9/19/00: 1
Smaller pay raises proposed 4/3/01: 1
Employees displeased with cut in raises [letter to editor] 4/10/01: 4
Tuition increase boosts faculty and staff pay 8/21/01: 1
Staff feeling enrollment effects 9/17/02: 1
Staff seeks sick pay 11/20/03: 1
Professional non-faculty positions up 58 percent 1/13/04: 1
Pilot program to help mentor new staff 1/22/04: 6

Staff Advisory Council
New staff council elected 4/27/00: 16
Staff elects council members 4/23/02: 8
Three elected to Staff Council 4/22/03: 3
Council accepting nominations 4/6/04: 3
Online exit interviews begin 4/6/04: 5
McCaslin plans to get part-time staff involved 4/27/04: 7

Staff Leadership Institute
Second institute offers more potential 10/7/03: 3

Stansbury, Edgar B.
Western receives gifts 8/23/01: 8
Alumnus responsible for red towel visits Hill 10/18/01: 6A

Stanton, Kate
Big Red comes to life 4/18/00: 11

Staple, Damion
Big man coming to Tops 9/24/02: 8

Staples, Katie
Pageantry instills confidence 2/3/00: 10

Starck, Melissa
Starck’s Story 9/21/00: 13
Steiner, Leslie  
Masters of fate 8/21/01: 15

Step Show  
Stomp & shout 10/26/99: 1  
The Dawn of Delta 10/17/00: 1  
Steppin’ Out 10/17/00: 7  
Royal steps 10/23/01: 1, 7  
Tradition began as serenade 10/29/02: 8  
Step Show was ignored [letter to editor] 11/5/02: 4  
Step Show important to Western [letter to editor] 11/5/02: 4  
Step show tonight in DUC Theater 2/27/03: 9  
Sororities, fraternities taking a step for unity 3/4/03: 10  
Step show returns to Diddle 10/30/03: 2B  
Step into the Light 11/4/03: 5  
Alphas, AKAs repeat as champions at annual Homecoming event 11/4/03: 6  
Second Unity Step Show at 8 tonight 3/11/04: 8  
Step show brings Greeks together 3/16/04: 8A

Stice, Brooke  
A Test of Showmanship 4/4/00: 7

Stockton, Joey  
BG team blitzing the field 9/20/01: 9

Stockton, Lillie Mason  
Living Legends 1/20/00: 15

Stofer, Lee A.  
Army band to perform 4/3/01: 7

Stoltman, Bob  
Class includes eight inductees 10/3/00: 9

Stomps, Walter  
Exhibition planned 4/11/00: 15

Strategic Planning  
Western updating campus master plan 11/7/02: 1  
Forum set to discuss tuition plan 4/27/04: 1

Stratton, Ashley  
Sophomore “loved life” 3/11/03: 1A

Streaking  
The Psychology Behind Streaking 9/16/03: 1

Stroot, Scott  
Classes teach ancient exercise 2/11/03: 8  
Theatre department head to perform 2/27/03: 3

Strow, Brian  
Prof to run for city commission 1/17/02: 8  
Strow proposes grading system 10/21/03: 3  
Two students seek office 1/29/04: 1

Struss, Mark  
Struss steps down as director of facilities management 2/10/00: 6
Stuart, Ca'Linda
A delicate balance 10/22/02: 1

Student Activities
Students kick off annual fundraiser [Up ‘Til Dawn] 9/18/01: 10
Making it Happen [volunteerism] 11/6/01: 7
Boxed in [Shantytown] 11/13/01: 9
Students to dance night away rising money for St. Jude’s 2/14/02: 10
Fund raising over; party’s on [Up ‘Til Dawn] 3/7/02: 10
Students party night away, raise over $8,000 3/12/02: 12
Western gets youth involved in Relay for Life 4/18/02: 3
Fore! [disc golf] 4/18/02: 15
Remembering the unforgettable [Relay for Life] 4/23/02: 9
Strutting their stuff: Students plan fashion show to raise money for Girls, Inc. 4/30/02: 15
Laughs raise cash for stroke victims 8/22/02: 7
Students, alums take out tension at Smash Bash 10/15/02: 1
Event not the “real deal” [Shantytown] 10/22/02: 1
Coalition speaks out against war 10/22/02: 8
Lending a hand [Big Brothers - Big Sisters] 2/11/03: 7
Students “Up ‘til Dawn” 3/11/03: 6A
Tax assistance at Western 3/20/03: 7
Relay for life slated for this weekend 4/10/03: 9
Proceeds top $17,600 4/15/03: 5
Rest & Relaxation 4/24/03: 1B
Festival moved indoors [Valleypalooza] 4/29/03: 2B
Yoga, music, exercise take away finals week tension 5/1/03: 12B
Dunking booth among highlights at Stresstivus festival 5/1/03: 12B
Up ‘Til Dawn benefits research 11/11/03: 9
Bowling tonight for Kids’ Sake 2/10/04: 7
Bowling With a Cause 2/12/04: 1A
Political leaders urge voter registration 2/26/04: 1
Western honors sexual assault awareness month 3/4/04: 8A
Groups help ‘take back night’ 3/9/04: 6
Engagement plan in development 4/15/04: 7
Relay for Life draws 45 area teams 4/20/04: 1
Washington: Choosing their future 4/27/04: 1
Fresh Air Volume Two breezes through Nite Class 4/27/04: 5
Students get a lesson in saving lives 4/29/04: 2
Water games act as stress relievers 4/29/04: 3B

Student Affairs
Ransdell plans to eliminate VP position 11/4/99: 1
SGA plans protest 11/11/99: 1
Students to protest for VP 11/18/99: 1
Few join protest to save VP position 11/23/99: 1
Ransdell thinking about keeping VP 1/11/00: 1
Ransdell set to keep VP 1/27/00: 1
Student Affairs (continued)

- VP gets extended authority 2/3/00: 1
- Tice involved in many aspects of student life 8/22/00: 7
- New Web site encourages students to discuss problems on the Internet 9/14/00: 12
- “Perspectives” forum raises important issues 12/5/00: 5
- A Year to Remember 4/30/02: 12

Student Alumni Association

- Down and Dirty [Oozeball tournament] 4/29/03: 1B

Student Assessment Program

- New program addresses student needs 1/11/01: 3

Student Awards

- Students honored at banquet 4/10/01: 7

Student Demonstrations

- A Circus of Controversy 9/28/00: 1

Student Employment

- Crunching numbers, saving cash 8/20/02: 1B

Student Escort Service

- Escort service to begin in fall 5/1/03: 7A

Student Government Association

- Coates’ quest for concert continues 8/26/99: 5
- SGA budget doubles, student interest continues to flag 9/2/99: 6
- SGA passes largest budget in history 9/9/99: 7
- Western projects steal thunder from SGA’s largest priorities 9/16/99: 3
- Students say scrap health fee 9/23/99: 1
- SGA proposes amendments 9/30/99: 3
- Big-name concerts may arrive on campus 10/19/99: 1
- SGA doles out $12,500 to campus organizations 10/28/99: 5
- SGA members oppose move [to eliminate Student Affairs VP] 11/4/99: 1
- SGA plans protest [elimination of Student Affairs VP] 11/11/99: 1
- SGA wants fee to go to classrooms, resources 12/9/99: 5
- SGA plans weekend retreat 1/20/00: 9
- SGA enrollment numbers down 1/25/00: 6
- SGA proposes new faculty evaluations 1/25/00: 6
- SGA proposal to aid in student course selection 2/3/00: 3
- SGA proposal offers shelter for shuttle riders 2/10/00: 5
- SGA an effective voice, tool for students 2/15/00: 4
- New SGA election codes hope to close up loopholes 2/17/00: 6
- Coates to push evaluations 2/24/00: 5
- SGA bill would offer newspapers in all dorms 2/29/00: 7
- Insurance puts SGA on edge 3/2/00: 1
- SGA election codes may ensure fairness, spending limits 3/2/00: 3
- SGA congress seats up for cut 3/7/00: 6
- Dorm residents to get free papers 3/9/00: 5
- Faculty evaluations likely to remain off limits to students 3/23/00: 10
- Martin, Wright to battle for SGA president 3/28/00: 1
Student Government Association (continued)

SGA recognizes 12 for teaching excellence 3/30/00: 6
Howard looks to keep old, new legislation on track 4/4/00: 3
Increased membership main goal for McClard 4/4/00: 3
Lyons hoping to reach students 4/6/00: 7
Caswell: Race won’t get messy 4/6/00: 8
Debate to address students’ concerns 4/11/00: 6
Wright and Campbell confident about campaign 4/11/00: 11
Candidate looks to current SGA issues for platform 4/11/00: 12
Martin, Wright discuss issues 4/13/00: 1
Lack of mudslinging could lead to low turnout 4/13/00: 1
Martin-Bedo end long day as SGA leaders 4/18/00: 1
SGA to conduct, publish faculty evaluations next fall 4/18/00: 3
SGA opposes building [food court] 4/20/00: 1
SGA membership still declining 4/20/00: 3
Coates reflects on year as president 4/25/00: 6
SGA preparing for new school year 8/24/00: 12
SGA hopes cash prized will boost school spirit 8/29/00: 9
Many newcomers attend first SGA meeting 8/31/00: 7
Selig to pitch $90 fee hike to student government 9/19/00: 3
SGA passes bill to pay for new storage facility 9/21/00: 3
SGA takes poll about student fee 10/17/00: 1
SGA calls for rejecting fee increase 10/26/00: 1
SGA spends $7,000 on bus shelter 11/2/00: 10
SGA to conduct phone survey to hear student concerns, issues 11/14/00: 7
Hours on end [feature on Cassie Martin] 12/5/00: 3
Caswell resigns from SGA 12/7/00: 3
SGA sets goals for semester 1/9/01: 8
Attendance a struggle for SGA 1/18/01: 1
SGA selects finance VP replacement 1/18/01: 3
Ransdell addresses tuition, renovations at SGA meeting 1/25/01: 7
Elections may go online 2/1/01: 1
SGA working on new faculty evaluations 2/8/01: 8
Online elections a go for SGA 2/15/01: 3
SGA questions tuition changes 2/22/01: 3
SGA passes new election codes 3/8/01: 8
Bedo lone candidate for SGA president 3/13/01: 1
Four winners and more than 15,000 losers [editorial] 3/15/01: 4
SGA hopes to redirect fees 3/15/01: 9
SGA reduces required responsibilities 3/29/01: 9
Rawlings, Skidmore square off for SGA PR position 4/3/01: 3
Senate wants clinic to get athletics fee 4/3/01: 6
Bedo and Sears prepare for executive offices 4/5/01: 11
Election changes proposed 4/5/01: 13
New SGA vice presidents prepare for next semester 4/10/01: 9
Student Government Association (continued)

SGA wants budget spent on students 4/12/01: 8
Online SGA voting keeps progress mysterious 4/12/01: 10
SGA election produces low voter turnout 4/17/01: 1
SGA spends last of year’s budget 4/19/01: 6
Many goals left undone for SGA 4/19/01: 8
SGA looks to increase interest 8/28/01: 10
SGA 25 members shorter and $4,200 richer than a year ago 8/30/01: 6
SGA discontinues faculty evaluations 9/18/01: 10
Where have you gone, Leslie Bedo? [editorial] 9/20/01: 4
Ransdell addresses SGA’s concerns 9/27/01: 5
SGA debates alcohol legislation 10/2/01: 7
Red Cross to get spare change 10/9/01: 7
SGA hears plea for help to solve alcohol problems 10/11/01: 5
SGA committee to ponder changes in constitution 10/23/01: 5
SGA allocates funding for student organizations 10/30/01: 6
SGA lets loose for Halloween 11/6/01: 3
SGA objects to phone code 11/8/01: 6
SGA dissenters spark new discussions 11/13/01: 1
SGA to award book money 11/15/01: 6
Bedo meets campaign promises 11/20/01: 2
Bedo meeting goals of SGA, but not students’ [editorial] 11/29/01: 4
Action, not complaints [letter to editor] 11/29/01: 4
SGA to buy presents for children’s home 11/29/01: 6
Herald hatin’ [letter to editor] 12/4/01: 7
SGA sets goals for new semester 1/15/02: 3
SGA returns to agenda after break 1/24/02: 8
Group unfairly rewarded [letter to editor] 1/29/02: 4
SGA, Greeks left questioning award [Campus Spirit Award] 1/29/02: 7
New SGA resolution sponsored 1/31/02: 7
Students may get funds for Sun Belt Tournament 1/31/02: 7
Blood drive turnout lacking 2/5/02: 7
SGA ends internal review of constitution 2/7/02: 8
SGA to vote on resolution [freshman seminar] 2/19/02: 3
Back in the driver’s seat [Provide-A-Ride] 2/19/02: 7
SGA asks Western to look at Freshman Seminar 2/21/02: 8
SGA gives $500 for cable TV 3/7/02: 5
SGA officers gain responsibility, perks 3/12/02: 1
Election codes examined, explained 3/12/02: 7
SGA elections nearing; four offices contested 3/12/02: 8
In one day, out the next: SGA vetoes bill giving $300 to NPR 3/14/02: 3
SGA should utilize budget, yet be frugal [editorial] 3/28/02: 4
2002 SGA elections 3/28/02: 11
Five dreamers, one dream 3/28/02: 11
SGA candidates to duke it out at DUC 4/2/02: 1
SGA candidates agree on alcohol sales 4/4/02: 1
Clearing the air [re Mar. 28 editorial] 4/4/02: 2
Without support, SGA continues to be a joke [commentary] 4/4/02: 5
2002 SGA Elections 4/4/02: 9
Stinson supports alcohol in Diddle, opposes meal plans 4/9/02: 3
Sears envisions a diverse SGA 4/9/02: 3
Sears wins election in landslide 4/11/02: 1
Provide-A-Ride program will expand in fall 2002 4/11/02: 5
SGA officers gearing up to take new positions 4/18/02: 8
Election violations confirmed 4/23/02: 1
Take election rules seriously [editorial] 4/25/02: 4
SGA president sees renewed interest in organization 4/30/02: 11
SGA to host parking forum 9/12/02: 3
SGA questions spending 9/19/02: 1
SGA investigating donation made to WWHR last year 9/19/02: 3
SGA takes ride, finds kinks with Topper Transit shuttle 9/24/02: 5
Funds still missing 9/26/02: 1
SGA holding forum 9/26/02: 6
Gazebo money accounted for 10/1/02: 1
SGA to discuss enrollment cap 10/15/02: 5
SGA asks for break on Election Day 10/24/02: 1
SGA fails growth bill 10/24/02: 7
SGA will not build gazebo 11/5/02: 2
SGA handing out book scholarships 11/14/02: 3
Student organizations collect 12 bags of campus trash 11/21/02: 5
Proposal to relieve shortages 12/5/02: 7A
SGA prepares to tackle new issues 1/16/03: 5
Groups to address growth 1/23/03: 1
No break for voters 1/28/03: 3
Senate tables SGA resolution, again 1/28/03: 5
Forum to discuss Diddle seating plan 1/30/03: 1A
Low attendance plaguing campus forums 2/6/03: 1
Members disagree on possible appointments 2/6/03: 6
Elections to be held week after spring break 2/27/03: 2
SGA to vote on proposal calling students to help fund radio station 3/4/03: 7
Martin hopes to increase awareness 3/18/03: 3
Peavie to connect students and SGA 3/18/03: 3
Todd running for SGA finance office 3/18/03: 3
Lovan seeking public relations office 3/18/03: 3
Bradley only candidate for president 3/20/03: 1
Johnson supports one-stop billing 3/20/03: 6
Lockhart wants comfortable atmosphere 3/20/03: 6
Candidates take part in forum 4/3/03: 1A
Johnson, Martin win contested SGA election races 4/8/03: 1
Student Government Association (continued)

SGA approves buying of benches, completion of volleyball court 4/17/03: 5
Groups awarded for spirit 4/24/03: 4B
SGA brings year to end 4/29/03: 5B
SGA focusing on range of issues 8/19/03: 2B
SGA meeting spurs debate on Greek Village 8/28/03: 1A
SGA proposes campus safety commission 9/11/03: 6
Concerns raised about students’ privacy 9/18/03: 3
Students see pluses, minuses in new system 9/25/03: 1
SGA will consider shelter 9/30/03: 6
Dialogue days planned for students, administrators to discuss issues 10/9/03: 3
Students debate plus/minus grading system with faculty 10/14/03: 5
SGA votes against plus/minus grading plan 10/16/03: 1
SGA steps up opposition to plus/minus 10/21/03: 1
SGA pushes for sooner notification of dining service changes 10/23/03: 9
Resolution asks for notification 11/20/03: 5
Resolution asks that student addresses become optional 12/4/03: 10A
SGA tackling evaluations 1/15/04: 6
Student government considering new constitution 1/22/04: 3
Constitution will help SGA become more effective 1/27/04: 4
SGA plans capital rally 1/29/04: 1
SGA passes plan to adopt trees 2/3/04: 5
SGA puts spending on ice 2/5/04: 1
SGA rallies against higher education cuts 2/10/04: 1
SGA approves new constitution on fifth attempt 2/12/04: 1A
SGA feeling pinch from cuts 2/26/04: 5
SGA filing deadline today 3/2/04: 3
Two students running for SGA president 3/4/04: 1A
SGA vote set for today 3/9/04: 1
Nine shoot for senate spots 3/9/04: 3
New constitution should promote better representation of student body [commentary] 3/9/04: 4
SGA charter passes 3/11/04: 1
SGA debate set for today 3/11/04: 6
SGA candidates debate 3/16/04: 1A
Elections don’t get much attention from students 3/16/04: 1A
Decision 2004 3/16/04: 1B
Constitution brings changes 3/16/04: 4B
Todd elected SGA president 3/18/04: 1
Stepping stones approved 3/18/04: 6
SGA starts spending 4/8/04: 2A
Questions cloud speaker vote 4/15/04: 3
SGA president-elect under investigation 4/20/04: 1
Watkins upheld as speaker 4/20/04: 5
Todd: ‘I feel I have done nothing wrong’ 4/22/04: 1
Student Government Association (continued)
Investigation greets students with disbelief 4/22/04: 7
Todd takes office amid controversy 4/29/04: 1A

Student Life
Students bust calves trudging Hill 8/24/99: 18
Aloha! Hawaiian Shirts 8/26/99: 15
Coffee culture 8/26/99: 17
Dyeing for a change 9/9/99: 13
Happy on the Hill [Happy Inn] 9/16/99: 9
For sheer pleasure: A look into the history of the condom 9/21/99: 7
Credit card debts plague students 10/5/99: 7
Slave to the modem 2/15/00: 7
Sunshine lures Hilltoppers to study outdoors 3/9/00: 8
Punk scene comments on social issues 4/18/00: 12
Students protest in D. C. 4/20/00: 1
Protesters want to stop meetings of World Bank, IMF 4/20/00: 10
Seniors pass on wisdom of four years on the Hill 4/27/00: 19
Students find story harder to escape than Survivor 8/22/00: 17
Freshmen take on loneliness, Hill to win in the end 8/22/00: 18
Boogie Nights: Students shimmy to Bowling Green’s only 18-and-over dance club 8/29/00: 13
Midnight Munchies 8/31/00: 9
Instant Madness [AOL Instant Messenger] 10/3/00: 7
Eclecticism: The modern, tacky decor of choice 10/31/00: 11
Cheap discoveries [CD stores] 11/2/00: 9
Dancing in the dark [clubs] 11/9/00: 9
A moment on the Hill 12/7/00: 1
More than skin deep [tattoos] 1/30/01: 9
Blonde ambitions [hair coloring] 2/1/01: 9
Students using plastic money at record rate for tuition, fees 2/6/01: 9
The life of Ramen [Ramen noodles] 2/6/01: 13
Hot spots [campus “hideaways”] 2/13/01: 1B
Apathy plagues campus, Herald [editorial] 2/20/01: 4
Student organizations pulling all-nighter for hospital charity 2/27/01: 8
Blood money [plasma donation] 3/1/01: 11
All-nighter in DUC ends charity campaign [St. Jude’s] 3/6/01: 1
Raising money as easy as pie [St. Jude’s] 3/6/01: 7
What’s in a name? 3/6/01: 9
A study session 4/5/01: 15
The Mullet Hunters 4/17/01: 9
Morals for your money 4/19/01: 13
Weather or not, here we come 4/24/01: 13
The summertime blues 4/26/01: 15
Campus TV programming shaken up 8/21/01: 6
Student Life (continued)

Western changes on-campus calling 8/21/01: 14
The Life of Ramen 8/21/01: 36 [supplement]
New theater brings “complete movie experience” [Great Escape theater] 8/23/01: 12
Life behind bars [student bartenders] 9/6/01: 9
Pushing Buttons [cell phones] 9/11/01: 7
The Daze of our Lives [soap operas] 9/13/01: 9
Coffee shops hit spot  9/13/01: 12
Big Top Battles: Students protest use of exotic animals in circus shows 9/18/01: 11
Counseling available for depression 10/11/01: 3
Some like new channels; others miss movie fare 10/16/01: 3
Students will join national food drive 10/18/01: 8
Every second counts [volunteer activities] 10/18/01: 13
It’s in the Cards [Miss Cleo] 10/30/01: 9
Western markets credit card to students 11/29/01: 1
All they want for Christmas [Adopt-a-Child program] 12/4/01: 1
Fun on Tap [nightlife scene] 1/17/02: 1
High prices take joy out of buying school supplies 1/17/02: 11
Fake ID’s: Risky business 1/29/02: 1
Western wrestling forever 1/31/02: 9
Super Bowl Sunday calm for some 2/5/02: 1
Wedding wishes [Beaver Wedding Extravaganza] 2/12/02: 9
Students find pros of working on and off campus 3/12/02: 8A
Tanning: A toxic trend 3/14/02: 1
Bankin’ on Break [working during Spring Break] 3/14/02: 9
Fighting the fever [“Spring Fever”] 3/28/02: 13
RPG’s offer relaxation, escape [Role Playing Games] 3/28/02: 17
Hot, hot, hot [salsa lessons] 4/18/02: 9
Possible rain forces Valleypalooza indoors 4/18/02: 13
Self reflections: men and women struggle with body image in college 4/23/02: 1
Tender issue: Students consider breast implants 4/25/02: 1 [also Correction 4/30/02: 1]
The naked truth [exotic dancers] 5/2/02: 13
Posters, plants, brighten dorms 8/20/02: 2B
DUC sets social events 8/20/02: 2B
Pushing buttons: Cell phones not welcome everywhere 8/20/02: 14 [View of the Hill]
Freshman says first week of college like “Spring Break” 8/22/02: 1
The changing face of birth control 10/10/02: 7
Dinner prepares students for business, social occasions 10/10/02: 7
On-campus business booming for Bates’ N-Style 10/10/02: 8
A delicate balance [single mothers] 10/22/02: 1
1983: The Cellar: From Boogie Nights to Study Nights 10/24/02: 5B
2002: Tailgating gives students reason to cheer 10/24/02: 5B
It takes two 12/5/02: 4B
War changes spring break travel plans for some 3/20/03: 3
Bowling cheap, fun entertainment 4/3/03: 7B
Student Life (continued)
Some choose to pedal the Hill 9/4/03: 10
Fresh skin [tattoo & body piercing] 9/11/03: 8
DVDs haven’t hurt theaters 9/25/03: 7
Free trade disagreement [file sharing] 9/30/03: 1
Students encouraged to vote in upcoming election 10/7/03: 3
Students set goals to improve lives 1/13/04: 6
Love 2/12/04: 1B
Consent credit card bill passes, awaits senate approval 3/9/04: 3
Panel addresses love, friendship 3/11/04: 8

Student Life Foundation
University gives away dorms 8/24/99: 1
First sketch for dorms complete 1/27/00: 1
Future of dorms to begin with handoff 3/9/00: 3
Western hands over 17 dorms 3/23/00: 1
Debt transfer sets state precedent 3/23/00: 9
Bonds will help upgrade dorms 4/18/00: 3
Student Life Foundation must approve dorm name change 8/22/00: 6
Name that regent screw-up 8/31/00: 5
Renovations will cost $16M 4/19/01: 3
Officials look into spending 11/6/01: 1
Man asks state for opinion [Open Records Law] 2/14/02: 1

Student Recruitment and Retention
Framework for Student Success to shift focus to retaining students 8/24/00: 3
New programs to keep students coming back [Topper Targets] 8/24/00: 3
New program addresses student needs 1/11/01: 3

Students – Non-Traditional
Non-trad student group forming 4/29/04: 6A

Sunshine Express
Sunshine Express explores what the American dream really is 10/15/02: 8

Survant, Joe
Professor chosen for statewide honor 1/14/03: 6

Swimming and Diving
Western swimmers take summer to rule swimming world 8/26/99: 26
Hilltopper swim teams hope to be unbeatable this season 10/19/99: 12
Swim teams open seasons tomorrow 10/28/99: 14
Seven swimmers headed to Olympic Trials 4/27/00: 24
Men’s swim team loses 13 members 10/12/00: 12
Newcomers’ success may be pivotal for swimmers 10/19/00: 15
Swimmers may lose Diddle pool 12/7/00: 13
Swimmers ready for new streak 1/25/01: 16
Women swimmers capture conference championship 2/20/01: 11
Swimmers close out strong year 3/1/01: 19
Swimmers stay busy on break 1/16/02: 16
Powell still looking for 300th win 1/24/02: 16
Swimming and Diving (continued)

300!  1/29/02: 13  
Powell leaves 300 behind, focuses on next competition 1/31/02: 15
Women swim to SBC title 2/19/02: 9
Swimmers sign three 4/25/02: 16

From revamped to rebuilding, swimmers are ready 10/17/02:10
Rough water ahead for Toppers 1/16/03: 8
Duo sweeps swimming and diving honors 1/23/03: 9
Seven seniors to be honored Saturday 1/30/03: 8A

Undefeated: The men’s swim team finishes its season 15-0  2/6/03: 1
Benson replaces Law as coach 9/30/03: 9

Five swimmers set marks at scrimmage 10/14/03: 8
Second to One: with 318 wins, Powell moves to No. 2  11/11/03: 12
Two-year streak snapped 1/13/04: 10

Women go for fourth championship 2/12/04: 11A
Lady Tops win fourth straight SBC Championship 2/17/04: 10

Men hope to grab MVC title 2/19/04: 10
Swanson, Waits efforts fall short as men finish third in MVC 2/24/04: 8

Toppers give one-on-one lessons 4/13/04: 12

Taggart, Willie
Tops take different roads to playoffs 10/31/00: 16
Red-White scrimmage Saturday 4/19/01: 17
Taggart lives for love, game 10/18/01: 3A
With Taggart’s promotion, football team’s pulse still strong 4/10/03: 1

Hiring Elson good choice—so was Taggart 8/19/03: 2B  [View of the Hill]

Tailgating (See also Alcohol)
Toppertown an alternative to usual tailgating activities 9/7/00: 6A
2002: Tailgating gives students reason to cheer 10/24/02: 5B
State officials say bringing alcohol to tailgating illegal 10/29/02: 3

The essentials for tailgating success 8/28/03: 9A

Talisman
It’s making a comeback 5/2/02: 3
Yearbook returns to Hill 11/7/02: 3

Tarrazi-Scully, Jennifer
Scully finds destiny at Western 5/1/03: 3B

Taste, Aaron B.
Dorm clerk charged in mail theft 9/28/00: 6

Tate Page Hall
Employees complain of mold in Tate Page 11/29/01: 3
Mold the phone [letter to editor] 12/6/01: 4
Mold versus money? 10/8/02: 1

Toxic mold found in Tate Page last year; few told 10/10/02: 1

Western should come clean, tell truth about mold [editorial] 10/10/02: 4
E-mailed bomb threat cancels afternoon classes 2/20/03: 2
Taylor, Alex  
Student’s rural past inspires award-winning story 11/11/03: 8

Taylor, Frank Brannon  
Students involved in international drug ring 3/15/01: 9

Taylor, Jim and Avo  
Western receives gifts 8/23/01: 8

Taylor, Robbin  
Western fills new lobbyist position 10/16/01: 1  
The Western feminist evolution 4/8/04: 1A

Taylor, Stacey and Natalie  
A tale of two sisters 4/24/01: 10

Taylor Agricultural Center  
Kickin’ up dust [rodeo] 2/13/01: 7

Telephone Services  
Phone services slam Hill 1/13/00: 1  
Western changes on-campus calling 8/21/01: 14  
Response team created to keep wires intact 9/18/01: 3  
Telephone directories coming out soon 10/18/01: 12  
SGA objects to phone code 11/8/01: 6  
Phone code is scrapped 1/15/02: 7  
Hello? Operator? Meet the voice of the Hill 9/24/02: 1  
Wake-up calls among perks 8/19/03: 3A  
Dorms get new prefix 11/20/03: 1  
Special phones being tested 12/4/03: 5B

Tennis  
Historical feat made by netter [Makarevitch] 4/20/00: 17  
Individuals compete in tennis 9/26/00: 16  
Golf, tennis teams edge administration in biggest match 12/5/00: 1  
Tennis: Making a name 1/18/00: 13  
Tennis, golf teams trying to move on 1/25/01: 14  
Tennis teams heading west for spring break tourneys 3/15/01: 18  
Serving it up . . . American style 4/10/01: 15  
Strapped 12/6/01: 13  
Tennis teams looking for experience 2/14/02: 16  
Tennis seasons end, golf places fourth 4/25/02: 18  
Tennis season looks promising 3/4/04: 14A

Terrorism (See also September 11 Terrorist Attacks, 2001)  
Western reacts to war on terrorism 10/9/01: 1  
Military enlistment unaffected 10/11/01: 3  
Western has anthrax vaccinations 10/16/01: 5  
Anthrax scare reaches Hill 10/18/01: 1  
Students, workers held in library for two hours 10/18/01: 1  
Substance tests negative for anthrax 10/23/01: 1  
Baking soda raises concerns in Thompson 10/25/01: 8  
Anthrax scare not intended 11/1/01: 1
Terrorism (continued)
  Terrorism costs group Egypt trip 2/7/02: 8
  Terrorism seminar held over weekend 3/12/02: 6

Terry, Kay
  Professor’s sudden death shocks co-workers, students and family 10/19/00: 3, 5

Terry, William L. “Gander”
  Colonnade given formal name 8/28/03: 1A

Theatre and Dance, Department of
  Meeting of minds [“Picasso at the Lapin Agile”] 9/30/99: 9
  New choreographers showcase their work 12/7/99: 12
  Director makes Shakespeare simple for “Dummies” 10/12/00: 5
  “No Exit” not your typical hell 2/8/01: 5
  The Heat of Passion [Romeo & Juliet] 2/15/01: 9
  Students perform “Macbeth” 3/8/01: 10
  Friends producing on-campus plays 3/13/01: 9
  A grand opening night [Kindertransport] 4/5/01: 1
  Play tells story of refugees [Kindertransport] 4/5/01: 14
  Dance company debuts spring production tonight 4/17/01: 5
  Dancing the night away [An Evening of Dance] 4/19/01: 1
  Western’s theater faces hectic schedule 8/21/01: 20
  Theater department presents paradise 9/27/01: 10
  Ballet to open this weekend [Masque of the Red Death] 10/25/01: 12
  Children’s theater sweet on imagination 11/15/01: 10
  “Chicago” raises curtain tonight 2/21/02: 5
  “Chicago” brings murder, mayhem to campus 2/26/02: 11
  Students showcase pair of plays 4/4/02: 12
  “Driven” begins tonight on the Hill 4/11/02: 12
  Play helps actors evolve, find themselves 4/16/02: 7
  Evolving, finessing & wrapping [An Evening of Dance] 4/30/02: 16
  Line dancin’ [A Chorus Line] 11/14/02: 1
  “A Chorus Line” receives big laughs, sells out every show 11/19/02: 10
  Playwright comes to Western to direct “Cry Havoc” 2/13/03: 1A
  “Cry Havoc” draws crowd 2/20/03: 7
  Department to hold student-run plays 4/10/03: 7
  “Evening of Dance” takes stage tonight 4/24/03: 5B
  Students take part in an “Evening of Dance” 4/29/03: 1A
  “Art” to feature Western instructors 5/1/03: 10B
  ‘Apocalypso!’ to kick off theater season 9/4/03: 10
  Scoot directs play on Hill 11/6/03: 1
  Dream makers [Midsummer Night’s Dream] 11/11/03: 1
  New minor may be added 1/15/04: 8
  ‘Vagina Monologues’ showing tomorrow 2/24/04: 3
  The power of V 2/26/04: 1
  Music, theatre departments unite for ‘Sweeney Todd’ 2/26/04: 9
  Musical draws big crowds [Sweeney Todd] 3/2/04: 7
Theatre and Dance, Department of (continued)
Atlanta-based dance group raises disabilities awareness 3/9/04: 9
Play opens in FAC tonight [Baby with the Bathwater] 4/8/04: 3B
‘Baby’ disturbs, humors crowd 4/13/04: 7
Dancing in the Light 4/22/04: 1
‘An Evening of Dance’ ends run at 8 tonight 4/27/04: 7

Thomas, Bill
Hilltopper authors join in book event 3/28/00: 9

Thomas, Corey
Senior wins national horsemanship award 8/22/00: 3

Thomas, Helen
Famous reporter to be honored 10/30/03: 9

Thomas, Tara
A time to shine 10/26/00: 13

Thomas, Tim
Under-21 club scene becomes Kooler 11/2/00: 8
Student battles Trick Daddy and Trina 2/8/01: 8
No-show rappers pay fine 2/20/01: 1

Thomas, William
Alumnus founding Irish city 12/7/00: 1

Thompson, Brandon
Thompson named Verizon Academic All-American 2/12/02: 11

Thompson, Janet
Dancing with two Topperettes during a drought 3/30/00: 24

Thompson, Kelly
Cherry tops century list 12/7/99: 1

Thompson, Kelly Jr.
Corvette makers sued for $120M 2/13/01: 3
GM settles lawsuit with plant workers 2/22/01: 9

Thompson Science Complex
Science complex facelift proposed 10/5/99: 1
Thompson fails to get state recommendation 10/14/99: 6
Thompson funding falters 11/11/99: 1
Thompson Complex vandalized 3/1/01: 5
State funding sought for renovation 9/27/01: 3
Baking soda raises concerns in Thompson 10/25/01: 8

Thousand Words Beyond the Hill, A
A thousand words beyond the Hill 1/31/02: 2
Fern Terrace Lodge 2/7/02: 2
Rodeo cowboys 2/12/02: 2
Vietnamese New Year 2/14/02: 2
Southern Recycling 2/19/02: 2
Westside Neighborhood Park 2/21/02: 2
PJ College of Cosmetology 2/26/02: 2
James Wilson 2/28/02: 2
Thousand Words Beyond the Hill, A (continued)

- BG Livestock Market 3/5/02: 2
- Artistic Encounter 3/7/02: 2
- La Luz del Mundo 3/12/02: 2
- Morris Jewelry 3/14/02: 2
- Beautiful Baby Contest 3/28/02: 2
- Easter Bunny 4/2/02: 2
- Beth Sar Shalom 4/4/02: 2
- Chuck Chandler 4/9/02: 2
- Belle Key Church 4/11/02: 2
- Rock climbing 4/16/02: 2
- Chris Whitney 4/18/02: 2
- Elijah Lee 4/23/02: 2
- Ironwood Estate 4/25/02: 2
- Stanley Napier 4/30/02: 2
- Dude’s Produce 5/2/02: 2
- Jeannie’s Superwash 8/20/02: 2A
- John Potter 8/27/02: 2
- Bill Alford 9/10/02: 2
- McKinney’s Barber Shop 9/24/02: 2
- Shelby & Florence Mudd 10/1/02: 2
- Migrant tobacco workers 10/8/02: 2
- Andy Lambirth 10/15/02: 2
- Mitchell Bunnell 10/22/02: 2
- Jeff & Alisa Maysey 10/29/02: 2
- Roger Hennion 11/5/02: 2
- Storm damage 11/12/02: 2
- Steven Caine 11/19/02: 2
- Jim Baldock 11/26/02: 2
- Southern Recycling 1/14/03: 2
- St. Thomas Aquinas Church 1/28/03: 2
- Cumberland Grill 2/4/03: 2
- Grayson County Opry 2/11/03: 2
- Crimson & Cream Ball 2/18/03: 2
- New Bethel Baptist Church 2/25/03: 2
- John & Bess Speer; Rochester ferry 3/4/03: 2
- Van Dockery 3/11/03: 2A
- Quail hunters 3/18/03: 2
- WKU rugby team 4/8/03: 2
- Midland Star tow boat 4/15/03: 2
- Trappist monks 4/22/03: 2
- Claiborne Horse Farm 4/29/03: 2A
- Lonnie Wayne Whitney 5/1/03: 2A
- Barren River swimming 8/21/03: 2
- John Tako 8/28/03: 2A
Thousand Words Beyond the Hill, A (continued)

Earl Harrison 9/4/03: 2
Carpenter Center pool 9/11/03: 2
Rosine Barn Jamboree 9/18/03: 2
Hurricane Isabel 9/25/03: 2
Eugene” 10/9/03: 2
Skydiving 10/16/03: 2
Sherman Marklin 10/23/03: 2
Patricia Garcia 10/30/03: 2
Leland Neville 11/13/03: 2
Kickboxing 11/20/03: 2
Jeri Taylor 12/4/03: 2A
Porky Pig Diner 1/15/04: 2
Crystal Hubbs 1/22/04: 2
Dye’s Barbershop 1/29/04: 2
Anna Greathouse 2/5/04: 2
Joe Don Estes 2/12/04: 2A
Tommy Brooks 2/19/04: 2
New Bethel Church 2/26/04: 2
Hingle family 3/4/04: 2A
John Elder 3/11/04: 2
Amy Gardner 3/18/04: 2
Kaitlyn Peake 4/1/04: 2
Khambang Sibounheuang 4/8/04: 2A
Adairville, Ky. 4/15/04: 2
Charles Hicks 4/22/04: 2
Edmonson Health Care Center 4/29/04: 2A

Tice, Gene

Tice involved in many aspects of student life 8/22/00: 7

Timperman, Brett

Timperman’s story: Check, please 12/4/01: 19

Title IX

Title IX program at Western under routine 6-month review 1/29/02: 15

Todd, J. Clifford

Board approves University Senate 2/1/00: 3
Todd gift fine with Western 2/8/00: 1
Todd gift welcome on campus 2/10/00: 5

Todd, Nick

Todd running for SGA finance office 3/18/03: 5
Two students running for SGA president 3/4/04: 1A
Todd elected SGA president 3/18/04: 1
SGA president-elect under investigation 4/20/04: 1
Todd: ‘I feel I have done nothing wrong’ 4/22/04: 1
Todd takes office amid controversy 4/29/04: 1A
Toomey, L. O. and Louise
Scholarship begins 10 years after creation 10/24/02: 3

Topmiller, Jared
Golfer arrested for stolen permit 11/20/01: 11

Topper Transit
See Shuttle Services

Topperettes
Dreaming of the big dance 9/23/99: 1
Full of Heart 9/23/99: 11
Dancing with two Topperettes during a drought 3/30/00: 24
Dancers prep for nationals 11/13/01: 7
Topperettes take 12th at national competition 1/29/02: 10

Torp, Cynthia
“California Raisins” illustrator to visit, exhibit 3/23/00: 12

Towery, Carlisle
SportsBrief 2/20/03: 8
Towery: “It’s an honor, and I’m speechless” 2/25/03: 12

Towns, Antone
Red Anonymity 10/25/01: 13
Towns: football out, baseball his choice 9/10/02: 12
QB’s departure doesn’t spell disaster for Toppers’ football future [column] 9/10/02: 12
Sticking with it 4/29/04: 12A

Townsend, Tanner
Experienced eyes 4/23/02: 13

Track and Cross Country
Cross country teams set to build on last year’s championship season 9/9/99: 19
Cross country ready for conference 10/28/99: 16
Cross country alums give team good race 9/19/00: 10
Making new tracks 1/11/01: 13
Spring break meet optional for track 3/15/01: 16
Western hosts race Saturday 9/13/01: 13
Athletes coping by running 9/18/01: 13
Off the Beaten Path [mountain bike racing] 10/2/01: 9
Why run? 10/11/01: 13
Track teams prepare for MTSU event 1/17/02: 14
Six athletes record personal track bests 2/12/02: 16
Three track athletes compete 4/2/02: 16
Track teams gear up for SBC championship 5/2/02: 32
Experienced team ready 8/20/02: 5B
Cross country begins season 9/10/02: 9
Runners honored, headed to Pre-NCAA meet 10/17/02: 8
Fresh faces could give Western boost 1/16/03: 10
Long’s team loaded with potential 1/30/03: 8A
Track adds a pair 5/1/03: 18A
As a group, veterans optimistic 9/4/03: 14
Track and Cross Country (continued)

Runners welcome home course advantage 9/18/03: 14
Jaggers finishes eighth in Arkansas 9/30/03: 11
Western new SBC champions 11/4/03: 10
Paul clocks new SBC district record 11/18/03: 8
Three Toppers break school records 2/3/04: 10
Western hosting first track meet in 22 years 4/1/04: 1
Back on the Hill 4/6/04: 14

Training Alliance of Southern Kentucky

Western, BGTC create partnership 11/18/03: 1

Transfer Students

Transfer students face steeper climb 9/16/99: 7

Transpark

See Kentucky Tri-Modal Transpark

Trapasso, Michael

War games: Professor majors in civility 4/12/01: 11

Truitt, Jamie

Truitt leaves program, plans to transfer 8/27/02: 9

Tucker, Bert

Tucker named men’s assistant basketball coach 8/24/00: 20

Tuition (See also Fees, Student)

Regents holding closed meeting to mull health service’s fate 8/26/99: 6
Tuition increase expected 9/21/99: 1
Tuition on rise again 9/28/99: 1
Miller’s prepaid tuition plan sailing through state legislature 2/29/00: 3
Tuition deadline arrives early 1/11/01: 8
Tuition, fees may become package deal 1/25/01: 1
Tuition and fee committee meets again 1/30/01: 8
Students using plastic money at record rate for tuition, fees 2/6/01: 9
Tuition changes proposed 2/20/01: 1
Proposed tuition changes absurd [editorial] 2/22/01: 4
Burch questions tuition recommendations 3/1/01: 9
Committee recommends tuition and fees package 3/29/01: 12
Tuition increase boosts faculty and staff pay 8/21/01: 1
Out-of-state grad tuition may go up 5/2/02: 5
Regents increase tuition 10.4 percent 8/20/02: 1A
More students to get in-state tuition 10/29/02: 5
Tuition up nationally 12/5/02: 10A
Tuition costs increasing across state 4/10/03: 1
Budget concerns again looming over the Hill 8/19/03: 1A
Tuition cap to be proposed 9/11/03: 1
Regents will look at tuition 10/16/03: 1
Tuition hike likely 10/21/03: 1
Faculty, students mixed on proposal 10/21/03: 2
Tuition increase common 10/28/03: 1
Tuition (continued)
Ransdell explains tuition increase to students 10/30/03: 1
Regents approve spring tuition increase 11/4/03: 1
Tuition assistance approved 11/25/03: 1A
Tuition bill won’t be heard in committee 1/15/04: 3
Hearings may be required 3/16/04: 3A
Colleges brace for tuition hikes 4/6/04: 1
Alumni grant cut back because of budget reductions 4/8/04: 1A
Out-of-statlers could get tuition discount 4/13/04: 1
Forum set to discuss tuition plan 4/27/04: 1
Long-term tuition plan is a first for Western [commentary] 4/29/04: 5A

Tuition Incentive Program
Western can’t afford to add counties to TIP 10/31/02: 4

Turley, Louis
SGA recognizes 12 for teaching excellence 3/30/00: 6

Turner, Gordon
Officer accepted to FBI training center 4/19/01: 12
Western officer gets FBI training 8/28/01: 3

Twyman, Tyler
One Wrong Turn 4/29/03: 1A

Tyler, Sara E.
Long-time librarian dies 1/30/01: 8

Uhlenkott, Linda
SGA recognizes 12 for teaching excellence 3/30/00: 6

University Attorney
State reps say WKU overbilled for defense 8/24/99: 11

University Center Board
Big name concert might come this spring 1/11/00: 3
UCB to revise constitution 2/3/00: 3
$84,000 on hand for UCB to spend 2/15/00: 5
Outlook on concerts relying more on luck 3/2/00: 9
Proposed UCB Constitution creates positions; gives students more power 4/18/00: 9
Martin Luther King III to speak at DUC in November 9/14/00: 6
2000-2001 UCB schedule 9/14/00: 6
UCB hopes to get former WNBA star to speak on Hill next semester 10/26/00: 3

University Farm
Sunrise to sunset 2/27/01: 9

University Libraries
Upgraded TOPCAT system brings library home 9/28/99: 3
Helm air conditioning to get $50,000 overhaul 10/5/99: 6
More money needed for surveillance 3/30/00: 3
Anthrax scare reaches Hill 10/18/01: 1
Students, workers held in library for two hours 10/18/01: 1
Substance tests negative for anthrax 10/23/01: 1
Java City brings newest location, caffeine boost to library 8/20/02: 4B
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- Cell towers generate revenue 2/13/03: 3A
- University libraries programs help make community high tech 10/8/02: 7
- Library computer lab closes early due to heat 3/20/03: 2
- Wireless access in library 8/19/03: 3B

University Senate

- Wolfe says Faculty Senate not down for count yet 10/12/99: 3
- Faculty to vote on University Senate proposal 1/20/00: 1
- Fate of University Senate to be decided by faculty 1/25/00: 3
- New senate passes by four votes 1/27/00: 3
- Board approves University Senate 2/1/00: 3
- Faculty evaluations likely to remain off limits to students 3/23/00: 10
- Faculty regent says review not needed 3/28/00: 1
- Faculty Senate wants more SGA input on evaluations 3/28/00: 8
- New faculty senate to take charge 4/4/00: 5
- Teachers, administrators join forces in new senate 8/31/00: 1
- Senate demands increase in university’s contribution to employee insurance 9/26/00: 3
- Senate condemns board’s recognition of Meredith 11/21/00: 6
- University Senate a successful venture 12/5/00: 1
- Senate wants clinic to get athletics fee 4/3/01: 6
- University Senate to fill vacancies 9/13/01: 3
- University Senate gives approval for film minor 10/23/01: 3
- University Senate to meet today in Garrett Center 11/15/01: 7
- Senate seeks enrollment money 11/20/01: 6
- Freshman seminar on Senate agenda 2/14/02: 5
- Senate offers faculty guide for curriculum 2/21/02: 8
- Senate to meet, debate class 3/28/02: 7
- Election in wings for Senate 10/10/02: 6
- Dietle to be replaced by vice-chair 10/22/02: 5
- Students’ and faculty opinion not included 11/26/02: 5
- Groups to address growth 1/23/03: 1
- Senate tables SGA resolution, again 1/28/03: 5
- Senate questions function 4/17/03: 1
- Social Security use raises issues 8/21/03: 3
- Senate meets today 9/18/03: 2
- Senate may consider new grading 9/23/03: 1
- Student senate members approved 10/9/03: 3
- Students debate plus/minus grading system with faculty 10/14/03: 5
- Strow proposes grading system 10/21/03: 3
- Senate expected to vote on plus/minus today 11/20/03: 1
- Plus/minus proposal tabled 11/25/03: 1A
- Proposal might separate senate 1/22/04: 1
- Ad hoc committee might become permanent 2/24/04: 2
- Students want to see evaluations 3/18/04: 1
- Evaluations sought again 4/15/04: 8
Upper Green River Biological Preserve
University buys land for preserve 4/22/04: 1

Utilities
Creating clean campus water an around-the-clock task 3/8/01: 5
Water tower “perfect addition” 5/1/03: 11A

Van Antwerp, Julia
Terrorist attacks affect swimmers 9/18/01: 3

Van der Meer, Wieb
Herald helped Wilkins “spread lies” [letter] 2/6/01: 4

Van Meter Hall
Van Meter overlook being fixed 3/6/01: 6

Veenker, Beverly
Four Western women honored 4/5/01: 5

Veldman, Gord
Veldman to compete at Commonwealth Games 4/9/02: 14
Swimmer could qualify for NCAA 3/11/03: 8A
Veldman seeks All-American honors 3/18/03: 7

Vencill, Kicker
Swimmer breaks records; team finishes second at invitational 12/7/99: 13
Kicker in Motion 4/27/00: 23

Vermeil, Lance
A tale of three coaches 8/22/02: 12

Verner, Jo Ann
Western mourns loss of two faculty members 1/15/02: 3

Vessels, Jeff
ACLU speaker encourages students to fight for their rights 11/4/99: 3

Veterans Upward Bound
Veterans Upward Bound gives some vets chance at college 10/15/02: 8

Vidakovic, Ivan
Crime Stoppers 4/2/02: 8

Videnov, Filip
Bulgarians bring foreign tongue with international game 12/9/99: 19

Volleyball
Volleyball wants to “deserve to win” 8/24/99: 22
Miller injures knee 8/24/99: 25
Lady Toppers have unfinished business 8/26/99: 23
Searching for help on the left side 8/31/99: 17
Volleyball at a glance 8/31/99: 24
Carpenter out indefinitely with injury 10/12/99: 13
Volleyball ends spring season 4/27/00: 26
Volleyball team academically strong 8/24/00: 24
Lady Tops at crossroads 9/12/00: 15
Gatorade Player of the Year commits to Western [Amanda Cecil] 2/6/01: 20
Volleyball to hold open tryouts 3/13/01: 16
Volleyball team “kills” – on the court and in classroom 4/17/01: 16
Volleyball (continued)
Volleyball signs recruit [Ashly Miller] 4/26/01: 24
Volleyball picked No. 1 8/21/01: 26
Tops look for Sun Belt title 8/30/01: 13
Triple Threat 9/13/01: 13
Western prevails for first title 11/1/01: 9
Volleyball seniors to say farewell tomorrow 11/8/01: 9
Coach turned a miracle 11/8/01: 9
NCAA shuns Lady Toppers from postseason 11/29/01: 16
New position proves bigger isn’t always better 8/27/02: 12
Work in progress 8/29/02: 10
Do you know the best team on the Hill? [commentary] 9/19/02: 10
NoeBody Better 10/24/02: 12
Western clinches third Sun Belt title 11/12/02: 10A
Dream Weaver 11/14/02: 14
Volleyball rallies, wins first SBC title 11/26/02: 12
Western off to big island for NCAA 12/5/02: 12B
High school friendship nets Hudson Texas transfer 1/14/03: 12
Former backup setter to transfer 4/8/03: 12
Hudson to mix Blotch with winning formula 8/21/03: 14
Together Again 8/26/03: 12
Toppers face Kansas 8/28/03: 12A
Seniors to say goodbye 11/13/03: 10
Fall signing brings in seven players 11/18/03: 9
Lady Tops host chance for NCAA bid 11/20/03: 12

Vourvopoulos, George
Professor honored for invention 1/11/00: 14

Wagner, Jessie
Natural Born Killer 11/7/02: 12
Together Again 8/26/03: 12

Waldrop, Brandon
Golfer wins, ties scoring record 11/13/01: 12
Waldrop leads golf to Hawaii 3/14/02: 14

Walker, Charlie
Five dreamers, one dream 3/28/02: 11

Walker, Monica
Walker’s story: A grad after 36 years 11/13/01: 9

Wallace, Reggie
Keeping the Faith 2/27/03: 1

Walz, Jaime
Walz patient in rehabbing knee 8/24/99: 25
Walz cleared to play basketball 10/12/99: 14
Breaking down Walz 11/4/99: 1

Ward, Brian
Chief trying to build stability on police force 8/27/02: 1
Ward, Leslie Nicole
Students involved in international drug ring 3/15/01: 9

Warren, Robert Penn (See also Robert Penn Warren Symposium)
Poet Warren to be honored 4/24/03: 5B
Father influential on artist 3/18/04: 6

Wathen, Beverly Harper
Western grad joining board 1/11/00: 10

Watkins, Hays
Gift will bring CEOs into business classes 10/12/99: 5

Watson, Doc
Musician, legend to perform old-time music blend 3/5/02: 8
Watson wows area with bluegrass and soul 3/12/02: 3

Weather
Cars, buildings fall victim to Thursday’s storm 11/14/00: 1
Weather station still suffering from storm 1/18/01: 3
All washed up: Western treads water when rain hits the Hill 10/25/01: 1
Snow cancels classes for first time in six years 12/5/02: 1A
Snow Day 12/5/02: 11A
Flooded . . . again 11/20/03: 6

Weaver, Shane
Weaver named assistant softball coach 9/14/99: 20
Softball assistant awaiting discipline 4/25/00: 19
Coach serves suspension 4/27/00: 25

Webb, Kathy
Answering the call 1/15/02: 9

Weber, Sarah
Weber’s story: Guided to Joshua’s 8/28/01: 11

Weist, T. J.
A tale of three coaches 8/22/02: 12
Offense, defense as different as their individual coaches 8/28/03: 12A

Welch, Jeffrey
Western sues two former police officers 9/7/00: 1
Officers’ lawsuit closer to trial 2/22/01: 5
Western makes progress in suit 1/17/02: 3
Western outlines damages for circuit court 3/14/02: 3
Judge rules former campus police officers must pay Western $8,000 8/22/02: 5

Welcome Back Western Festival
Welcome scheduled tomorrow 8/29/00: 15
Welcome bash tomorrow 8/21/01: 16
Welcome back bash adds live music, games 8/22/02: 7
Welcome Back Western Bash a hit, games ignored 8/27/02: 7
Freebies galore tomorrow 8/19/03: 4B

Wells, Christina Brown
Old timers give youngsters lesson in running 9/18/01: 13
Wells, Laura
Grad student receives fellowship 4/24/01: 16

Wells, Mike
Wells undergoes surgery 10/2/01: 16

Wells, Walter
Elson adds two new coaches to staff, promotes Taggart 4/3/03: 8A

Western Kentucky University
U. S. News rankings overlook Western 11/2/00: 1
Western, Eastern receive new set of benchmark universities 2/6/01: 6

Western Kentucky University – Centennial
A Century on the Hill 8/26/99: 14
Cherry tops century list 12/7/99: 1
Western alumni among list of notable Kentuckians 12/9/99: 3
Writer’s grandparents see Hill as much different place [commentary] 10/12/00: 3B
Western plans for 100th anniversary 5/1/03: 1A

Western Symphonic Band
Band’s first concert tonight 10/9/01: 12

Whaley, Charles E.
Disabled man files discrimination suit 8/28/01: 1
Discrimination suit is going to trial 8/20/02: 7A
Jury rules in favor of Western 8/27/02: 1

Whitaker, Camryn
Home on the Hardwood 1/17/02: 13
Another Crushing Loss 11/5/02: 12
Painful Returns 1/15/04: 12

Whitaker, David B.
Former journalism head Whitaker returns 10/30/03: 4B
Small gestures don’t capture the gifts given by this beloved Western figure [commentary]
11/13/03: 4

Wick, Jody
Wick trial postponed until Dec. 9 9/16/99: 7
Wick pleads to lesser arson charge 1/11/00: 3

Wilcutt, Terry
Alumnus leading space trip 9/7/00: 1
Regents to discuss lawsuit, honorary degrees tomorrow 10/26/00: 6
Astronaut speaking tonight 11/16/00: 5
Legislators name road after Wilcutt 2/15/01: 3
Prof and alumnus win state awards 9/26/02: 2
Wilcutt to attend exhibit opening 9/9/03: 8
Wilcutt visits alma mater for opening of flight exhibit 9/16/03: 7
Wilder, Jerry
  Wilder leaving VP post 10/21/99: 1  
  Ransdell plans to eliminate VP position 11/4/99: 1  
  SGA members oppose move 11/4/99: 1

Wilder, Joyce S.
  Super Saturdays 2/22/01: 11  
  Keep, and expand, ASL [letter to editor] 2/26/02: 4

Wilhite, Matt
  Former Topper now an Angel 1/29/04: 10

Wilkins, Deborah
  Mendel: Land bought illegally 2/1/00: 1  
  Board misled in deal 2/8/00: 1  
  Land purchase legal 2/8/00: 4  
  Attorney’s behavior “dishonorable”; 2/29/00: 4  
  Wilkins says furniture questions were answered, blasts Herald 4/27/00: 17  
  The Look of Love 2/13/03: 1B

Wilkins, Nick
  Local entrepreneurs pass on words of wisdom 3/12/02: 6A

Wilkinson, David
  Technology grew under interim head 8/31/99: 6

Willard, Megan
  Willard’s story: No one’s perfect 2/11/03: 9

Williams, Adam
  Student’s life on farm inspired career 9/23/03: 6

Williams, Mike
  Class includes eight inductees 10/3/00: 9

Willis, Breeda Dennehy
  Western alumnus goes to Olympics 9/14/00: 1

Willis, Drew
  Freshman says first week of college like “Spring Break” 8/22/02: 1

Willoughby, Clay
  Life behind bars [student bartenders] 9/6/01: 9

Wisham, Melvin
  Wisham set to anchor Hilltoppers defense 8/31/99: 17  
  Wisham leads spring defense 3/30/00: 19  
  Turning it on 8/31/00: 1

Wittman, Ben
  Big Ben: Senior leads defense, upholds family tradition 10/14/99: 13  
  Wittman signs as a free agent with Ravens 4/18/00: 16  
  Wittman, Smart glad to be pros 4/20/00: 17

WKYU-FM
  WKYU-FM wins national awards 8/22/00: 3

WKYU-PBS
  WKYU christens satellite truck 11/16/99: 5  
  Game waves [Hilltopper Sports Satellite Network] 2/8/01: 13
WKYU-PBS (continued)
  A whole new Outlook 9/26/02: 7
  Public television goes digital 5/1/03: 3B
  WKYU gets grant 3/11/04: 2

Wolfe, Edward
  Wolfe says Faculty Senate not down for count yet 10/12/99: 3

Wolfe, Scott
  Five dreamers, one dream 3/28/02: 11

Womack, Tommy
  SuperPicks 2/24/00: 10

Women
  The Western feminist evolution 4/8/04: 1A

Women’s Alliance
  Workshop guides women 11/16/99: 8
  Organization enhancing role of women 4/17/03: 1

Women’s Studies
  Puzzling perceptions [both sexes in classes] 11/16/00: 7
  Feminist Thought class performs V-day play 2/13/01: 10
  Women recognized at luncheon 4/17/01: 6
  Rooms with a view [At Home: A Kentucky Project] 12/6/01: 9
  “Vagina Monologues” tacks sensitive issues 2/19/02: 6
  Filmmaker to speak today [Elizabeth Barret, Judi Jennings] 3/12/02: 3
  Video draws crowd, group discussion [Live Nude Girls Unite] 1/30/03: 3B
  Spread the Word [Vagina Monologues] 3/6/03: 1A
  “Monologues” raises $1,172 3/11/03: 5A
  Folk singer Gribi returning to Hill 4/10/03: 9
  Gribi provides entertaining tour through women’s history 4/15/03: 7
  Women’s studies awards 4/22/03: 2
  “Day” will help girls succeed 4/24/03: 5B
  “Day” exposes local girls to science 4/29/03: 7B
  Two speakers slated for fall 9/4/03: 8

Woodall, Jill
  Woodall’s story: Uniform driven life 9/24/02: 6

Woodard, Finley
  Admissions director hired 10/28/99: 11

Woodard, Glenn
  Power & Prayer 1/23/01: 1

Woodman, Donald
  Photographer kicks off semester of art projects 8/28/01: 14

Woods, C. J.
  Minorities lean on Woods 2/15/00: 1
  Woods, minority programs provide support [View of the Hill] 8/22/00: 31
  The Look of Love 2/13/03: 1B
Worley, Ariel
Global love: Valentines sent to stationed loved ones 2/12/04: 9A

Wright, Duan
Wright and Campbell confident about campaign 4/11/00: 11
Wright has many roles at Western 4/25/00: 17

Wright, Jana
Lady Toppers prove they have Wright stuff 3/23/00: 17

WWHR-FM
Riding the Pine begins new season on radio 8/31/00: 16
Student voices rocking the Hill 8/30/01: 12
“Village Idiots” on probation 10/9/01: 1
“Village Idiots” get fired 10/11/01: 1
Who in the heck are the real idiots? [editorial] 10/11/01: 4
Radio DJs accused of threatening adviser 10/16/01: 1
Friend of the Idiots [letter to editor]: 10/16/01: 4
Herald coverage idiotic [letter to editor]: 10/16/01: 4
Committee disciplines Idiots 10/30/01: 1
25 hours on air 11/6/01: 1
Student radio station changes name, expands recruitment 2/5/02: 5
WWHR increases wattage 8/22/02: 5
SGA investigating donation made to WWHR last year 9/19/02: 3
SGA to vote on proposal calling students to help fund radio station 3/4/03: 7
Students to vote next month on possible radio fee 3/6/03: 1A
Student fee not the solution for 91.7 [editorial] 3/11/03: 4A
WWHR limited by meager budget [commentary] 3/13/03: 4
Radio station to host games and music festival 3/13/03: 8
Johnson, Martin win contested SGA election races 4/8/03: 1

Ximenes, Kristopher
Ximenes’ story: X marks spot 2/12/02: 9

Yager, Ed
SGA recognizes 12 for teaching excellence 3/30/00: 6

Yazzie, Larry
Native song: Larry Yazzie performs American Indian dances 11/20/03: 1

Yearbook
See Talisman

Yenowine, Jackie
It takes two 12/5/02: 4B

Young, Regina
Student balances home, school, coaching 9/9/03: 8

Young Democrats
Young Democrats fight apathy 2/14/02: 7

Youngster, Jolene
Pageantry instills confidence 2/3/00: 10
Zehner, Tyress Carlos
  Freshman caught with gun in dorm 1/9/01: 1
  Ex-student does time for gun possession 4/12/01: 9

Zephyrus
  Writings due Friday 2/20/03: 3

Zeta Phi Beta
  Zeta Phi Beta suspended 10/29/02: 2

Zoglmann, Julie
  Zoglmann’s story: Grad school next for 4.0 student 4/26/01: 8B